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ABSTRACT 

Portable devices, such as mobile phones, personal digital assistants, notebooks, etc.. 

have become an indispensable part of our daily life. Mobility requires energ\- auton

omy, which is achieved with the use of batteries. Due to stringent size and weight 

requirements, batteries do not last sufficiently long under high-power loads, coun

teracting many of the perceived benefits of mobile computing and communications. 

Consequently, energy* efficiency has become one of the key design challenges. 

This dissertation studies two different approciches toward the design of energy-

efficient portable electronic .systems. The first approach abstracts a set of interde

pendent tasks, executed by the system, as a time-var\'ing load on the batter>-. We 

assume that the system can operate at multiple supply voltages and clock frequen

cies. The goal is to develop algorithms for energy-aware task scheduling, exploiting 

the capability of changing the supply voltage and the clock frequency. Automated 

optimization of energ\' efficiency for batter>--powered systems is inadequate without 

accurate predictions of the available energj-, i.e. the lifetime of the battery, under a 

given load. Therefore, a key component of this effort involves the development of a 

robust model of batterv* behavior and efficient methods for predicting batten." lifetime. 

The second part of this dissertation explores hardware-software cosynthesis for 

reconfigurable processors, with energy efficiency as the main objective. Hardware 

components in such processors can be reconfigured to respond to changes in user de
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mands. Reconfigurability allows for system flexibility, thus reducing product volatil

ity, time-to-market and cost of development and manufacturing. Even though hard

ware programmability offers a variety of benefits, the reconfiguration cost in terms 

of power dissipation and delay is the key factor limiting system performance. To ad

dress energy and delay issues associated with reconfiguration, we develop a method 

for binding user program blocks either to a software execution unit or to a reconfig-

urable hardware execution unit, accounting explicitly for energ\- and delay penalties 

due to both computations and configurations. In addition, we describe the organiza

tion of the reconfigurable hardware space that allows for simple dynamic placement 

and routing of hardware objects, and propose an efficient method for reducing the 

amount of reconfiguration during routing in such environment. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Portable Electronic Systems 

Living in the information age, an ever increasing proportion of the world's work 

force creates. retrie%'es. stores, and processes information using an electronic medium. 

Cellular phones, pagers, personal digital assistants (PDAs), palmtop and laptop com

puters. and a wide variety of other portable computing and communication devices 

enable an ant/time/anywhere access to a mobile information network, revolutionizing 

the way we work. We are witnessing the trend of replacing the traditional office with a 

virtual office, where one can perform much of the work from a remote location or while 

moving. This trend creates enormous worldwide markets for portable electronics. 

.•\dvances in integrated circuit (IC) fabrication technology have resulted in today's 

handheld computers having the functionality and performance of a desktop computer 

that was introduced a few years ago. Portability requires not only energy auton

omy. but also a small form factor, placing stringent restrictions on system size and 

weight. Since compact batteries must be used, the energy budget of portable de

vices is severely limited. On the other hand, although the power per transistor has 

decreased dramatically due to shrinking feature sizes and low voltage operation, the 

total system power is increeising due to the integration of more functions and oper
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ating the systems at higher clock frequencies. Due to the increasing system power 

and slow advances in batter\- technology-, portable devices need to be frequently shut 

down for several hours to recharge batteries, thus negating many benefits of mobile 

computing and communications. For these reasons, energy* efficiency has become the 

central issue for future portable electronics. Even for a desktop computer, with un

limited energy supply from the electric power line, reduction of power consumption 

is needed to reduce cooling costs and improve reliability. 

The main objective of the research described in this dissertation is to develop 

methods to make the execution of applications programs on a portable computer en

ergy efficient so as to extend the lifetime of the battery. Two different approaches 

to achieving this objective are examined. The execution of an application program 

is viewed as performing a set of interdependent tasks, where each tcisk imposes a 

certain load on the battery-. VV'e first develop an analytical model for predicting the 

battery lifetime which is a function of the load profile. This model is then used to 

guide task scheduling under various scenarios, with the goal of maximizing the bat

tery lifetime. In addition to the start times of each task, other decision variables of 

the optimization problem include the supply voltage and clock frequency assigned to 

each task. The second approach addresses energy efficiency of a reconfigurable pro

cessor with specific architectural features, namely a fixed-datapath software unit and 

a programmable hardware unit. The addressed problems include hardware-software 

partitioning of a task with the goal of minimizing energy consumption associated with 
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both computation and configuration. 

The remainder of this chapter contains (1) background information on batter\-

technology-, (2) relation of energy and delay to the system supply voltage and clock 

frequency, (3) description of a generic portable platform. (4) background information 

on reconfigurable computing, and (5) description of a reconfigurable processor. 

1.1.1 Energj' Supply: Battery Technology 

A laptop computer with a GHz processor, high resolution color display, wireless com

munication capability, high capacity magnetic and optical storage is of limited use 

if the system is frequently shut down to recharge the batter>-. For this reason, the 

lifetime of a batterv- is one of the most important characteristics of a portable device. 

For many users, doubling the batterv' lifetime is far more important than doubling 

the clock frequency. Unfortunately, improvements in batter\- capacity cannot not 

keep pace with the advances in IC technology. According to the International Tech

nology- Roadmap for Semiconductors [44], the processing performance of a PD.\ is 

expected to rise from 0.3 GOPS to 103 GOPS over the ten years 2001-2010, while 

the growth rate of battery energ\- density is about 100-fold slower, increasing from 

120 Watt-hour/Kilogram to 400 VVatt-hour/Kilogram. In other words, the battery-

will need to be 100 times heavier to meet future power demands. To narrow this 

performance-capacity gap, a designer must examine various behavior alternatives of 

the energy consumer (e.g. the processor and the wireless link) to increase system ef
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ficiency from the perspective of the energy supplier (the battery). This task requires 

an understanding of the basic characteristics and principles of the batterv' operation. 

A batter>', or an electrochemical cell, consists of three main components: the 

anode (negative electrode), the cathode (positive electrode), and the electrolyte (ionic 

conductor). The anode and the cathode are electronically isolated to prevent internal 

short-circuiting, and surrounded by the electrolyte. Electricity is produced during 

chemical reactions releasing or consuming electrons. .\n example of an electrochemical 

cell and its operation are described in .\ppendix A. 

The majority of commonly used rechargeable batteries can be divided into five 

chemical classes: lead acid, nickel cadmium, nickel-metal hydride, lithium-ion. and 

lithium-ion polymer. A brief description of each class, due to [17]. is given below. 

1. (Lead Acid) In commercial use since 1970. lead acid batteries cost about $25 

and provide energv' density of 30-50 VV'att-hour/Kilogram. The charge time is 

relatively long, 8-16 hours. After 200-300 discharge-recharge cycles 20% of the 

initial capacity is lost (this is also called cycle life). Lead acid chemistr\' is the 

most economical choice for large power applications where weight and size are 

not a primary concern. 

2. (Nickel Cadmium) In commercial use since 1950. nickel cadmium batteries 

cost about $50 and provide energy density of 45-80 Watt-hour/Kilogram. The 

charge time is relatively short, 1 hour t\-pical. and the cycle life is relatively 
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long, 1500 cycles. Nickel cadmium chemistr\' is the most "rugged", i.e. XiCd 

batteries work well under high discharge rates and at low temperatures. The 

main disadvantage is toxicity. 

3. (Nickel Metal Hydride) In commercial use since 1990. nickel metal hy

dride batteries cost about $60 and provide energ\' density of 60-120 Watt-

hour/Kilogram. The charge time is 2-4 hours, and the cycle life is 300-500 

cycles. Nickel metal hydride chemistr\- is environmentally friendly: however. 

NiMH batteries have the highest self-discharge ('iOVc per month at room tem

perature) and require complex maintenance. 

4. (Lithium Ion) Introduced in 1991. lithium ion batteries have the highest en

ergy" density of 110-160 VVatt-hour/Kilogram but cost $100. No maintenance 

is required, the charge time is 2-4 hours, and the cycle life is 500-1000 cycles. 

Lithium ion chemistry allows for effective utilization of the stored energj- and 

relatively low internal resistance. The main disadvantage is that Li-ion batteries 

require a protection circuit to maintain safe operation. 

5. (Lithium Ion Polymer) On the market since 1999. lithium ion polymer bat

teries can be as thin as 1 millimeter. The energy* density is 100-130 Watt-

hour/Kilogram. and the cost is about SlOO. The charge time is 2-4 hours, and 

the cycle life is 300-500 cycles. Lithium ion polymer chemistr\' is the most 

expensive without any energy density gains: how^ever. small and flexible form 
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factor, light weight, and improved safety are a strong advantage. 

The amount of electricity extracted from the batter\- by the external circuit - the 

actual capacity - depends on the discharge profile characteristics. For example, the 

higher the discharge rate applied, the smaller the actual capacity delivered.' The 

actual capacity variations (i.e. batter\' lifetime variations) can be as much as 40% 

[57]. 

The challenge is to analytically relate changes in the discharge rate to changes in 

the batterv' lifetime. Such a relationship will provide system designers with a practical 

tool for predicting when the batter^' will fail under various discharge conditions. 

1.1.2 Energy- Demand; Trends and Tradeoffs 

Transistor density and the performance of ICs have gone through an astounding rev

olution over the past four decades. In the 1960s. Gordon Moore predicted that the 

number of transistors in a single integrated circuit would increase at an exponen

tial rate. The accuracy of this prediction, which is popularly known as the Moore's 

law. has been equally astounding. Transistor density has been doubling approxi

mately every 18 months and clock frequencies have been doubling every- three years. 

Memorv' density has increased a thousand fold since 1970. The Intel 4004 micropro-

common method for specifying the discharge current of a battery is based on the C-rate: 
I = mCn- where C is the numerical value of the rated capacity, m is a multiple or a fraction of C, 
and n is a multiple or a fraction of C at which the battery was rated. For a battery- rated at 5 
Ampere-hour under the discharge current of 1 Ampere, for example, we have C = 5. n = 1/5, and 
the discharge rate I of C/10 corresponds to 0.5 .Amperes, i .e. I = O.ICo . 2 -
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cessor, introduced in 1971. had 2,250 transistors; the Intel Pentium-4 microprocessor, 

introduced in 2000, had 42,000,000 transistors [43]. According to [46], a conserva

tive estimate for the number of transistors in a microprocessor for the year 2006 is 

5,000.000,000. 

.A.long with design correctness and performance verification, power management 

is identified to be the most critical aspect of the next-generation electronic circuit de

sign. System designers consider power ratings of server microprocessors to be already 

30% higher than expected, exceeding 100 Watts.- Ultimately, it is the reliability of 

a microchip that suffers. For ever\" 10C° incretise in temperature, the failure rate 

doubles. .A.S a result. ver\- expensive cooling mechanisms must be devised to di.ssipate 

the heat through the packaging. If the currently observed trend in power dissipation 

continues, the power density for future microprocessors will approach 2000 Watts per 

square centimeter - the power density of a nuclear reactor [46]. 

Complementar\- Metal-Oxide-Silicon (CMOS) technology has long been the tech

nology of choice of low power digital circuits. It is expected to be the dominant 

technologj' for the future. The tradeofis at the system level involving parameters 

such as the clock frequency and supply voltage can easily be understood by examin-

"Many people are aware how hot a lOO-Watt light bulb gets. microchip with a surface area of 
2 square centimeters dissipating 100 Watts has a heat flux 50 times greater! 
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ing the first order relationships shown below (see Appendix B): 

signal delay D % ^ oc V ^ (1.1) 

clock frequency fcLK ~ ^ oc 1', 

switching power P % V'^ oc 

average current / ar y- oc V". 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

(1.4) 

consumed energ>' E  %  C e f f ^  ~  ^  ̂  (1.5) 

consumed charge C ~ C E F F ^  oc V. (1.6) 

In the above equations. C E F F  is the effective switched capacitance of a CMOS 

circuit, k is the proportionality coefficient, and V is the supply voltage. One can see 

that reducing the supply voltage leads to a linear decrease in charge consumption C. 

a quadratic decrease in current I and energ>- consumption E. and a cubic decrease in 

power consumption P. On the other hand, the clock frequency fcLK must be reduced 

to account for a linear increase in delay D. Thus, voltage scaling should accompanied 

by clock frequency scaling. In this dissertation, whenever voltage scaling is mentioned, 

clock frequency scaling is also implied. 

Let V R E F  denote some reference value of the supply voltage, and let s > 1 be 

the scaling factor. If the supply voltage is scaled down by A-, i.e. V = then 

£ = and D  = S D R E F -  where E R E F  and D R E F  are the energj* consumption and 

delay values, respectively, corresponding to VREF- Thus, reducing the supply voltage 

down by the factor of s decreases the circuit energ\- consumption by the factor of 
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s' and increases the circuit delay by the factor of s. This energy-delay tradeoff is 

i l lustrated in Figure 1.1 that shows a plot of normalized energ\ '  E^E F  
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FIGURE 1.1. Energ\'-Delay Tradeoff. 

Dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) has proven to be one of the most effective ways 

to reduce energy consumption [16]. An electronic system with DV'S capabilities can 

switch between multiple supply voltages (at the corresponding clock frequencies) dur

ing application execution. Examples of commercial products supporting DV'S include 

Intel microprocessors based on the XScale^^' technolog\- [42]. From the user per

spective, given a task requiring N clock cycles to complete, scaling the supply voltage 

down by the factor of .s results in the lower task energy . but the higher task 
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FIGURE 1.2. Portable Computing Platform. 

latency S D R E P N . For a set of user tasks, the challenge is to minimize energy' without 

violating task timing constraints. 

1.1.3 Portable Computing Platform 

Figure 1.2 shows a generic portable platform. There are three main components: 

an energ>' source (a batter\-). an energ>- consumer (an embedded system), and an 

interface (a DC-DC voltage regulator). The consumer consists of a user interface (e.g. 

a touch-screen display), external I/O (e.g. a wireless link), a non-volatile memor\- (e.g. 

FLASH), and a processor (e.g. a reconfigurable system-on-chip). 

Energ\- supply-demand interaction takes place through the interface, the DC-DC 

regulator that converts an unregulated input voltage to the desired regulated 

output voltage Vout- Figure 1.3 shows an example of a simple switching converter 

from [16]. It can produce any arbitrary output voltage 0 < Vout < Note that 

L'in corresponds to the voltage of the energ>- supplier (i.e. the batter>-). and c^ut 
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FIGURE 1.3. PWM Switching DC-DC Converter. 

corresponds to the voltage of the energ\' consumer (i.e. the system). The power 

transistors Mp and A/„ chop f,„ to reduce the average voltage, thus producing a square 

wave with variable duty cycle and constant period at the node tj. The second-order 

low-pass filter, comprised of £/ and C/, passes the DC component of the chopped 

signal. Ideally. Uout is equal to the product of the duty cycle and t;,„. By adjusting the 

duty cycle (pulse-width modulation, or PWM), the switching pattern of Mp and .V/„, 

and ultimately Vout', can be varied to compensate for load and variations. PWM is 

controlled by a negative feedback through the error amplifier comparing and the 

reference voltage tVe/-

The power conversion efficiency e of the converter is defined as the ratio of the 

power delivered to the load to the total power dissipation.^ Let Pm(0 denote the input 

power supply at time t (the power drawn from the battery), and let Pout{t) denote the 

output power demand at time t (the power supplied to the system). Let im(0 denote 

^Here, we assume that e is constant over the DC-DC power range of interest. 
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the discharge current drawn from the batter\'. let ioutit) denote the system current. 

Since Pinit) = 

w) = ——"TTx—• (1-') 
in 

Thus, the system load defines the battery discharge profile. During discharge the 

battery voltage drops from the open-circuit value Vopen to the cutoff value Ccut over 

time. i.e. Vopen > Vmit) > i^'cut- For the sake of simplicity, we let Vin{t) be equal to 

some fixed average value, so that oc iout{t)Vaut{t)- The only directly controllable 

quantities are ioutit) and Vaut{t)-

Our first objective is to develop a batterv* model that can accurately predict the 

batter\- lifetime under varying discharge rate Second, cissuming that Voutit) is 

fixed (i.e. no voltage scaling allowed) so that ^,„(^) oc ioutit)- we wish to shape ioutit)-

and ultimately imit), so that the resulting lifetime is maximized. Shaping of the sys

tem load is performed by appropriate scheduling of user tasks. For example, 

scheduling wireless reception or transmission at different times yields different dis

charge profiles iinit) and, consequently, different batterj* lifetimes. Third, in addition 

to task scheduling, we explore the use of multiple supply voltages to maximize the 

batter>' lifetime. We now assume that the DC-DC allows switching between several 

output voltage levels."* In other words, Voutit) can be controlled over time. Since 

ioutit) ^'Zuti^)^ which vields iinit) oc scheduling user tasks and setting proper 

voltage levels during their execution allows for aggressive control of iinit). Reducing 

^N'ote that voltage scaling is cilways accompanied by the corresponding change in the system 
clock frequency. 
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iJoutit) decreases i,n{t): however, the latencies of user tasks are increased, since the 

clock frequency is also reduced. If the user is not willing to tolerate long delciys, 

then setting the supply voltage to the lowest possible value may not be an acceptable 

option. The objective here is to assign to each task a start time and a supply voltage, 

subject to task deadline constraints, so that he battery lifetime under the resulting 

itnit) is maximized. 

In summar>'. for the portable platform described, we address three specific prob

lems related to energ\' efficient computing: 

• prediction of the batter\- lifetime, or time-to-faihire. given a system load profile. 

• determination of the tiisk execution schedule that maximizes the battery life

time. and 

• selection of the supply voltage for each task to maximize the battery lifetime. 

1.2 Reconfigurable Computing 

Traditionally, embedded systems have been highly specialized for a narrow application 

domain within a well-defined marketplace. However, the proliferation of low cost 

digital processors into many applications has made the embedded processor market 

extremely volatile and competitive. In such an environment, time-to-market is one 

of the most important factors that determine product's success or failure. product 

that is 50% over budget but introduced into the market on time realizes 95% of 
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the profit over 5 years. However, the same product that is within the budget but 6 

months late in the entering the market realizes only 65% of the profit over 5 years. 

According to [92], the average time-to-market for a million gate chip in 1999 was 52 

weeks, which shrunk to 30 weeks in 2000 and to 12 weeks in 2001. In addition, the 

design cost per gate is increasing 30% per year as the chip size grows. In response to 

these trends, the next generation of embedded processors are employing alterable, or 

reconfigurable. hardware. 

.A, reconfigurable processor has the advantages of the temporal flexibility of soft

ware (i.e. anytime reprogrammability) and spacial parallelism of hardware (i.e. con

current computation). There are two types of reconfiguration, static and dynamic. 

Static reconfigurability here refers to systems that do not allow the normal system 

operation to overlap with configuration. In other words, statically reconfigurable ICs 

include those that must be physically disengaged from the system to perform re

configuration as well as those that require the entire chip to be reprogrammed each 

time a change is required. Dynamic reconfigurability here refers to systems that 

allow for run-time partial changes in hardware. In dynamically reconfigurable field-

programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), for example, the silicon can be reused during 

the lifetime of the algorithm. Such FPGAs do not have to be placed in a special con

figuration mode, and reconfiguration of a portion of the chip can take place without 

disturbing normal operation of the rest of the array. Thus, static reconfigurations 

tune an embedded system for an application prior to its execution, while dynamic 
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reconfigurability permits the hardware context to change during execution of the 

appUcation. 

1.2.1 Advantages and Limitations of Reconfigurable Computing 

The advantages of using the reconfigurable computing paradigm are outlined below, 

as described in [7). 

• Reconfigurability offers greater functionality with simpler hardware design. For 

example, a reconfigurable multiprotocol mobile phone can upload a new protocol 

configuration from a base station, rather than feature a dedicated circuit for each 

protocol of interest. 

• Since reconfigurable systems are upgradable in the field, they provide much 

greater stability in the highly volatile microelectronics market. For example, 

technical obsolescence does not result in significant degradation of system prof

itability. 

• Reconfigurability dramatically reduces the time-to-markeL Since reconfigurable 

hardware is designed once, there are no system design and prototyping cycles af

ter shipping a product. It is necessar\- to meet only the minimum requirements, 

while additional features are added after the product is deployed. 

Two well-known applications from [90] demonstrate many of the benefits of recon

figurable systems: automatic target recognition (ATR) and data encryption standard 
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(DES). The challenge of ATR is the rapid comparison of an input image to thousands 

of templates (e.g. a side view of a tank). Each image contains thousands of pi.xels. 

and a target may appear at any position within an image. Many of the pixels in a typ

ical template do not contribute to the target matching results, and the reconfigurable 

computer can tune its hardware to each template in turn, so that irrelevant pixels 

are ignored during calculations. Since the pixels to be ignored differ from template 

to template, a fixed-hardware system cannot adequately use application characteris

tics to its advantage. The other application. DES encryption, usually involves two 

steps: subkey scheduling, in which a 56-bit encr\ ption key is translated into a series 

of 16 subkeys. and data block processing where each subkey encrypts a 64-bit block. 

A reconfigurable system can calculate the subkey values once, and tune the data 

processing circuitr\- to those specific subkeys. Consequently, the subkey-scheduling 

hardware overhead is eliminated, resulting in a smaller implementation of the DES 

algorithm (25.000 gates of the original implementation vs. 1.3.000 gates of recon

figurable implementation). When the encryption key changes, a new configuration 

is downloaded to the system. These examples demonstrate the enormous flexibil

ity of reconfigurable hardware customized to diverse and changing data processing 

requirements. 

Reconfigurable systems are commonly built using FPGAs [5. 99]. In general, an 

FPGA consists of a regular array of programmable logic blocks interconnected by a 

programmable routing network. FPGA-based computing machines often achieve 100 
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times the performance of general-purpose microprocessor alternatives and 10 times 

the performance per gate of application-specific circuit alternatives [25]. 

Even though reconfigurability offers a variety of benefits, a key disadvantage is 

energy and delay costs due to reconfigurations. Reconfiguration events invoke a delay 

penalty, since the system must wait for a configuration download to complete. During 

reconfigurations, extra power is consumed, since a configuration download causes 

extra switching activity in the circuit. 

Energy and delay penalties due to configuration downloads can be decreased by 

reducing the number of reconfiguration events. To achieve this, the system must 

identify and exploit reusability (regularity) of computational segments within an ap

plication. For example, the cost of a loop body, downloaded once and used many 

times, is amortized over several iterations. Partial reconfigurability permits further 

reduction of configuration penalties by reducing the amount of reconfiguration per

formed. If only a small part of a circuit is changed, the functional context of the 

chip is updated locally, i.e. only logic and routing of the subcircuit in question is 

reconfigured. For example, partially reconfiguring a subcircuit with n gates, instead 

of fully reconfiguring the entire circuit with N gates, v-ields (1 — -^)100% savings in 

the amount of gate reconfiguration. 
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1.2.2 Reconfigurable Processor Architecture 

Figure 1.4 shows the assumed architecture of a dynamically reconfigurable digital 

processor, which is a computing center of the portable platform shown in Figure 1.2. 

It consists of five main components: the software unit (e.g. a microprocessor. DSP), 

the reconfigurable hardwcire space (e.g. a partially reconfigurable FPGA). the config

urable memory (flexible static random-access memory), the configuration controller 

(non-volatile storage and manager of configuration bitstream). and the periphery (e.g. 

timers, receivers, transmitters). The software unit can directly configure the hardware 

space. The configurable memor\* allows for software-controlled tuning of the memory 

organization to a given application. This niemor\* ser\'es as a communication link 

between software and hardware during application execution. The peripheral device 

provides an interface to the rest of the system. The processor is assumed to be im

plemented as a system-on-chip (SoC) with the primarv' goal of reducing the system 

power consumption. The number of cores that can be integrated reliably into a single 

chip is limited: therefore, reconfigurability is particularly desirable since it enables 

software-controlled sharing of the hardware resources over time. 

Given a user program, its parts can be mapped either to the software, or to the 

hardware. Note that the entire program will always "fit" into the hardware space: 

if not at once, then over time with reconfigurations. Also, the entire program can 

be implemented exclusively in software. Usually, a software implementation of a 
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F I G U R E  1 . 4 .  Components of a Reconfigurable Processor. 

program block is slower and less energ>'-efficient than its hardware implementation. 

In other words, computation energj" and delay costs of a hardware implementation are 

lower than in cixse of a software implementation. However, hardware mapping invokes 

configuration energ\' and delay penalties, unlike software mapping. The challenge is 

to partition program segments between software and hardware, so that the overall 

energy and delay costs, due to both computations and configurations, is minimized. 

Reconfigurable hardware mapping in itself is an exciting area of research (e.g. fast 

generation, placement, and routing of reusable hardware objects). Here, we address 

only a small part of it. namely impro\'ing energy efficiency of reconfigurable routing. 

To enable simple placement and routing we impose a virtual standard-cell topology over 

the hardware space, as sho\vn in Figure 1.5. The hardware space is partitioned into 

rows and channels. The rows host hardware objects, or macros, and the channels host 

intermacro routes. One channel is dedicated to the interface circuitry- that "glues" 
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hardware and software computations together. .\s the hardware space grows, the 

number and the size of rows and channels grow accordingly. 

Such segmented specialization introduces spacial locality during reconfigurations, 

thus simplifying dynamic resource management and reducing reconfiguration penal

ties. For example, if two hardware-mapped segments of computation have the same 

operations but different data flows, then only routing patterns need to be changed. 

VV'ith a careful design of hardware objects, it is likely that reconfigurations of the 

hardware space will be dominated by updates of routing patterns. The cost of con

figuring a new routing pattern can be reduced considerably if portions of the last 

configured routing pattern are reused. The challenge is to maximize routing reuse 

during a pattern switch. 

Thus, for the processor architecture described, we focus on two specific energy-
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related issues: 

• deciding between software and hardware implementations of program blocks to 

minimize energ\- consumption, and 

• reusing an existing routing configuration to minimize the amount of reconfigu

ration necessary to Uxy out the next routing pattern. 

1.3 Main Contributions 

This dissertation focuses on the development of energy management strategies for 

portable batter>--powered reconfigurable electronic systems. Our research consists of 

two parts. The first past is aimed at modeling the energy supplier, i.e. the battery, 

and developing methods for improving energ\' efficiency of the energj' consumer, i.e. 

the embedded s>*stem executing a secjuence of its tasks, thus imposing a time-varying 

load on the battery. The second part addresses hardware-software codesign toward 

increasing energy efficiency of the main computing component of the system, namely 

a reconfigurable processor. Listed below is a summary- of key contributions of this 

research. 

I First, we present a high-level anahtical model of a generic batter>- that can 

be used to predict batter\' lifetime. The model is derived based on analysis of 

physical processes taking place inside an electrochemical cell. There are only 
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two model parameters involved: they are easily estimated from simple constant-

rate discharge tests for a specific battery. Also, the model permits a tradeoff 

between the computational complexity and the accuracy of lifetime predictions. 

We describe the results of extensive verification of our model against numerical 

simulations of an electrochemical cell, as well as measurements taken on a real 

batter>-. 

II Second, we investigate the problem of task scheduling in a single-processor 

environment with the objective of maximizing the batter>- lifetime. We derive 

the scheduling cost function from our analytical batter\- model and utilize its 

mathematical properties to develop several techniques for energy-aware tiisk 

seciuencing subject to the delay constraint. For example, we prove that the 

minimum possible cost of a task sequence without idle periods is achieved by 

arranging tasks in nonincreasing order of their currents. Our algorithms include 

optimal insertion of idle periods to exercise charge recoverv* effects, observed 

during batter\' operation. 

Ill Third, we generalize the task sequencing problem to include voltage scaling. We 

analytically demonstrate several important properties of the cost function with 

respect to task voltage assignment. For example, we prove that voltage down-

scaling always outperforms idle period insertion during profile failure recovery-, 

and that during voltage down-scaling of several identical candidate tasks, avail
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able delay slack is optimally utilized by the latest task. These properties are 

used to develop several task sequencing algorithms, including iterative voltage 

down-scaling for task repair and delay slack utilization as well as profile latency 

reduction through iterative voltage up-scaling. 

IV Fourth, we consider mapping user program blocks onto either a software exe

cution unit or a reconfigurable hardware unit, explicitly targeting minimization 

of the energy and delay cost due to both computation and configuration. We 

address three types of problems: energj'-delay product minimization, delay-

constrained energv' minimization, and energv'-constrained delay minimization. 

We demonstrate how these problems can be tackled using network flow tech

niques. and show that in the case of the energ>--delay product minimization, 

one obtains an optimal solution in polynomial time. 

V Fifth, we describe the hardware organization that allows for simple dynamic 

placement and routing of reconfigurable hardware objects (macros). Our idea 

is to introduce a virtual standard cell topology over the dynamic hardware 

space. We address the channel routing issues in such environment. The re

configurable channel capacity is fixed: however, it can accommodate different 

routes in different time frames. In other words, routing can be time-multiplexed, 

if necessary. We propose a method for minimizing the energj' and delay cost of 

channel configurations through maximizing the reuse of a previously configured 
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routing pattern. 

1.4 Contents Outline 

Figure 1.6 shows the breakdown of questions that have motivated our research. Figure 

1.6 also links each question to a particular chapter of this dissertation. Such visual

ization helps placing the contents of each chapter into the proper context within the 

overall scope of this work. 

In Chapter 2 we develop a novel high-level analytical batter\- model, provide 

details on model parameter estimation and lifetime computation, and present the ex

perimental results of model validation with respect to simulations and measurements. 

In Chapter 3 we propose a formal cost function for battery-aware task scheduling, 

based on the batter\- model developed in Chapter 2. and describe proposed task se

quencing methods without considering voltage scaling. In Chapter 4 we generalize 

the task sequencing problem and provide efficient heuristics that take advantage of 

the supply voltage scaling as a powerful tool for controlling battery discharge profiles. 

Thus, in the first three chapters we address the issues of high-level energ\- manage

ment. In the following two chapters, energy efficiency is explored at a lower level 

of abstraction. In Chapter 5 we shift our focus toward dynamic reconfigurability of 

the processor, and develop network flow-based algorithms for hardware-software par

titioning that accounts for energv- and delay penalties due to both computation and 

configuration. In Chapter 6 we formulate a novel channel routing problem, arising in 
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Given a system load profile, when does the battery fail, 
i.e. ttecome discharged? ( Chapter 2 ) 

Regulator 

User Interface External I/O 

Memory 

How to schedule user tasks so that 
the battery lifetime is maximized? 
(Chapter 3) 

How to select the supply voltage for user tasks 
so that the battery lifetime is maximized? ( Chapter 4) 

Penphery I 

Memory 

Control 

Where (software or hardware) 
to map program blocks so that 
the energy-delay cost is minimized? 
(Chapter 5) 

• 
• 
• 

How to reuse an existing routing pattern so that the energy-delay penalty 
due to channel configurations is minimized? ( Chapter 6 ) 

F I G U R E  1 .6. Motivating Questions. 
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the physical design of reconfigurable hardware space, and develop an efficient method 

for reducing reconfiguration cost (energy and delay) by reusing as many segments of 

a previously routing pattern as possible. In Chapter 7 we describe possible extensions 

of this work from the perspective of modeling of energy supply as well tis design of 

energv'-efficient systems and applications, summarize the main results, and conclude 

this dissertation. 
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C H A P T E R  2  

ENERGY SUPPLY MODELING 

2.1 Background 

Electrical energ\- in portable systems is commonly supplied by electrochemical cells, 

or batteries, converting chemical energy into electrical energy. The batter\^ capacity 

is finite, and the time when the battery becomes fully discharged is the lifetime, or 

time-to-failure, of the battery. Once the batter\- is exhausted the system shuts down: 

therefore, predicting and maximizing the batter>- lifetime are important problems. In 

this chapter, our goal is to develop an analytical model of a generic batter>' that can 

be used for estimation of the battery lifetime under various load conditions. 

System designers can use such a model to evaluate system load alternatives and 

select one that is the best from the batter\''s perspective. For example, given a set 

of tasks one can decide on the task schedule and task execution parameters, such as 

the operating voltage and the clock frequency, so that the battery drain is minimized. 

Also, an analytical relationship between the load and the battery lifetime can serv-e 

as a basis for energy-aware design automation of portable electronic systems. 

Modeling of batteries is difficult due to voltage and charge nonlinearities. which 

are especially pronounced when the discharge current varies with time. Figure 2.1 

shows typical voltage-time curves V'{t) under constant discharge conditions. The 
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dotted lines correspond to the ideal power source: the voltage is constant over the 

entire discharge period, dropping from the open-circuit value Vq to the cutoff value 

^cutoff once the capacity is exhausted. .A. real batter\-, however, is exhausted earlier 

than the ideal one, and the voltage degrades with time. In Figure 2.1, Ii = 2/>. which 

yields Ti = Ti/'l for the ideal batter\-. For the real battery, not only L\ < T\ and 

Lj < T>. but also £i < L-ijl. Moreover, one can observe relaxation effects (charge 

recover>'). taking place during off-line periods. Figure 2.2 shows the voltage curves 

for some constant current I and the corresponding interrupted current /*. During 

intervals [O.r) and [r -l-d'. oc). I' = /. while /* = 0 for 6 time units, from time 

instance r to time instance r + 6. For the ideal power source, the time-to-failure T 

under I becomes T' = T + 6 under /*. and the total on-line time is T' — S = T (no 

recovery effect). However, the voltage of a real batter>- will increase (recover) during 

the interval [r. r + 6), so that the voltage at r -I- J will be greater than the voltage at 

r. As a result, the battery lasts beyond L + c)*. 

2.1.1 Related Work 

Battery modeling can be approached in two ways, depending on the level of abstrac

tion. For a batter\- designer, it is important to know the batter\' behavior at the 

microscopic scale: an appropriate model should allow for a detailed low-level analy

sis of main physical processes taking place inside a complex electrochemical sv'stem. 

However, for a battery user, it is important to know the batterj* behavior at the 
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macroscopic scale: therefore, a user-level model should only capture the gross char

acteristics of the battery behavior. Key batter>'-related issues faced by batterv* users 

designing portable electronics, are outlined in [57. 85]. From the CAD perspective, a 

high-level model is preferable since it is significantly faster than a microscopic model. 

The low-level approach relies on a numerical simulation of partial differential equa

tions (PDEs) that govern electrochemical processes taking place inside the battery 

[28. 34. 14). Such simulators are very slow: however, they are extremely helpful 

in extensive studies of the battery systems. (In fact, we used such a simulator to 

generate experimental data for evaluating the quality of our model.) The high-level 

approach can be based on either simuhition of an equivalent representation of a bat

tery [35. 10. 65]. or some analytical expression describing how load conditions affect 

battery performance [29. 30. 88. 66]. 

The high-level simulation-based models reported in literature are a PSPICE equiv

alent circuit [35]. a discrete-time V'HDL model [10]. and a stochastic chain [65]. In 

terms of the prediction accuracy, the most successful approach is due to [65]: it is a 

Markov chain of the batterv* charge states with the forward transitions correspond

ing to discharge, and backward transitions corresponding to recover\'. The load is 

expressed as a random demand on charge units. If in a given time slot some number 

of charge units are "discharged", then an appropriate forward transition takes place 

(a loss of some charge). If in a given time slot no charge units are demanded, an 

appropriate backward transition takes place (a recover\* of some charge). Three real
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istic TCP/IP system load profiles were simulated on the proposed stochastic batter\' 

model. The experimental results show highly accurate lifetime predictions (within 

3%) and verv* fast computation times with comparison to the low-level PDE model 

(seconds vs. days). However, simulation-based models [35. 10. 65] are heuristic in 

their nature and require a user to specify a large number of parameters. 

Next, we briefly outline the referenced work on analytical modeling. The authors 

of [29. 30] consider special cases of the discharge process (such as diffusion-limited, 

reaction-limited, and ohmically limited cases) and obtain relationships between the 

discharge rate and the batter\- capacity. This work provides valuable information ori

ented toward batter\- designers. The authors of [66] introduce the efficiency factor to 

account for charge delivery* nonlinearity. They consider two arbitrar>' approximations 

for the dependency of this factor on the load; linear and quadratic. Experiments 

using PSPICE simulations were used to show that the authors' analysis was consis

tent with a PSPICE model. The authors of [88] took a statistical approach. They 

obtained the battery voltage-time measurement data from several constant-load tests. 

Fitting of the voltage-time curves into a VVeibull model showed a good approxima

tion. Then, a relatively successful attempt was made to model the batterv* behavior 

over a range of constant loads; however, time-varv'ing discharge was not considered. 

In [73], we reported our early effort to model battery- voltage behavior directly. Un

fortunately, model derivations in [73] required simplifications that resulted in low 

robustness of lifetime predictions, especially, for variable loads. Analytical models 
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[29, 30, 88, 66. 73] are inherently less general and less accurate than simulation-biised 

models. 

2.1.2 Our Contribution 

Our effort aims at the development of a high-level analytical model based on simpli

fied low-level cinalysis. We represent the real battery by an equivalent battery, and 

derive an analytical expression from the physical laws. There are only two unknown 

parameters which can be estimated using the results of several constant-rate discharge 

tests. Our unique approach offers the following advantages over previously reported 

research: 

• due to low-level analysis the proposed model is physically justified, which results 

in high accuracy and robustness of lifetime predictions; 

• the analytical nature of the proposed model allows one to utilize it as a formal 

cost function for lifetime optimizations: 

• the proposed model is faster to compute and easier to characterize than simulation-

based models: 

• the proposed model permits a trade-off between the accuracy and the amount 

of computation performed. 
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2.2 Model Description 

Every battery hcis a positive electrode, or cathode, and a negative electrode, or anode. 

which are separated by an electrolyte (see Appendix \). During batterv- discharge, 

the anode releases electrons to an external circuit, and the cathode accepts electrons 

from the circuit. Thus, a loss of electrons (oxidation) at the anode is coupled with 

the gain of electrons (reduction) at the cathode. During battery charge, the chemical 

processes are reversed. 

Before we present our view of the batter\' operation during discharge, it is impor

tant to note that we treat the electrochemical phenomena at a high level of abstrac

tion. The proposed model is an equivalent battery that serves as an approximation of 

a real batten.-. .\s a result, the model is of relatively low complexity while capturing 

the main characteristics of the battery behavior. 

We assume that reduction at the anode and oxidation at the cathode are negligible. 

The electrode reaction, involving u electrons, oxidized species O. and reduced species 

R. can be represented as follows [6]: 

O + u~ R {cathode), 

RO + u~ (anode). 

At the cathode, species O accept u electrons to form species R. Similarly at the 

anode, species R release u electrons to form species O. In equilibrium (no load), these 

electroactive species are uniformly distributed in the electrolyte. Once the external 
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flow of electrons is established, the electrochemical reaction results in reduction of 

the number of species near the electrode. Thus, a non-zero concentration gradient is 

created across the electrolyte, and the laws of diffusion apply. If a load is switched off. 

then the concentration near the electrode surface will start to increase, or recover, due 

to diffusion, and eventually, the concentration gradient will become zero again. In 

other words, electroactive species will become uniformly distributed in the electrolyte: 

however, their concentration level will be smaller than the initial value. 

Once the concentration of O near the cathode drops below a certain level, the 

cathode reaction can no longer be sustained. Similarly, once the concentration of 

R near the anode drops below a certain level, the anode reaction can no longer be 

sustained. We assume that the cathode and the anode are symmetrical, that is O 

and R behave in the same way. The time L when the reaction can no longer take 

place at the electrode surface is the batterj- lifetime in question. 

Our analysis is based on the case of one-dimensional diffusion in a finite region 

of some length w. Let C{x.t) denote the concentration of species at time t e [0. Z.] 

at distance x 6 [0, itr] from the electrode. We are interested in the concentration 

values at the electrode surface {x — 0). Let the initial concentration be C*. and let 

p{t) = 1 — . When C(0, t) drops below the cutoff level Ccutoff at time t = L, the 

value oi p{L) crosses over the corresponding threshold (1 — ^) - It is an anahtical 

expression for p{t) that we need to find in order to compute the time-to-failure L. 

Figure 2.3 illustrates our assumptions. Initially, the electroactive species are uni



formly distributed across the diffusion region, as shown in Figure 2.3(a). Once the 

external load is applied, the concentration at the reaction site (i.e. at x = 0) starts 

decreasing, resulting in a non-zero concentration gradient, as shown in Figure 2.3(b). 

If the load is turned off (i.e. no reaction), the concentration gradient flattens out due 

to diffusion. Note that the concentration at the electrode surface has increased, or 

recovered, as shown in Figure 2.3(c). Finally, once there are not enough species near 

the electrode (i.e. Ccutoff is reached), the reaction can longer take place, and the 

batter>- is considered to be discharged. 

The following two Pick '.s laws describe concentration behavior due to linear one-

dimensional diffusion [6]: 

OCix. t) 
-J(x.t) =  D — ^ ( 2 . 1 )  

ax 
dCjxA) ^ ^d-C{x.t) 

dt dx^ ' 

J{x.t) denotes the flux of species at time t at distance x. and D denotes the 

diffusion coefficient. In accordance with the Faraday's law [6|. the flux at the electrode 

surface (x = 0) is proportional to the current i{t) (the external load applied). The 

flux at the other boundar>^ of the diffusion region (x = w) is zero. Therefore, the 

following two boundary* conditions apply: 

'(0 = 
uFA dx 

dC{x. t) 0 = D-

(2.3) 
r=0 

(2.4) 
dx 

In (2.4). .4 is the area of the electrode, and F denotes the Faraday's constant. 
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electrode electrolyte electroactive species 

(a) Charged State 

U'i j V , • -

(b) Before Recovery 

(c) After Recovery (d) Discharged State 

F I G U R E  2 . 3 .  Physical Picture of Our Model. 
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It is possible to obtain an analytical solution for these pairs of partial differential 

equations and boundar\' conditions. Derivation of the solution is presented in the 

Appendix C. The final result is as follows: 

dr], (2.5) 

Let 3  = and a  = uFAicC 'p{L) .  Then, one obtains the following general 

expression relating the load, the time-to-failure, and the two battery- parameters a 

a n d  3:  
Tl » 7L 

a = I i(r) dr + 2 / i(r) dr. (2.6) 
Jo 

2.2.1 Special Case: Constant-Current Load 

For the special case of the constant discharge rate, let i { t )  =  I .  The constant / can 

be brought out of the integrals in (2.6). and we obtain [36]: 

l- ' ^ 1  
A  =  / L [ L + 2 ^  ] .  ( 2 . 7 )  

m=l 

The magnitude of the sum terms in (2.7) diminish very rapidly (see Appendix C). 

As our experimental results have demonstrated, using only 10 terms already Welds 

quite accurate lifetime predictions.' Thus, 

a ^ l [ L ^ 2 ^  ] •  ( 2 - 8 )  
m=l 

'Our calculations involving 100000 terms have resulted in negligible improvement in accurac\\ 
while considerably slowing down the lifetime computation process. 
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The lifetime L under the constant load can be predicted based on empirical rela

tionship due to Peukert [51], relating the current I and two model coefficients a and 

b: 

a = I^L. (2.9) 

This power-law relationship, however, does not hold for the variable loiid (the 

current is changing over time) when the current average does not adequately represent 

the battery discharge conditions. .According to Peukert's law, all load profiles with the 

same average would result in the same time-to-failure, which contradicts experimental 

observations. 

2.2.2 General Case: Variable-Current Load 

We approximate the time-var\'ing discharge rate by a piece-wise constant load: Figure 

2.4 shows an e.xample of such an approximation. Let the step function be denoted by 

U{t). Then, the variable load i{t). approximated in the interval [0. L] by an .V-step 

staircase function is expressed as 

AT-1 

i{t) = ̂  h[U{t -  tk) -  U{t - ffc+i)]- (2-10) 
fc=0 

.A.fter substitution of i{t) into (2.6) and integrating the sum term by term one 
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approiunanon 

Time 
^=•0 *1 '2 'k 'k«-l 'N='-

F I G U R E  2 . 4 .  Staircase Approximation of Variable Load. 

obtains: 

v-i 
A  A S  /  I K [U { T  -  t k )  -  U { T  -  tk + I ) \  dr  +  

k=Q 
'V-l 30 

2 53 / IiAU{ R  -  t k )  -  L ' { T  -  dr .  (2.11) 
*:=0 m=l •'0 

Next, we drop the step functions by changing the integration limits appropriately: 

r r'fc+1 r'fc+i , , T 
rfr l .  (2.12) 

Then, 

r ^e-d2m2(L-£fc+i)_ -JW(L-tfc)T 
a  ^ +  2  ̂  J -  ( 2 - 1 3 )  

fc=0 m= I 

N-1 
a 53 IkF(L, tk, tk+i, 0), (2.14) 

k=0 
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where 

F{L.tk.tk^i,3) = tk+v-tk + 2y' —; (2.15) 
j-rn-f7l=l 

J£^ _ ^-3'-rn-{L-tic) 
~ ^fc+i — H-2 ̂  —— . (2.16) 

' j-m-rn=i 

For iV = 1, (2.14) reduces to the special case described by (2.8). It is important 

to note that io = 0 and ty = L. 

2.2.3 Parameter Estimation 

In order for our model to perform adequately, we need to choose the parameters a and 

3 appropriately, so that predicted and observ-ed lifetimes match closely. Thus, before 

one can use the proposed model, the parameters a and 3 need to be estimated from 

experimental data for the modeled batterv*. Simple experiments with constant-current 

loads are sufficient for estimation purposes: therefore, one can utilize (2.8). 

For a given battery under a given load, the battery voltage changes over time 

from the open-circuit value Vo to some cutoff value V'cutoff- The observed lifetime is 

defined as the time when the battery voltage reaches V'cutoff- The predicted lifetime 

is defined as the time value for which the equality (2.8) holds. For a given set of M 

constant loads {/(i),/(2).---• ̂ (.v/)}, let the corresponding set of M obsei-ved lifetimes 

be {£(1). £,(2)...., £(A/)}- The objective is to find a and 3 such that the predicted 

lifetimes match the observed lifetimes as closely as possible. This objective is hard 

to pursue directly, since (2.8) is hard to solve for the unknown L. Alternatively, one 
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can estimate parameters by fitting the currents for a given set of observed lifetimes. 

Let denote the predicted value of I^k)- According to (2.8). 

L ,  . n  1 0  I — e  ik) + ^ 2^m=l 

The objective now is to find a  and 3  such that I^k )  matches I^k )  as closely as 

possible for all 1 < < .\[. One can employ a standard least-squares estimator 

for this purpose: the model parameters are selected so that XlitLi \Uk) — Atjl" 

minimized. 

2.3 Model Application 

In this section we provide details of the lifetime computation process. The equality 

(2.14) relates the lifetime L to the discharge history described by .V staircase steps 

in the interval [0, L]. We do not know L in advance: it must be computed. 

In general, we are given a profile with an arbitrary- number of steps, say n. The 

finish time of the last step (n — I) can be equal to oo. i.e. the corresponding 

current /„_i is drawn for infinitely long time to ensure that the battery eventually 

b e c o m e s  e x h a u s t e d .  T h e  b a t t e r y  f a i l u r e  o c c u r s  d u r i n g  s o m e  s t e p  u  =  . V  —  l < n — 1  

(i.e. L = ts € [iur^u+iD- Since a profile may contain rest periods, early failures 

may be masked due to charge recovery. It is necessary to find the earliest failing step. 

Therefore, we consider load profile steps {0,1,..., u...., n —2. n — 1} in increasing order. 
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Lifetime L € [i„, ̂ u+i] is equal to the root xq  of the following equation: 

u-l 
a - ̂ ^IkF{x.tkJk+i^3) - It,F{x.tu.x.3) = 0. (2.18) 

fc=0 

It is not necessary to search for a root in everv* step, i.e. some of them can be 

omitted. To determine whether some step u is guaranteed not to be failing, we need 

to examine the behavior of each term in (2.18) as x grows from to fu+i-

It is clear that only F{x,tk,tk+i-: 3) and F{x. tu, x. 3) are changing with respect 

to X. Recall that 

Fix, 3) = tk+i -  tk + 2y^ —^ . (2.19) 
^ O'TTl' m =  \  

It is straightforward to verify that F{x. tk.  ̂ k+i, 3) decreases as x grows. Therefore, 

the value of the sum ^kF{x, tk+i. 3) is maximal at the smallest x = t^: 

u-l u—I 
i: IkF{xAkAk+v^3) <^IkF{t^.tk,tk+i.3). (2.20) 
*=0 fc=0 

Similarly, one can see that 

I _ g-a-m-(i-tu) 

F{x,t^,x,3) = X -  t^ + 2 22 (2-21) 
m=l 

increases as x grows. Therefore, the term IuF{x, t^. x, 3) is maximal at the largest 

X  =  

Fix,tu,x. 3) < F{tu+i.t^.t^+i, 3). (2.22) 

Given the relationships (2.20) and (2.22), we can state a sufficient condition for 

L 4^ [fu, fu+ll-

u-l 
^ /fcF(i„, tfc, fik+i. 5) + LFit^+i. 5) < a ^ [i„, tu+i]. (2.23) 
k=Q 



Thus, a given step u can be omitted by a root searching procedure, if the inequality 

(2.23) holds: otherwise, we attempt to find the root of (2.18) within If the 

root is detected, it is returned as the estimated lifetime L. Otherwise, we proceed to 

the ne.Kt step in the load profile. 

The lifetime computation procedure is summarized in Figure 2.5. The load profile 

is described by the ordered sets S[ = (/q,/i,..../n-i) and St = {tg. ti..... tn-i)- The 

finish time of the hist load is also specified. The procedure e.xamines each step 

u. starting from u = 0. and checks (2.23). If it is not satisfied, the root searching 

procedure Root{-) is called. As arguments, it takes the fimction f{x) itself and the 

boundaries of the search interval. If the root is detected, it is returned as the lifetime 

L in question. Otherwise, the next step (u + I) is considered. Once all but the 

last step are considered, the procedure computes the upper bound f*. Note that the 

lower bound of F{L,tk, tk+i. = tk+i — tk for all k: therefore. L must be less than 

= ^n-i • Procedure Root{-) takes rnin{t„. <* } as the upper bound 

of the root values. If the battery survives all n steps, L = NULL is returned." 

The computational complexity of ComputeLifetime{-) is dominated by the com

plexity of the WHILE-loop. This loop is executed 0{n) times, and at each iteration 

the procedure computes tk- f/t+ir ^) and the root of the equation (2.18). 

if necessary. Root{-) can Eilways be implemented as follows. Let S denote the time-

axis resolution (i.e. the smallest unit used to specifS.' timing), and let A denote the 

"Note that if tn > then L is guaranteed to exist. 
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ComputeLifetime {S[,St,tn,a,0) 
L  =  NULL 
u = 0 

WHILE u < n - 2 
IF a  <  t k ,  t k - i . i . 0 )  +  I u F ( , t u +  i r ^ w  ̂ u - t -  1 1  0 )  

f { x )  =  a  -  Y i k = Q  h F { x A k . t k + \ , 0 )  -  I u F { x . t u . x . , 3 )  
L  =  Roo t { f {x )Au , tu+ i )  
IF L # NULL 

R E T U R N  L  
u = u -I- I 

'n ~ ^n—l + [ct — 5Zfc=0 ^ki^k+l ^A:)] /^n— I 
f ( x )  =  a  -  ' ^ k Z o  h F { x , t k , t k + u 0 )  -  I n - l F { x , t n - l . X , 0 )  
L  = /2ooi(/(x),i„_i,min{i„,t* }) 
RETURN L  

FIGURE 2.5. Lifetime Computation. 

length of the longest time interval in the n-step load approximation. Starting from 

X = tu, the next value of the argument is x = x + d: thus, the number of arguments 

examined is at most j. For each x within [fur^u+iK one needs to check whether 

Ylk=o hF{x, tk, tk+i. 3) + IuF{x, tu, X. 3) exceeds a: this takes 0{n) time. Therefore, 

the complexity of lifetime computations is 0{n-j). Note that the values of n. A and d 

can be controlled by the user. Increasing n, for example, improves load approximation 

and. consequently, the accuracy of lifetime predictions: however, the computational 

complexity will increase. Permitting this tradeoff is another advantageous feature of 

the proposed model. 
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2.4 Model Validation: Measurement Results 

The experimental setup consisted of a lithium-ion batterj' used in the Itsy pocket com

puter [38|. the programmable electronic load Agilent 6060B. and the host computer 

recording experimental data. The open-circuit voltage of the battery was 4.2 \' and 

the cutoff voltage was set to 3.0 V. The electronic load operated in the constant-

current mode. \ ariable-current profiles were generated as a piece-wise constant-

current profile (a staircase). The batter\- voltage was sampled ever\- second, and 

once the voltage dropped below the cutoff level the load was disconnected from the 

battery. Recharging was performed in the constant-current mode at 800 niA. until 

the batter}' voltage recovered to its open-circuit value. We used a standard charger 

for camcorder lithium-ion batteries. 

First, we conducted ten constant-current discharge experiments to estimate pa

rameters for our batter\' model and to see how well the model predicts batter>' lifetime 

under constant-current loads. The discharge currents ranged from 1011 mA to 123 

mA, and the lifetimes ranged from 30 minutes to over 300 minutes. The model fit is 

shown in Figure 2.6 (also, see Table 2.1). The estimated coefficients are Q = .39668 

and 3 = 0.574. The maximum lifetime predictions error was 4%, with the average of 

2%. 

To expose charge recoverv' effects, we first tested the Itsy batter\- against an in

terrupted discharge profile. Interrupted load Pi was specified as follows. For the first 
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Lifetimes uixler Constani-Current Discharge 

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 tlOO 
Load. mA 

FIGURE 2.6. Measurements and Predictions for Constant-Current Loads. 

Test Measured Lifetime Predicted Lifetime Error 
name m.'X min min Amin 

Tl 123 305.3 313.1 2.6 7.8 
T2 222 168.9 169.3 0.2 0.4 
T3 321 111.5 114.2 2.4 2.7 
T4 419 82.2 85.3 3.8 3.1 
To 518 66.1 67.2 1.7 l.l 
T6 616 56.1 55.0 2.0 1.1 
T7 715 46.6 46.1 l.l 0.5 
T8 8U 41.1 39.3 4.4 1.8 
T9 912 32.8 34.1 4.0 1.3 
TIO lOll 30.0 29.8 0.6 0.2 

TABLE 2.1. Measurements and Predictions for Constant-Current Loads. 
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25 minutes the discharge current was 912 mA. Then, the load was turned off for 10 

minutes, and afterwards, 912 mA was applied again for another 25 minutes. Note 

that under continuous load of 912 mA (test T9) the battery lifetime is 32.8 minutes. 

Under Pi. the batter\- lasted for 43.8 minutes. Note that the total on-line time was 

43.8 - 10.0 = 33.8 minutes, slightly better than 32.8 minutes obtained in T9. Thus, 

due to recovery, the lifetime was extended by 3%, which is a marginal improvement. 

In other words, the Itsy batter>' is not expected to exhibit strong nonlinear effects. 

Our model predicted 44.2 minutes, which yields 1% lifetime prediction error. The to

tal delivered charge was 30826 m.A.-min. with our prediction of 31190 mA-min. which 

yields 1% charge prediction error. 

Next, we generated five variable-current profiles shown in Figure 2.7. We selected 

four currents of certain duration (1011 mA for 10 minutes. 814 mA for 15 minutes. 

518 mA for 20 minutes, and 222 mA for 15 minutes) and sequenced them in different 

order to obtain profiles P1-P4. The length and total charge of each of the four profile 

is 60 minutes and 36010 mA-min. respectively. In Pi and P2. the order is strictly 

decreasing and strictly increasing, respectively. Note that in Pi. after all the four 

currents are applied, the battery is discharged under the constant rate of 222 mA 

until the cutoff voltage is reached. The sole purpose of the last load 222 mA is to 

determine how much residual charge is left. 

According to these experiments, profile Pi is the best, and profile P2 is the worst 

sequence for the battery. This important result is accurately predicted by the batterj* 
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FIGURE 2.7. Variable-Current Load Profiles for Itsv Batterv. 
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model. In Pi the battery survives all the four loads and remains operational for 

extra 4.9 minutes under 222 mA (residual 1088 mA-min charge). In P2. however, 

the batter\' fails to service the last 6.0 minutes under 1011 mA (undelivered 6066 

m.A.-min charge). For these two profiles, the difference in the total delivered charge 

is iis much as 20% of .36010 mA-min. The other alternatives P3 and P4 are neither 

better than PI nor worse thim P2. as predicted by the model and demonstrated by 

the measurements. 

The last profile P5 shows the benefit of reducing batter>' load by decreiising energy-

consumption of a hypothetical processor through reducing its voltage. To obtain 

P5. we started from P2 and changed the failing 10-minute load of 1011 mA to a 

20-minute load of 518 mA to reflect a change in the processor voltage. Note that 

charge demanded from the battery is approximately the same before and after voltage 

reduction.^ The profile length has increased by 10 minutes, and the battery failure 

occurs at 67.5 minutes. The total delivered charge is 34966 mA-min. which is a 

noticeable improvement over P2 with 29944 mA-min. 

Table 2.2 shows the measured/predicted lifetimes {Lm and Lp, respectively) and 

the measured/predicted delivered charges (Cm and Cp. respectively) for the profiles 

P1-P5. Note that the charge errors w^ere within 2%. while the maximum lifetime error 

was 3%. One can see that our analytical batter\- model adequately captures the trend 

in batter\* behavior observed in the experiments, with ver\- small prediction errors. 

^This is a pessimistic scenario, since the charge consumption is reduced after the supply voltage 
is scaled down. 
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Profile 
Measured 

l" m C^m 
min tn.-X-min 

Predicted 

min m.-V-min 

Lifetime 
Error 

% 

Charge 
Error 

% 
PI 64.9 37098 66.9 37542 3.1 1.2 
P> 54.0 29944 5-1.4 303-18 0.7 1.3 
P3 55.8 32591 55.0 31940 1.4 2.0 
Pi 58.4 35181 57.5 34715 1.5 1.3 
P5 67.5 34965 67.0 34706 0.7 0.7 

TABLE 2.2. Measurements and Predictions for Variable-Current Loads. 

Figure 2.8 shows the measured voltage curve and the predicted residual charge 

cur\'e under the constant load of 222 mA (test T2). The observed lifetime is the time 

when the voltage crosses the cutoff level of 3.0 V. The predicted lifetime is the time 

when the residual charge becomes zero, according to the equation (2.18). Additional 

plots for variable-current profiles are given in .\ppendix E. 

i 

I 
i 
i 

FIGURE 2.8. Measured Voltage and Predicted Charge Curve for Test T2. 
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2.5 Model Validation: Simulation Results 

The quality of our model was also evaluated with respect to the results produced by 

the low-le\'el simulator DUALFOIL [63]. DUALFOIL mmierically simulates a set of 

partial differential equations governing the behavior of a rechargeable lithium-ion cell. 

Over 50 parameters must be supplied in order to specify a simulated batter>'. Studies 

[31, .3] have already demonstrated the high quality of DUALFOIL by comparing 

simulation and measurement results. Here, we describe our simulation settings and 

discuss similarities and differences between our simulated batterv* and a real battery 

used in the Compaq Itsy pocket computer [91. 9.3]. 

2.5.1 Itsy Batter\-

Compaq pocket computer Itsy is powered by a rechargeable 2.2 VV'^att-hour lithium-

ion battery with an open-circuit voltage of 4.2 V and nominal discharge rate of 640 

mA [38j. We used the results of five constant-current experiments from [93]: the Itsy 

batterj' was discharged to 3.0 V directly by an electronic load operating in a constant 

current mode. The discharge rates were set to IC, 0.5C. 0.2C. O.lC. and 0.05C. 

respectively called Tl*-T5*, where C is 640 mA. 

Parameter estimations based on tests Tl*-T5* produce a = 35220 and 3 = 0.637. 

Table 2.3 and Figure 2.9 show that our model fits the measurement data ver\- well; 

the maximum error is less than 1%. However, this result can be somewhat misleading. 
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M easurement Our \lodel Peukert's Law 
test min min A% Amin min A% Amin 

Tl- 17.4 47.4 0.0 0.0 51.1 7.8 3.7 
T2- 102.5 102.4 O.l O.l 104.0 1.5 1.5 
T3- 266.7 267.5 0.3 0.8 266.0 0.3 0.7 
Tl' 542.8 542.7 0.0 O.l 5-U.2 0.3 1.6 

o
 

o
 

1093 0.6 7 1101 O.l 1 

TABLE 2.3. Measured/Predicted Lifetimes under Constant-Current Loads. 

Figure 2.9 also shows the fit of Peukert's model a = IU* [51] and the ideal source 

model c = IL (i.e. the delivered charge is proportional to the load)."* The ideal 

source model fitted the data within 16% error margin, which suggests that the Itsy 

battery behavior does not exhibit significant nonlinear effects. Peukert's law produced 

estimates with the maximum error of 8%: it is better than the ideal source model, but 

worse than our model. Since the Itsy batter>' is relatively well-behaved, predicting 

its lifetime within an acceptable error margin is not difficult. In other words, our 

model is not exercised in terms of how well it can account for nonlinear effects. The 

nonlinear component of our model (2.14) is the term involving 3: if 3 is sufficiently 

large, the nonlinear term becomes negligible. VVe want to test our model against a 

batterv* with low 3. The simulated batterv' provides this opportunity. 

2.5.2 DUALFOIL Battery-

Given over 50 default DUALFOIL settings, we adjusted 30 simulation parameters. 

based on the data from [3]. Our modified settings are presented in Table 2.4. and the 

is the current. L is the lifetime, and a, b. c are model coefficients. 
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FIGURE 2.9. Measured/Predicted Lifetimes under Constant-Current Loads. 

complete list of simulation model parameters can be found in Appendix B. To obtain 

lifetimes, we must also specify the cutoff voltage. To make a proper choice, we used 

lifetime measurements reported in [91|. 

From [91], we selected ten cases Tl-TlO, summarized in Table 2.5. The lifetimes 

ranged from 2 hours to 9 days, and the average batter>' power Paverage ranged from 

11 mVV* to 835 mVV^ To obtain current consumption data, we first assumed that the 

batter>' voltage was constant and equal to Vavcrage = 3.75 \' [91]: then, we divided 

reported Paverage b\ ^average' 

For the simulated battery, the open-circuit voltage is lo = 4.3 \*. and we set the 

cutoff voltage to Vcutoff = 3.2 V. (Note that the average of \'o and Vcutoff is 3.75 

\\ the same as that reported in [91].) The resulting DUALFOIL simulation data 
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Value 1 Description | 

lOOd-6 thickness of negative elcctrode (m) 
75d-6 thickness of separator (m) 
l75d-6 thickness of positive electrode (m) 
l5d-6 thickness of negative current collector (m) 
•20d-6 thickness of positive current collector (m) 
20 number of nodes in negative electrode 
100 number of nodes in separator 
100 number of nodes in positive electrode 
300 temperature (K) 
1000 initial salt concentration (mol/m3) 
0.71 initial stoichiometric parameter for neg. 
0.17 initial stoichiometric parameter for pos. 
2.9 cutoff potential 
2.0d-M diffusion coefficient in negative solid (m2/s) 
l2.5d-6 radius of negative particles (m) 
8..5d-6 radius of positive particles (m) 
o.» volume fraction of electrolyte in negative electrode 
O.l volume fraction of inert filler in negative electrode 
O.l volume fraction of electrolyte in positive electrode 
O.l volume fraction of inert filler in positive electrode 
3.8 conductivity of positive matrix (S/m) 
372.0 coulonibic capacity of negative material (m.\h/g) 
118.0 coulombic capacity of positive material 
1.320.0 density of electrolyte (kg/m3) 
2200.0 density of negative insertion material (kg/m3) 
4H0.0 density of positive insertion material (kg/m.3) 
2200.0 density of inert filler (kg/m3) 
300 ambient air temperature (K) 
3 reference number for MCMB 2510 carbon (Bellcorc) 
7 reference number LiPF6 in EC/DMC and p(VdF-HFP) (Bellcore) 
9 reference number for Spinel Mn204 (Bellcore) 

TABLE 2.4. Modified DUALFOIL Settings. 

Test Name Description ^iiver-aqe r m.\ 

T1 MPEG video, 206NtHz 222.7 
T2 Dictation speech input, 206Hz 204.5 
T3 Talkl speech output. 206MHz 108.3 
T4 Talk2 speech output, 74MHz 107.5 
T.5 Talk3 speech output, 74MHz (LV) 94.9 
T6 WAV I audio, 206V[Hz 84.3 
T7 VVAV2 audio, 39MHz 75.5 
T8 Idlel operating system, 206MHz 28.0 
T9 ldle2 operating system, 39MHz 19.5 
TIO SleepDC sleep with a daughter-card 3.0 

TABLE 2.5. Description of DUALFOIL Constant-Current Loads. 
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Test Measured. min Simulated, min Error, % Error, min 

Tl 111.0 140.9 0.1 O.l 
T2 156.6 156.0 0.4 0.6 
T3 307.8 317.2 3.1 9.4 
T4 312.0 319.5 2.4 7..5 
To 358.2 365.1 19 6.9 
T6 397.2 41.3.7 4.2 16.5 
T7 IJ8.2 464.8 3.7 16.6 
T8 1248 1278 2.4 30 
T9 1818 1852 1.9 34 
TIO 12690 12285 3.2 405 

Tl- 47.4 25.1 47.0 22.3 
T2- 102.5 87.4 14.7 15.1 
Ta 266.7 264.3 0.9 2.4 
re 5-12.8 552.6 1.8 9.8 
To- 1100 1118 1.6 18 

TABLE 2.6. Measured (Itsy) and Simulated (DUALFOIL) Lifetimes. 

and measured data are displayed in Table 2.6 and Figure 2.10. which also includes 

the lifetimes for tests Tl'-To*. For the currents ranging from 3 mA to 220 m.A.. 

the maximum lifetime error was only 4%. These results indicate that our battery 

simulation settings are realistic. However, under high loads (tests Tl" and T2*) the 

simulated batter\* behaves much worse than the Its>- batter>\ suggesting that the 

DUALFOIL batterv- is highly nonlinear. The simulated battery, although inspired 

by the Itsy battery, is not intended to represent it. as we know neither chemical nor 

mechanical structure of the latter. 

The next step is to estimate the parameters of our model so that it can represent 

the simulated batter\\ We simulated twelve additional constant load tests assuming 

that Itsy had additional peripherals: the hard disk Microdrive [41] and the wireless 

card WaveLan [54]. The power consumption of Microdrive is 66 mW in standby 

mode and 825 mVV* while accessed. WaveLAN consumes 45 mW in the doze state. 
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FIGURE 2.10. Measured (Itsy) and Simulated (DU.-\LFOIL) Lifetimes. 

925 mVV in reception mode, and 1425 mW while transmitting. The additional test.s 

are summarized in Table 2.7. Each test is described by a 3-letter code, except for the 

last one, Boot, which corresponds to rebooting Itsy (it is assumed that the current 

drawn in this case is approximately 300 mA [33]). The following abbreviations are 

used: 

1. Itsy: I - Idlel. M - MPEG, D - Dictation. T - Talkl, W - WAVl. S - SleepDC 

2. Microdrive: S - standby, A - access 

3- WaveLAN: D - doze. R - receive, T - transmit 

In the 3-letter code, the first, the second, and the third letters indicate the state 

of Itsy, Microdrive, and WaveLAN, respectively. For example, I AT (test Til) means 
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Test Description ^avera i f c*  m.\ 

Til l.\T 628.0 
Tl> l.-\R 494.7 
T13 1ST 425.6 
Tl-I IS Ft 292.3 
T15 I.-\D 265.6 
T16 MSD 252.3 
T17 DSD 234.1 
T18 TSD 137.9 
T19 WSD 113.9 
T20 ISD 57.6 
T2l SSD 32.5 
T22 Boot 300.0 

TABLE 2.7. Currents with Additional Peripherals. 

that Itsy is idle, the hard disk is being accessed, and the wireless card is transmitting. 

Given the batter\' simulation settings and the complete set of 22 constant load 

tests T1-T22. we obtain the following estimated parameters for our model: a = 40375 

and 3 = 0.273. The lower value for J means that the DU.ALFOIL battery exhibits 

stronger nonlinearity (thus, creating a greater challenge for our model), than the Itsy 

batter\-. 

Prediction accuracy of our model was within 10% (see Table 2.8). The model fit 

is shown in Figure 2.11. For comparison purposes, Figure 2.11 also displays the fits 

due to the Peukert's law and the ideal source model. One can see that neither of the 

two could adequately handle strong nonlinearity: the maximum error exceeded 100%. 

2.5.3 Variable-Current Load Simulations 

Here, we describe twenty two variable-current experiments performed with the DU-

ALFOIL simulator and compare the simulated lifetimes with the estimates based on 



Simutation Our Model Peukert's Law 
test min min A% Amtn min Amin 

Tl 140.9 139.9 O.l l.O 154.5 9.7 13.6 
T2 136.0 156.0 0.0 0.0 168.4 7.9 12.4 
T3 317.2 331.4 4.5 14.2 321.3 1.2 3.8 
Tl 319.5 334.1 4.6 14.6 .323.7 1.3 4.2 
T5 365.1 384.0 5.2 18.9 367.5 0.7 2.4 
T6 413.7 437.5 5.8 23.8 414.4 0.2 0.7 
T7 464.8 493.3 6.1 28.5 463.6 0.3 1.2 
T8 1278 1400 9.5 122 1270 0.6 8.0 
T9 18S2 2029 9.6 177 183-t 1.0 18.0 
TIO 12285 13417 9.2 1132 12288 0.0 3.0 

Til 26.0 26.6 2.3 C.6 .53.9 107.3 27.9 
T12 41.3 41.4 0.2 0.1 68.6 66.1 27.3 
T13 .54.6 53.9 1.3 0.7 80.0 46.5 25.4 
TU 99.5 96.7 2.8 2.8 117.2 17.8 17.7 
T15 113.1 110.6 2.2 2.5 129.1 14.1 16.0 
T16 120.8 118.6 1.8 2.2 136.1 12.7 15.3 
T17 132.7 131.0 1.3 1.7 146.8 10.6 14.1 
T18 243.6 251.3 3.2 i. t 251.4 3.2 7.8 
T19 .300.1 313.0 4.3 12.9 305.3 1.7 5.2 
TJO 616.3 6.59.5 7.0 43.2 610.3 1.0 6.0 
TJl not 1201 9.1 100 1092 0.8 9.0 
T22 96.0 93.2 2.9 2.8 114.1 18.9 18.1 

TABLE 2.8. Simulated/Predicted Lifetimes under Constant-Current Loads. 
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FIGURE 2.11. Simulated/Predicted Lifetimes under Constant-Current Loads. 
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our model. We assume that Itsy is powered by the DUALFOIL battery, and we 

investigate how Itsy power profile variations affect lifetimes. 

Twenty-two variable load tests are summarized in Tables 2.9. 2.10, cind 2.11. To 

specify a staircase description of the load profile as shown in Figure 2.4. we intro

duce two ordered sets: the load current set S[ = {IQ, h ^n-i) and the load start 

time sot St = ^n-i)- In case Cl. for example. S/ = (628.0.0,628.0) and 

St = (0. 19.5.26.0). This means that the discharge current is 628.0 mA in the inter

vals [0. 19.5) and [26.0. DC) minutes, while there is no load in the interval [19.5.26.0) 

minutes. When dealing with periodic loads, we provide a single specification for the 

first period only. The description of this period is enclosed in the square brackets, 

with the superscript indicating the number of periods and the subscript indicating 

the period duration. For example, in case C19. Si = ([75.5.94.9. 204.5. 222.7]'°, 222.7) 

and St = ([0.5.0.10.0.15.0]2S.o/-00-0)- This means that the battery was subject to 10 

periods of length 20 minutes each, before the constant load of 222.7 mA was applied. 

Within a period. 75.5 mA was drawn for the first 5 minutes. 94.9 m.A. for the second 5 

minutes. 204.5 mA for the next 5 minutes, and 222.7 mA for the last 5 minutes. Note 

that the last test C22 is a linear load increasing from 5 mA by 5 m.\ ever\* minute. 

Table 2.12 gives simulated and predicted lifetimes for the 22 variable load tests 

performed. Our model was accurate within 5% error margins, with the maximum 

absolute error of less than 4 minutes. These results demonstrate that our model 

matches the simulation-based approach in its generality and accuracy. 



Case 1 Description 

CI L\T-off-I.\T 
C2 I.\R-off-I.\R 
C3 IST-off-IST 
C-J ISR-off-ISR 
Co MPEG-off-MPEG 

C6 I.-VT-off-I.\T 
C7 lAT-off-I.\T 
C8 I.\T-off-IAT 
C9 lAT-off-I.AT 

CIO Boot-I.A.T-1 A R-.MS D-DS D-TSD-WS D-1A D 
Cll Boot-VVSD-TSD-DSD-MSD-l.-VR-IAT-l.\D 
cr2 Boot-VVSD-TSD-DSD-MSD-I.\R-off-Boot-I.-\T-[.\D 
C13 Boot-[I.\T-l.\R-.MSD-DSD-TSD-VVSDP-l.\D 
en Boot-[\VSD-TSD-DSD-.MSD-IAR-I.\Tp-I.\D 

Clo MPEG-Dictation-Talkl-VV.A.Vl-MPEG 
C16 WAVl-Talkl-Dictation-MPEG-MPEG 
C17 VVAVl-Talkl-Dictation-ofr-MPEC;-MPEC, 
C18 (W.-\Vl-Talkl-Dictation-MPEGj'"-MPEG 
C19 (W.W2-Talk3-Dictation-MPEG|'"-MPEG 

C20 [IAR-I.-\T!«= 

C2I [IAR-t.^T-ISDl°= 

C2-J 5.0 5.0/min 

TABLE 2.9. Variable-Current Load Description. 

Case Current Set S;, mA | 

CI (628.0. 0. 628.0) 
C2 (491.7, 0. 494.7) 
C3 (425.6, 0. 425.6) 
C4 (292.3, 0, 292.3) 
Co (222.7. 0, 222.7) 

C6 (628.0. 0, 628.0) 
C7 (628.0. 0, 628.0) 
C8 (628.0. 0, 628.0) 
C9 (628.0, 0. 628.0) 

CIO (300.0, 628.0, 494.7, 252.3. 234.1, 137.9, 113.9. 265.6) 
Cll (300.0. 113.9. 137.9, 234.1, 252.3, 494.7, 628.0, 265.6) 
C12 (300.0. 113.9, 137.9, -234.1. 252.3, 494.7, 0, 300.0, 628.0. 265.6) 
C13 (300.0. [628.0, 494.7. 252.3, 234.1, 137.9. 113.9P, 265.6) 
CH (300.0, (113.9, 137.9, 234.1, 252.3, 494.7, 628.0!^. 265.6) 

C15 (222.7. 204.5. 108.3. 84.3. 222.7) 
C16 (8-1.3, 108.3, 204.5. 222.7, 222.7) 
C17 (84.3, 108.3, 204.5. 0, 222.7, 222.7) 
C18 ( 84.3, 108.3, 204.5, 222.7)'". 222.7) 
CIO ( 75.5, 94.9, 204.5. 222.7]222.7) 

C20 { 494.7, 628.01=°) 
C2l ( 494.7. 628.0, 57.6]°°) 
C22 (5.0, 10.0. 15.0. ...) 

TABLE 2.10. Load Current Specification. 
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Case Timing Set S t ,  tnin | 

Cl (0, 19.5, 26.0) 
C> (0, :u.o, 41.3) 
C3 (0. 41.0, 54.6) 
C4 (0. 74.6, 99.5) 
Co (0. 105.7. 140.9) 

C6 (0, 19.5, 29.9) 
C7 (0, 19.5, 22.1) 
C8 (0, 23.4. 29.9) 
C9 (0, 13.6, 22.1) 

CIO (0, 0.5, 5.5, 10.5. 35.5, 60.3, 85.3. 110.5) 
Cll (0. 0.5, 25.5, 50.3, 75.5,, 100.3, 103.5, 110.5) 
C12 (0, 0..=;, 25.5, 50.5, 75.5, 100.5, 105.3, 130.5, 131.0, 136.0) 
C13 (0, [0.5, 1.5. 2.5, 7.5, 12.5, 17.5l5o 110.5) 
Cll (0, (0.5. 5.3, 10.3, 15.3, 20.5, 2l.5)i, 5, 110.5) 

C15 (0. 50.0, lOO.O, 130.0, 200.0) 
C16 (0. 30.0. 100.0, 150.0, 200.0) 
C17 (0. 50.0, 100.0, 150.0, 200.0. 230.0) 
C18 ( 0. 5.0, 10.0, 15.0 iSn, 200.0) 
C19 ( 0. .5.0, lO.O, 15.0 iil n, 200.0) 

C-iO ( 0. 1.0|?°n) 
C2l ( 0. 1.0. 2.0|?=„) 
C22 (0, 1.0, 2.0. ...) 

TABLE 2.11. Load Timing Specification. 

Figure 2.13 shows the simulated voltage curve and the predicted charge cur\-e 

for test Til. One can observe a significant voltage curve slope, which is another 

indication of that the DUALFOIL battery is highly nonlinear. .Additional plots for 

cases Cl, CIO. Cll. C17. C21, and C22 are given in .\ppendix E. Next, we outline 

several interesting phenomena observ'ed in our experiments with the DUALFOIL 

batter\-. 

Recovery effect: The first nine cases C1-C9 are intended to expose the recover>' 

effect. In each case, a continuous load is applied for some period of time, interrupted 

by a rest period, and switched back on until the batter\- fails. The lifetime under a 

continuous (uninterrupted) load is denoted by Loriginai (see Table 2.8). The lifetime 

under an interrupted load when there is no recover>' is denoted by Lunaffected^ which 
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Case Simulated, min Predicted, min Error. % Error, min 

CI 36.4 36.2 0.5 0.2 
C2 57.2 .55.8 2.4 1.4 
C3 74.2 71.9 3.1 2.3 
C4 128.1 124.9 2.5 3.2 
Co 173.5 176.7 1.0 1.8 

C6 41.5 41.0 1,2 0.5 
C7 .30.6 30.8 0.7 0.2 
C8 .37.0 37.4 l.l 0.4 
C9 35.4 35.2 0.6 0.2 

CIO 135.2 132.6 1.9 2.6 
Cll 108.8 107.4 1.3 1.4 
C12 159.0 155.4 2.3 3.6 
C13 133.8 131.7 1.6 2.1 
CM 132.9 129.7 2.4 3.2 

C15 207.6 209.2 0.8 1.6 
C16 202.4 200.7 0.8 1.7 
C17 2.53.8 251.2 1.0 2.6 
C18 204.6 204.6 0.0 0.0 
C19 209.4 208.7 0.3 0.7 

C20 31.7 .33.2 4.7 1.5 
C2l 55.9 55.9 0.0 0.0 
C22 97.5 94.5 3.1 3.0 

TABLE 2.12. Simulated/Predicted Lifetimes under Variable-Current Loads. 
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FIGURE 2.12. Simulated/Predicted Lifetimes under Variable-Current Loads. 
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FIGURE 2.13. Simulated Voltage and Predicted Charge Curves for Test Til. 

is equal to the sum of Lorujmai iind the duration of the rest period. The actual 

lifetime observed under an interrupted load is denoted by L. These three lifetimes 

iire presented in Table 2.13. along with the recovery* gain percentage with respect to 

Lortfftnai- Note that the recover>- gain does not include the duration of the rest period 

itself. 

In cases Cl. C2. C3. C4. and C5, the battery was discharged for 0.75Z-or,g,„„/ 

minutes, rested for 0.25Lorjffma/ minutes, and then continued discharging afterwards. 

One can see that the higher the load, the greater the recoverv- effect. For the next 

cases C6-C9 case Cl was used as a basis. In C6 and C7 the rest period was changed by 

0.15Z-c^j,ina/ (increased to OALangmai in C6 and decreased to O.lLor^g^nai in C7). while 

the start time of the rest period remained unchanged. As expected, the results show 

that the longer the recoverv- time, the greater the recoverv- effect. In C8 and C9 the 

start time of the sleep period was changed by O.loLoriginat (increased to 0.9Loriffinai in 
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Case ^ortgtnitl^ ITxin fecteiii  L. min Recovery, % 

CI 26.0 32.5 36.4 15.0 

C2 11.3 51.6 57.2 13.6 
C3 5-1.6 68.2 74.2 ll.O 
C-J 99.5 124.-1 128.1 3.7 
Co 110.9 176.1 178.5 1.7 

C6 26.0 36.4 41.5 19.6 
C7 26.0 28.6 30.6 7.7 
C8 26.0 32.5 37.0 17.3 
C9 26.0 32.5 35.4 11.2 

TABLE 2.13. Recover>' of DUALFOIL Batter\- under Interrupted Loads. 

C8 and decreased to Q.QLortgxnai in C9). while the duration of the rest period remained 

unchanged. These two cases indicate that the amount of recover>' also depends on 

the depth of discharge. 

For heavy periodic loads, the batter\' can deliver extra charge provided that an 

idle load is inserted within each period. Note that recover\" is observed when a heavy 

load is followed by a light load. i.e. the battery- is still on-line. 

In case C20, the period was 2 minutes, and in case C21. the period was extended 

by 1 minute to accommodate the idle load. Note that this idle mode invokes not 

only a delay penalty but also an energy- penalty because the battery- is not off-line. 

Nevertheless, in case C21 the battery serviced 18 full periods: while, in case C20 it 

serviced only 15 full periods. 

Heavy peak-power loading: For cases C10-C14 the peak load is 628.0mA. If 

it is applied continuously, the battery "dies" in less than 1/2 hour (see test Til). 

Note that different load arrangements in a sequence do not change the peak power of 

the resulting profile: nevertheless, the battery lifetime can still be affected. Next, we 
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describe what may be beneficial for the battery when the peak load is heavy. 

On comparing cases CIO and Cll, one can observe that sequencing non-periodic 

loads in nonincreasing order of their currents, if load dependencies allow, results in a 

better lifetime. Intuitively, the battery can handle high loads better at the beginning 

than in at the end of discharge. In both CIO and Cll. the first loads are the same, 

and so are the last loads. However, the remaining loads are arranged in nonincreasing 

(nondecreasing) order in case CIO (case Cll). Note that in CIO the battery lasted 

more than 20 minutes past the start time of the last load (110.5 minutes): whereas, 

in Cll the batter>' was exhausted before the last load started. These two cases 

demonstrate that proper load sequencing can significcintly affect lifetime. 

It may also be beneficial to convert, if dependencies allow, a nonperiodic load 

into a periodic load, or in other words, "spread out" currents across the profile. 

For example, in C14 - a periodic version of Cll - the nondecreasing load sequence 

between the first and the last loads was distributed across five periods. .A.s a result 

heav\- loads alternated with light loads over time, and lifetime was improved by more 

than 20 minutes. However, as cases C13 and C14 indicate, for periodic loads, the 

nonincreasing ordering within a period does not improve the lifetime considerably. 

Inserting rest (off-line) periods is clearly helpful when the battery is subject to 

heavy loads. The profile of C12 is similar to Cll, except that a rest period of 25 

minutes and the following 0.5-minute Boot are inserted before the load of 628.0 mA. 

This rest period invokes not only a delay penalty of 25.5 minutes, but also an energv* 
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penalty due to rebooting of Itsy. Nevertheless, in C12 Itsy was able to complete more 

work than in the case of Cll: 159.0 — 25.5 = 133.5 minutes in C12 vs. 108.8 minutes 

in Cll. 

Light peak-power loading: For cases C15-C19 with the peak load of 222.7 mA, 

the battery behavior is somewhat stable: the lifetime variations are not significant. 

.A.S a result, extensions of Peukert's model may work fairly well. Note that the lifetime 

under the continuous load of 222.7 mA is more than 2 hours (see test Tl). 

In case C15, the loads are scheduled in nonincreasing order of their current con

sumption values, except for the last load, whereas in case C16. the order is nonde-

crecising. .A.s expected, the lifetime in Ccvse C15 is slightly better than the lifetime in 

case C16. and in both cases the batterj' continue operating beyond the start time of 

the last load. Case C18 is a periodic version of case C16. excluding the last load: 

again, lifetime was slightly improved with comparison to C16. The profile in case C17 

contains a 50-minute long rest period: even though there is a slight improvement over 

case C16. the lifetime increase is too small to justify the 50-minute delay penalty. 

The case C19 is similar to case C18, except that WAV'l and Talkl are replaced by 

the lighter loads VV'AV'2 and Talk3. respectively. Clearly, such a replacement has a 

positive effect on the lifetime: however, the improvement was somewhat marginal. 
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2.5.4 .Averaging Battery Voltage and Current 

For the experiments described in this section, we used loads with coarse-grain tim

ing (0.1-minute timing scale resolution). During each step k (see Figure 2.4). the 

discharge current Ik is assumed to be a constant average. .A. natural question arises 

about whether this assumption is reasonable. First of all. timing granularity is a 

user's choice. Lower timing griinularity yields more accurate load description. One 

may specify the batter>- current at each clock cycle, if desired. However, the batter\-

is inherently a ver\' slow device, and sampling the battery- current at a frequency of 

more than IHz (1-second timing scale resolution) is not practical [57]. .\lso. the bat

tery lifetime is usually expressed in terms of minutes and hours. Using the accuracy 

of 1 second to predict the batterj' lifetime of several hours requires a large amount 

of computation, which may often be wasteful since batter>- parameters fluctuate due 

to batter\- manufacturing lot variations, dischcirge-recharge cycling effects, and tem

perature changes. Here, we predict lifetimes with the accuracy of 0.1 minute, .\gain, 

note that using fractions of a minute instead of seconds or microseconds is specific 

only to the experimental results here, not to the proposed model itself: a user can 

use any time scale and a current averaging window of any size. 

Another issue is related to the batterj' voltage that is not involved in equation 

(2.14). A user is expected to specifV* the current i{t) drawn from the battery during 

application execution. If i{t) is not known directly, one can let i{t) = P{t)/{€\ average)-
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where e  is the efficiency of the DC-DC converter, P { t )  is the power consumption of 

an application, and Vaverage is the average battery voltage. Is it acceptable to use a 

constant average Vaverage for var>'ing battery voltage? To answer this question we used 

measurement results for the Itsy batter\' reported in [93], which tire presented in Table 

2.14. The first column shows different types of Itsy applications (see tests T1-T9). 

Given the average batterv' power Paverage delivered for each application, as shown in 

the second column, the following experiments were performed. First, the Itsy battery 

was discharged in a constant-power discharge mode, with the constant power set equal 

to Paverage- The Corresponding lifetimes are shown in the third column. Second, the 

Itsy batterv- was discharged in a constant-current mode, with the constant current set 

equal to Paverage/^~oV, where .3.75V' is the average used for the Itsy batter>' voltage 

[91]. The corresponding lifetimes are shown in the fourth column. Note that during 

constant-power discharge, the product of the batter>- current and the batter\- voltage 

is maintained constant. Since the batterv' voltage is decreasing, the battery current 

is increasing, i.e. it is not constant. However, during constant-current discharge, the 

battery current is maintained constant, under the assumption that the battery voltage 

is constant Vaverage- As One can see that lifetimes for both cases match closely: the 

relative error does not exceed 3%. These results suggest batter\- voltage averaging 

is an acceptable measure for reducing problem complexity associated with battery 

lifetime predictions. 
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Name Pnverage P - const I - const Error 
mVV L, min L, min A% Amin 

.MPEG S-IS 152.4 150.6 1.2 1.8 
Dictation 767 167.4 168.0 0.4 0.6 
Talkl 106 327.0 321.0 1.8 6.0 
Talk2 103 330.6 324.0 2.0 6.6 
Talks 356 376.8 370.8 1.6 6.0 
WAV I 316 421.8 415.8 1.4 6.0 
W.\V2 283 473.4 467.4 1.3 6.0 
Idlel 105 1309.8 1284.0 2.0 25.8 
ldle2 73 1888.8 18.39.6 2.6 49.2 

TABLE 2.14. Effect of Battery Voltage Averaging. 

2.5.5 .Additional Metisiirenient Results from Compaq 

We are indebted to Dr. Deborah Wallach of the Compaq Western Research Labo-

rator>' for performing actual measurements on a real batter>- for the constant-current 

tests T11-T22 and the variable-current profiles C1-C21. Table 2.15 presents the re

sults for the constant loads, and Table 2.16 presents the results for the variable loads. 

Test .Measured, min Predicted, min Error. % Error, min 

Til 48.0 48.2 0.4 0.2 
T12 62.9 62.7 0.3 0.2 
T13 74.6 73.7 1.2 0.9 
T14 110.7 109.9 0.7 0.8 
T15 118.1 121.4 2.8 3.3 
T16 124.8 128.1 2.6 3.3 
T17 138.7 138.5 0.1 0.2 
T18 240.8 239.0 0.7 1.8 
T19 293.5 290.5 1.0 3.0 
T20 592.4 .579.7 2.1 12.7 
T21 1069 1032 3.5 .37 
T22 105.4 106.9 1.4 1.5 

TABLE 2.15. Measurement Results for Constant-Current Loads. 

Given the measured lifetimes from Table 2.15 and the constant currents from 

Table 2.7. we obtained the following estimates of the model parameters: a = .33706 
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and 3  = 0.750. The second column of Table 2.15 shows the predicted lifetimes based 

on the estimated a and 3. One can see that the maximum error does not exceed 4%. 

Case 1 Measured, min Predicted, min Error, % Error, min | 

CI 54.5 .5-1.7 0.4 0.2 
C2 73.3 73.0 0.4 0.3 
C.1 88.3 87.3 1.1 1.0 
C4 136.0 134.3 0.8 1.2 
C5 182.7 181.1 0.9 1.6 

C6 59.0 58.6 0.8 0.4 
C7 51.1 50.8 0.6 0.3 
C8 .55.0 54.7 0.5 0.3 
CO 5-t.9 54.7 0.4 0.2 

CIO 142.7 140.8 1.3 1.9 
Cll 141.4 140.8 0.4 0.6 
C12 166.6 165.7 0.5 0.9 
C13 141.3 140.8 0.4 0.5 
CM 141.8 140.8 0.7 1.0 

C15 208.6 206.8 0.9 1.8 
C16 207.4 206.7 0.3 0.7 
CIT 257.6 256.7 0.3 0.9 
C18 209.3 206.7 1.2 2.6 
C19 213.7 211.7 0.9 2.0 

C20 .55.0 .55.0 0.0 0.0 
C2I 79.1 79.2 0.1 0.1 

TABLE 2.16. Measurement Results for Variable-Current Loads. 

Table 2.16 presents the measured and predicted lifetimes for the cases C1-C21. 

Note that the maximum error is only 1%. However, this remarkable accuracy can 

be somewhat misleading. The high value of 3 (compare with 3 = 0.273 for the 

DUALFOIL batterv) suggests that the tested batterv* does not exhibit significant 

nonlinear effects. Consequently, predicting the lifetime of such a well-behaved batter\' 

within an acceptable error margin is not difficult. Recall that the nonlinear component 

o f  t h e  p r o p o s e d  m o d e l  ( 2 . 1 4 )  b e c o m e s  n e g l i g i b l e  f o r  s u f f i c i e n t l y  l a r g e  v a l u e s  o f  3 .  

Due to weak nonlinearity of the tested battery, charge recovery' effects are negligi
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ble. as the lifetimes for cases C1-C9 indicate. For example, in case C6, Longmai is 48.0 

minutes, and the duration of the rest period is 10.4 minutes, i.e. Luna/fected is 58.4 

minutes. Note that the measured lifetime for C6 is 59.0 minutes, which corresponds 

to a lifetime improvement of only 1%. For cases C20 and C21. the battery serviced 

27 and 26 full periods, respectively. Recall that the DU.A.LFOIL batterj- lasts longer 

under C21 than under C20. Since charge recover\" of the tested battery is negligible, 

the energ\' penalty due to the idle load in C21 is not compensated, which results in 

the slightly worse lifetime than in case C20. .\lso. note that in case 012 (case C17). 

the rest period of 25.0 minutes (50.0 minutes) yields no advantage over ciise Cll (ciise 

C16). 

.\s expected for the tested battery, case pairs ClO-Cll. C13-C14. and C15-C16 

demonstrate that the lifetime dependence on load ordering is much weaker than for 

the DU.A.LFOIL batter\\ Finally, note that in case C19. reducing power consumption 

with respect to case C18 results in a 2% extension of the battery lifetime (213.7 

minutes vs 209.3 minutes). 

It is clear that the real tested battery and the simulated DUALFOIL batter>-

behave differently. The former exhibits much weaker nonlinearity than the latter. For 

batteries whose behavior is similar to that of the DUALFOIL batterj-. our lifetime 

predictions are of significant practical value. Otherwise, the results presented in this 

section should be treated as a demonstration of the high quality of our model with 

respect to variations in - the parameter quantifying batter\- nonlinearity. 
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2.6 Summary 

We described an analytical 2-parameter model of a generic batter\' for use in portable 

system/application development. The functional form of the model is derived based 

on physical principles, and its two coefficients are fitted based ou the results of several 

constant-current tests. 

The proposed model was thoroughly evaluated with respect to the measurements, 

performed on a real batter>-. and the low-level numerical simulator DU.A.LFOIL for 

lithium-ion cells. Model validation against measurements included ten constant-

current tests and six variable-current tests, conducted on a lithium-ion batter>- used 

in the Compaci Itsy pocket computer. The maximum lifetime prediction error was 

39c. and the maximum delivered charge prediction error was 2%. 

The model predictions were also compared with the simulation data under the 

constant and variable discharge conditions (these 44 tests resulted in the lifetimes 

ranging from 1/2 hour to 200 hours). For all of the 22 constant load tests, the 

prediction error was within 10%, and for all of the 22 variable load tests, the prediction 

error was within 5%. In addition, our model was tested against actual measurements 

taken on a real lithium-ion batter\- at Compaq Western Research Laboratory-. For 12 

constant-load tests performed, the maximum error of lifetime predictions was 4%. For 

21 variable-load tests performed, the accuracy of our lifetime estimates was within 

1%. 
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CHAPTER 3 

ENERGY DEMAND OPTIMIZATION BY TASK 
SEQUENCING 

3.1 Background 

In portable batter\--po\verecl electronic systems maximizing the batterj' lifetime is of 

outmost importance. In order to adequately address the batter\--related issues, a 

designer needs a good behavioral model that can serve as a basis for energ>'-aware 

electronic design automation. In Chapter 2. we have proposed a high-level analytical 

model that produces accurate lifetime predictions and permits a trade-off between 

the accuracy and the amount of computation performed. This chapter shows how 

this model can be utilized for single-processor load scheduling. .\t this time we do 

not consider voltage/clock scaling - it will be addressed in Chapter 4. 

Several published papers have considered the batterv* issues to improve system 

operation [11. 53. 55]. Benini et al. [11] used the VHDL-based simulation model [10] 

to expose the impact of different dynamic power management policies on the bat

tery* lifetime. The authors considered both single-batterv* and dual-battery powered 

systems while studying both time-out open-loop (batter\' voltage independent) and 

threshold-based closed-loop (battery voltage dependent) policies. On the other hand. 

Luo and .Jha [55] tackled static scheduling of tasks with real-time constraints. Evalua

tion of the proposed method was based on the batterv' model combining Peukert's law 
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[51] cxnd ideas of Pedrani and VVu [66). The battery-conscious schedule was achieved 

by reducing the variance and the peak power of a generated discharge current pro

file. However, any lifetime improvements reported in [11, 5.3] should be interpreted 

with care, since the results are heavily biased by the properties of a model describing 

the battery behavior. Energy-aware scheduling under timing constraints was also 

addressed by Liu et al. [53]. The authors used a N.-\SA/.JPL Mars Pathfinder rover 

cis a motivating application with the two power sources: a battery and a solar panel. 

The objective was to utilize the solar panel (the "free" energy source) as much as 

possible and minimize the energv' drawn from the battery. However, the scheduler 

was only aware of the presence of an alternative energy- source besides the battery, 

not the battery behavior. 

We propose an approach to batterv' load profile synthesis based on our high-level 

analytical batter>' model. This model not only accurately predicts the batterv- lifetime 

under various discharge conditions, but also provides an analytical expression that can 

be used as a formal cost function to guide the batterv* lifetime optimization process. 

This cost function differentiates our work from the prev-ious research, which has been 

relying on informal reasoning about schedule optimality from the battery- perspective. 

Our cost function is the most precise energ\-aware optimization metric reported in 

the literature to date. As a result, we avoid such erroneous claims as that flattening 

discharge profile increases the batter>- lifetime. We prove several important properties 

of the cost function and show how these properties can be utilized to develop efficient 
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heuristics for energ\'-a\vare scheduling of t<isks. 

Next, we describe the input and the output of the analytical batter\- model and 

define a cost function for our task sequencing procedures. We associate a 3-tuple with 

each task: the load current Ik (the average current drawn from the battery), the load 

duration At (the average execution delay), and the start time tk-

3.1.1 Batter\- Model Review 

The input to the model is specified by the following three sets: Si. S_^. and St. The 

set S[ = {/Q. / i . }  h o l d s  t h e  c u r r e n t  v a l u e s ,  t h e  s e t  S a  =  { A Q.AI A„_i} 

holds the durations, and the set St = {^o• •••• } holds the start times, for each 

task. For example, a given task k with the current Ik = S[[k] starts at tk = 5t[A:] and 

finishes at t  = tk + At = St[k] + The profile always starts at time 0. Let T 

denote the profile length, i.e. the latest finish time. T = maxk{tk 4- At}. 

In addition to S[. S^, and St, the model requires specifications of two batter\-

parameters a and 3. The unit of a is coulomb, and the unit of 3~ is second~^. 

Intuitively, Q represents the battery capacity, and 3 quantifies nonlinearity in batter\-

behavior. 

Given Q and 3 as well cis the sets Sr, S^. and St, the output of the model is the 
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FIGURE 3.1. Task Sequence (Load Profile). 

batter\- lifetime L - the smallest positive number that scitisfies the following equality:' 

n —  I  

a = [kF{L. min{L. tk 4- A*;}. min{L. tk}. J). (3.1) 
ifc=0 

It is possible that such a number does not exist, i.e. the battery survives the profile 

(all tasks are completed). In such cases. L = NULL. Procedure CornputeLifetime^-) 

is used for computing L (see Section 2.3). Before this procedure is called, we first 

sort St in ascending order and rearrange elements of Si and So accordingly. The 

sorted sets are respectively denoted by S^. S}. and (see Figure 3.1). Let T 

denote the profile length (i.e. the finish time of the last task): T = maxk{tk + = 

f*_i + A*_i = i*. Given a, 3. S^. S}. and T, procedure ComputeLifetime{-) outputs 

the lifetime L. if it exists. 

In addition to the lifetime L, we also compute the profile quality metric Q. If the 

'Recall that F(x. y, z.3)=z-y + 2 • 
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batter\' survives the profile, then L = NULL and 

ri— I 

Q  =  a - t k F { T .  t k .  t k  +  Afc, .3). (3.2) 
*.=0 

Intuitively, Q is the instantaneous charge slack (the amount of charge less than 

the capacity a). It is computed for a specific value of T. Note that longer profiles 

have larger value of Q. 

If the battery fails before all the tasks are completed, i.e. L NULL, the quality 

metric Q is defined as follows. Let q be the earliest failing task in the load profile: 

then. 

Q= -l^F{T.L.t,  + \ .3)- YL 4F(r.ffc.f;t + Afc.J). (3.3) 
k I 

The procedure ComputeQuality Factor {•) for computing the quality factor is pre

sented in Figure 3.2. Its complexity is determined by the complexity of lifetime 

computations (see Chapter 2). 

ComputeQualityFactor {Sr.S^.St.ot.fi) 
= Sart{St,Sr,S^) 

L = ComputeLif etiTne{S'[. .T. a. 0) 
IF L = NULL 

q = NULL 
Q = a- /fcF(T. tk. tk + Afc. 0) 

ELSE 
9 = fc 1 L G [tfc, ifc + Afc] 
Q = —fqF{T,L.tg 4- A,,^) — I IkF{T,tk.tk + 

RETURN { q , Q }  

FIGURE 3.2. Quality Factor Computation. 
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3.1.2 Cost Function 

For a given profile of length T. let 

a— I 

o" = ̂  " IkFjT. tk, tk -Ifc. 3). (3.4) 
fc=0 

Intuitively, cr is the charge that the batter\' has lost by time T. If cr < a. then the 

battery is still operational at time T. We use a as our energy-aware cost function 

to be minimized. Alternatively, one can use the profile quality factor Q as a cost 

function to be maximized. 

Let B denote the delay budget. For a valid profile, the latency T must not exceed 

B. .\lso. the batter\- must not fail anywhere within c\ profile, i.e. 

n— I 

a > IkF{t,min{t.tk}, min{t.tk + ̂ k}- •^) .  ̂  t  <T. (3.5) 
fc=0 

Note that if for some load k its start time tk > t .  then it does not contribute to 

the value of the sum. Condition (3.5) is necessar\- to account for relaxation effects 

that may mask a failure taking place before T. It requires that no subprofile of length 

t <T is too extreme for the batter\- to survive. 

3.2 Problem Definition 

The formulation of the energy-aware task sequencing problem without voltage/clock 

scaling is shown in Figure 3.3. The input consists of the sets S[ and S^, a directed 

acyclic task graph G, the delay budget B. and the batter\- parameters a and 3. The 
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output is the set St of start times of tasks. The objective is to minimize cr defined by 

(3.4). subject to the following three constraints; 

(1) dependency constrcunt - task dependencies are preserved. 

(2) delay constraint - the latency does not exceed the delay budget, and 

(3) endurance constraint - at any time within a schedule, the batter>' is alive. 

PROBLEM: Energy-Aware Task Sequencing Without Scaling 
INPUT: Sr, Sa, G. B. a. fj  
OUTPUT: St 
OBJECTIVE: min{a = hF{T.tk-tk + 
CONSTRAINTS: 
(1) if <7 depends on p in G. then > tp + Ap 
(2) T < B 
(3) V t < T . t k} .Tn in{ t .  t k  A/t}. t ^ )  <  ct  

FIGURE 3.3. Task Sequencing Problem. 

The energy-aware task sequencing problem is somewhat similar to weighted com

pletion time task sequencing [87. 1, 83. 49, 37|. In this classic problem, we are given 

tasks with dependencies as well as weights and durations associated with each task. 

If Wk and dk denote the weight and the duration of task k. respectively, then the 

objective is to determine the start times Sk of each task (there is no idle time be

tween consecutive tasks) such that Ylk ^'k{sk + dk) is minimized, and dependencies 

are not violated. This problem is NP-complete [49]. However, for several special 

cases, an optimal solution can be determined in polynomial time. For example, if 
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there are no dependencies, then the optimal solution is the sequence of tasks ordered 

in nonincreasing values of the ratio ^ [87|. For sequencing task "chains" rather than 

individual tcisks, the ratios become where ^ is taken over all tasks in a "chain". 

The optimal solution is obtained by ordering the "chains" in nonincreasing order of 

their ratios [83). In [49|. it was shown that an optimal solution can be obtained for 

series-parallel graphs, and the subsets of tasks forming the optimal "chains" can be 

identified using network flows. 

.A. (weak) link between the weighted completion time sequencing and batter\-

aware seciuencing problems is established by replacing the cost function cr with one 

of its lower bounds, which will result in a cost function of the form + (^k)-

Starting from (3.4). we have 

. = 1 
k=0 m=:l 

^ p-J-(T-tfc-Afc) _ -32(r-tfc) 
> + 51-^ 1 

*r=0 

= f [. . 3^,.. . A.) . . ...j 
k=0 k=0 

> ^  /fcAfc  +  2  ̂  ^  4  [ l  -  (f t  +  At) .  
A:=0 kzzO k=0 

Note that the terms 5Zfc=o are the same 

for any sequence of tasks. Therefore minimization of the last expression above, cor

responds to minimization of Ik [l — + At). This expression is of the 
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form Ylk ^k{sk + dk). where Sk - tk, dk = and Wk = /^t [l - . 

Finally, without alluding to the weighted completion time sequencing problem, we 

will show (Theorem 3.2) that if there are no constraints and no idle periods, then the 

optimal solution is the sequence of tasks in nonincreasing order of currents Ik-

3.3 Cost Function Properties 

In this section we prove several important properties exhibited by our cost function. 

We use these properties to develop efficient task sequencing heuristics in the next 

section. We start with the following property of the function F{x.tj.z). which is 

critical to many of the results in this chapter. 

Lemma 3.1. For 0<A<t + ̂ <T. function F{T. t . t  + A, .3) is 

(a) monotonically increasing in t ,  

(b) monotonically decreasing in T, and 

(c) remains the same if t  and T are changed by the same amount. 

Proof: (a) The derivative of F{T. i + A, 3) with respect to t  is always nonneg-

ative: 

^ = 2 ̂  j > Q (3 6) 
m = l  

(b) The derivative of F{T.t.  t  + A, .3) with respect to T is never positive: 

^ = 2 ̂  [ - + ̂ -3=™»cr-o] < 0 (3 -) 
m= I 
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(c) Let i  — t + e and T = T + e. Then, 

^  - d - m ^ { T + e - t - s - S )  _  -J^m-'(T+e-t-£) 
F{T.i.i  + A.3) = ^ + 2^ 

m= L 

= A+21:  
2S. g-a-m'̂ (T-t-A) _ 

J-'m2 m= I 

=  F( r , f . f  +  A,d) .  

Q.E.D. 

3.3.1 ASAP and ALAP Scheduling 

Here, we briefly digress from tcisk sequencing and consider a case of resource uncon

strained scheduling to demonstrate an immediate implication of Lemma 3.1. 

Theorem 3.1. Given a directed acyclic task graph, representing precedence relations 

among tasks, assume that there are no resource constraints, the endurance constraint 

can be ignored (i.e. the value of a is sufficiently large), and the delay budget is equal 

to the length of the critical path in the task graph. Then, an ASAP f-4s Soon .4s 

Possible) schedule is the best and an ALAP (As Late Possible) schedule is the 

worst.  

Proof: Let T denote the critical path delay. Both ASAP and ALAP schedules 

yield profiles of length T. The cost of the ASAP schedule and the cost of the ALAP 
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schedule are respectively as follows: 

ri— I 

A 4 S . 4 P  =  ^ I K F I T . T K  . A S A P ^  T K , A S A P  + Afc. J) (3.8) 
Jt=0 

n— I 

<^ALAP = E IkFiT, T K . A L A P ^  tk . A L A P  + •^) (3-9) 
it=0 

Note that for each task k, its start time in the ASAP schedule tk.ASAP is the earliest 

possible, and its start time in the ALAP schedule I^^ALAP is the latest possible, subject 

to dependencies and delay constraint T. Thus, according to Lemma 3.1(a). each term 

of the sum (T^SAP is the smallest possible: whereas, each term of the sum (T,.\LAP is 

the largest possible. Therefore, CT^SAP is minimum (i.e. the .\S.A.P schedule is the 

best), and (T^LAP is maximum (i.e. the ALAP schedule is the worst). 

Q.E.D. 

3.3.2 Nonincreasing and Nondecreasing Loads 

In the task sequencing problem, the number of resources is limited: there is only 

one processor available. There are nl ways to sequence n tasks. If there are no 

dependencies, no endurance constraints, and no idle periods allowed, then the best 

(worst) solution is obtained by sequencing tasks in nonincreasing {nondecreasing) 

order of their currents. 

Theorem 3.2. Given n independent tasks, assume that the endurance constraint 

can be ignored (i.e. the value of oc is sufficiently large), and the delay budget is 
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T = periods allowed). Then, 

( a )  Y l k = Q  J k F { T . t k , t k  +  A f c . / 3 )  i s  m i n i m i z e d ,  i f  I t  >  I j  ^  t ,  <  t j  f o r  a l l  0 < i.j < 

n — 1. and 

( b )  5 Z l t =o ^kF{T. tk. tk + Afc, 3) is maximized, if I, > Ij => ti > tj for all 0 < i.j < 

n — I. 

Proof: (a) Assume that for all pairs of tasks i and j adjacent in the sequence, 

the condition of the theorem holds (/, > Ij < tj). but the value of the sum is 

not optimal. Then, there must exist some pair of adjacent tcisks p and q such that 

swapping them in the original sequence results in the new sequence with a smaller 

value of the sum. Figure 3.4 illustrates this modification of the profile. Loads other 

than p and q can be excluded from consideration because their contribution to the 

sum does not change due to swapping. Thus, the above suboptimality assumption 

can be restated as follows: 

IpFiT. tp. tp + Ap, J) + IqF{T. tq. tq + 3) > 

/,F(T. t'q, t'q + d) + IpF[T.+ Ap. 3). (3.10) 

Since p  and q  are adjacent, tg = t p  +  Ap, t'̂  = t p ,  t'̂  = tp + A,. Then, the above 

assumption becomes: 

Ip[F{T. tp + Aq, tp + Ap + Aq. /3) — F{T. tp, tp + Ap, d)] < 

Iq[F{T, tp + Ap, tp + Ap + Aq, 3) — F{T. tp, tp + A,,.?)]. (3.11) 
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FIGURE 3.4. Swapping Two .Adjacent Loads. 

The following equality applies: 

F(T. tp + A,j. tp + Ap + Aq, J) — F{T. tp. tp + Ap. J) 

e' -d-m-(T-«p —Ap —A,) „-3-Tn-{T-tp-S.,  

3-rri^ m=: I 
f ,-3-m-{T-tp-^p) _ -J-m-(T-tp) 

53;;;^ m= I 
^ g-d2^-'(T-tp-Ap-A,) ^ ̂-3-m-(T-tp-Ap) 

0 9 
~ ^2rr,2 ~ 32^2 ^  J2^2 m=l m= I 

2 h 2 

- ^ ,+2Z 

J2^2 J2^„2 m=l m=l 
e-^-^-(T-ip-Ap-A,) „ g-i-m-(T-«p-Ap) 

m= I 

A , -2 i :  3'̂ m.'̂  m= I 

F{T, tp + Ap. tp + Ap + A,j,  3) — F{T. tp, tp + A^. J) 



Thus, the factor of Ip is equal to the factor of in inequality (3.11): they cancel 

out. Since Ip > /,, these factors must be nonpositive for the inequality to hold. How

ever. this contradicts the statement (a) of Lemma 3.1. Therefore, the nonincreasing 

load ordering does indeed result in the minimum value of the sum. 

(b) In this case, the proof is similar to (a). Again, consider swapping two adjacent 

tasks p and q in the nondecreasing sequence {Ip < /,). For the sake of contradiction, 

assume that after swapping, the cost increased: 

IpF{T. tp. tp Ap. 3) + IqF{T. tp -t- Ap. tp + Ap + A^, 3) < 

1,1 F{T. tp. tp + Aq, .i) 4- IpF{T. tp + Aq. tp + Ap + A,. 3). (.3.12) 

Ip[F{T. tp + Aq. tp -f Ap + Aq. J) — F{T. tp. tp + Ap. J)| > 

Iq[F{T. tp Ap. tp + Ap + Aq, ,3) — F{T. tp. tp + A,. J)]. (3.13) 

The factors of Ip and cancel out. Since Ip < /,, these factors must be nonpositive 

for the inequality to hold. However, this contradicts the statement (a) of Lemma 3.1. 

Therefore, the nondecreasing load ordering does indeed result in the maximum value 

of the sum. 

Remark: If p and q are not adjacent in the original sequence, then swapping them 

can be viewed as a series of swaps of adjacent tasks between p and <7. Each swapped 

pair complies with the conditions of the theorem. In case (a), no swap improves the 

cost of a sequence, and in case (b), no swap worsens the cost of a sequence. 

Q.E.D. 
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Theorem 3.2 is an important result not only for the case of no dependencies, but 

also in a general ciise when dependencies are present. Provided that no idle periods 

are allowed, Theorem 3.2 suggests lower and upper bounds on the value of the cost 

function. 

Corollary 3.1. Given n task, assume that the endurance constraint can be ignored 

(i.e. the value of a is sufficiently large), and the delay budget is T = 

(i.e. no idle periods allowed). Then, the cost of any task sequence complying with 

the precedence constraints is bounded by the interval where cr^ is the cost of 

a sequence with nonincreasing load (ignoring dependencies), and CTJ- I S  the cost of a 

sequence with nondecrea.'iing load (ignoring dependencies). 

Proof: According to Theorem 3.2, di is the smallest possible value of the cost 

function, and is the largest possible value of the cost function. 

Q.E.D. 

3.3.3 Task Recover>* 

Given a sequence of tasks, assume that a failure occurs during some task L that is 

ti < L < ti + A;. In other words, the subprofile of length Ti = ti + Aj violates the 

endurance constraint. In order to repair /, we must insert an idle (off-line) period 

somewhere within the subprofile in question. Let S denote the duration of the inserted 

idle period. Assume that S is placed between adjacent loads i and j such that t, < 
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tj < ti. As a result, the load profile duration Ti and the start times of loads following 

and including j are increased by d'. Their contribution to the cost of the subprofile 

is not changed, according to Lemma 3.1(c). The difference Q between the cost of 

the original subprofile (without recoverv*) and the cost of the new subprofile (with 

recovery) is as follows: 

Q =  ^  ̂  I k F { T t ,  t k - t k  + - ^ k - ,  3 )  —  I k F { T i  +  S .  t k r  t k  + - ^ k - 3 )  (3.14) 
k I tk<tj k I t^<tj 

Theorem 3.3. ( a )  T h e  v a l u e  o f  Q  i s  m a x i m i z e d ,  i f  t j  =  t i .  

( b )  T o  a c h i e v e  m a x i m u m  Q  b y  p l a c i n g  a n  i d l e  p e r i o d  e a r l i e r  t h a n  t i .  t h e  d u r a t i o n  

of that period must be greater than S. 

Proof: (a) Due to Lemma 3.1(b), 

F{Ti. tk, tk + Afc, 3) — F{Ti + S. tk. tk + Ajk, 3 )  >  0 (3.15) 

Therefore, the greater the value of tj, the greater the number of positive terms 

summed up. Thus, the maximum value of tj = ti yields the maximum value of fi. 

(b) Let PI denote the subprofile. ending with task 1. where an idle period of length 

6 is inserted at ti. Let ai denote the cost of Pi. Let P2 denote the subprofile. ending 

with task L where an idle period of some length S is inserted at tj < tc (i.e. before 

some task j preceding /). Let 0*2 denote the cost of P2. It is given that CTI = a-y (i.e. 

Q. is maximum for both profiles). VV'ie need to show that S < 6. 
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Note that 

crI = ^ " IkF{Ti + 6. th. tk + '^) + IiF(Ti + S. ti  + S. ti  + + 6, 3). (3.16) 
k I tfc<£| 

and 

CT) — IkF{Ti + S. tk-tk + Ak, 3)-\-
k I  U < £ j  

/ f cF(T/+  d .  f fc  +  ifc  +  Afc  +  j .  J ) .  (3 .17)  
k 1 tj<tk<t, 

According to Lemma 3.1(c). F{T + c.t  + z.t  +^+£.3)  =  F{T .  3) .  

Thus. 

E IkF{Ti + t). tk- tk + Afc. 3) + E rkF{Tt.t , .h + Ak.3) = 
k I k  I t j<tk<t, 

y \  fkF{Ti + S. tk-tk + ̂ k--3) + fiF{Ti, ti .  ti  + Ai. 3). (3.18) 
k I  

The term corresponding to I can be dropped from the both side of the equation: 

y ^ !kF{Ti + S.tk, tk + Akr 3) + y ] IkF{Ti,tk, tk + .^k-3) = 
k \ tk<tJ fc I tj<tk<tt 

Y " !kF{Ti + S.tkrtk + ^kr 3) + y \ TkF{Ti + S.tkrtk +-^k-3). (3.19) 
fc I fc I tj<ffc<£| 

According to Lemma 3.1(b), 

Y " !kF{Ti,tk,tk + •:^k-3) > y " IkF{Ti + S.tk.tk + ̂ k-3). (3.20) 
fc I fc I tj<tfc<£i 

For the equality to hold, the following must be true: 

Y '  fkF{Ti + S.tk.tk + Akr 3) < Y " [kF{Ti + S,tk-tk +-^k-3). (3.21) 
fc  I  t f c<f j  f c  I t k< t j  
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Therefore, according to Lemma 3.1(b). d  <  6 .  

Q.E.D. 

Thus, idle periods must be inserted immediately before failing tasks. There may 

exist a situation, in which a profile cannot be recovered regardless of the recover>' 

period length. 

Theorem 3.4. Failing task I is unrecoverable if 

, I _ p-J-rn-A( 

^ /fcAfc + Ii [A, + 2 ̂  -JJ—, ]. (3.22) 
k I tt<£( rn=l 

Proof: Note that F ( x .  i j ,  z ,  3 )  —>• r — y as x —> oc. Therefore, as 6  grows. 

F(ti + Ai + 6. tk.tk + Afc. .3) tends to A^. Also. 

1 — 
F i t i  +  A . I  +  S . t t  +  S . t i  +  A t  - ¥ •  d .  J) = A/ + 2 y " —— (3.23) 

j-m-m=l 

Therefore, if | + /<[Aj + 2 52m=i ^'1 exceeds the value of a. 

then even an infinite-length recovery' period cannot prevent load I from failing. 

This condition can be relaxed to the following intuitive form: a < | h-^k-

Q.E.D. 

3.4 Proposed Solution 

We tackle the sequencing problem in three steps: (i) greedy sequencing, (ii) incre

mental recovering, and (iii) local compressing. The first step is greedy sequencing. 

subject to dependencies, with no idling allowed. The length of the resulting profile 
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is T = 5Zfc=o case, the delay constraint is already satisfied, under the 

assumption that B is never less than the sum of all task durations. However, the 

endurance constraint may be violated, which calls for the second step - incremental 

recovering. The second step inserts idle periods so that the profile no longer fails. 

.A.S much recovery as necessary is exercised, and the load ordering is not changed. 

Thus, the endurance constraint and dependencies are not violated: however, the de

lay budget may be exceeded due to recover^' delay penalty. In the third step, local 

compressing attempts to place light loads inside idle periods, subject to dependencies, 

.so that load relaxation is still present but recover>- delay penalty is reduced. Thus, 

the purpose of the third step is to reduce the profile length T to the budget B. Details 

of these three procedures are described next. 

3.4.1 Greedy Sequencing 

The input to the GreedySequencing{-) procedure (see Figure 3.5) is the tcisk graph 

G as well as the sets S[ and SA- The output is the task start times specified by the 

set St. Dependencies are preserved by construction: no task is scheduled unless its 

predecessors has already been scheduled. If there are several candidates competing for 

the current place in a sequence, then the procedure selects the one with the heaviest 

weight among them. Once a task is scheduled, it is removed from the task graph. 

The procedure terminates once all the tasks have been scheduled. 

The weight of a node is determined as follows. Let a subgraph induced by some 
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node p be denoted by Gp. The weight u;(p) is defined as the maximum of Ip and the 

mean current of all the nodes in Gp. Such weighing is preferred over w{p) = Ip, e.g. 

a task with ver\- low current may have a successor with very large current, whose 

execution will be delayed until its predecessor is scheduled. 

If there are no dependency constraints, then w { p )  =  I p  for each node p. In this 

case, the procedure sequences loads in the nonincreasing order of their load values. 

Thus, it generates a minimum cost profile, in accordance with Theorem 3.2. 

GreedySequencing {G.Sf.S\) 
FOR. all p ^ G 

w{p) = rnax{Ip. 
naw — 0 
WHILE G is not empty 

= {p I Parents(p.G) = 0} 
Select f/ I w{q) = rnax{w(j)) ] p € 5} 
tff = now 
naiv = tq Aq 
Remove q from G 

RETURN St 

FIGURE 3.5. Step I: Greedy Sequencing. 

The FOR-loop takes 0 { n  • e) time, where e is the number of edges in G  (the 

loop is executed n times and Gp is found in 0(e) time using depth-first search). The 

WHILE-loop is executed n times as well. During each iteration, updating S involves 

checking 0{e) edges and selecting q takes 0{n log n) time. Therefore, the total 

c o m p l e x i t y  o f  G r e e d y S e q u e n c i n g { - )  i s  0 { n  •  e  +  •  l o g  n ) .  
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3.4.2 Incremental Recovering 

The input is an initial profile specified by S i ,  5A. and S t  (the output of the greedy 

sequencing step) as well as the battery parameters a and 3. The output is the task 

sequence with inserted idle periods and a flag indicating whether recovering failed or 

succeeded. Idle periods are inserted only if the batter\' fails before time T: otherwise, 

the load profile is returned as it is. 

Let 5 denote the length of an idle period. Before computing S. the procedure 

checks whether S will be less than the delay budget B. This check is performed JIS 

follows. Let <7 denote the failing task. i.e. L 6 [tq-t^ + A,]. First, the procedure 

assumes that S = B and creates temporar\' set St. where start times of each 

task k following and including q are increased by B (e.g. tg = -h B). Then, it 

checks whether task q is recovered, i.e. L ^ -f A,]. If (!> > then the procedure 

terminates with FAILURE, since it will be impossible to compress the profile so that 

the delay constraint is met. If 5 is guaranteed to be less than B. then it is computed by 

MinRecoveryLength{-). Finally, InsertRecovery{^-) places the idle period of length 

5 at tg and adds 5 to and to the start times of tasks following q in the sequence. 

This process is repeated until either all failures are repaired or recovery* is no longer 

feasible. 

At the absence of the delay constraint, the proposed approach provides an optimal 

failure recovering solution for a given load profile, according to Theorem -3.3. Note 
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that an idle period is inserted immediately before the earliest failing load, and the 

length of the idle period is set to the minimum number of time units necessary- to fix 

the failure. 

IncrementalRecovering (5/, 5a, St, B, a, /3) 
{ q . Q }  =  C o m p u t e Q u a l i t y F a c t o r { S i .  S _ \ ,  S t . a .  0 )  
WHILE q ^ NULL 

St = InsertRecavery{B. tq, St) 
{ p . Q }  =  C o T n p u t e Q u a l i t y F a c t o r { S [ ,  S \ ^ ,  S t .  a .  ( 3 )  
IF p = q 

RETURN {5f, FAILURE} 
J = MinRec o v e r y L e n g t h { a .  ̂ . q .  S [ .  S ^ ,  S t )  
S t  =  f n s e r t R e c o v e r y { S . t q .  S t )  
{ < 7 ,  Q }  =  C c n n p u t e Q u a l i t y F a c t o r ( S [ .  S ^ .  S t . a .  ̂ )  

RETURN {5,. SUCCESS} 

FIGURE 3.6. Step II: Incremental Recovering. 

Recall thiit the complexity of CamputeQualityFactor{-) is dominated by the com

plexity of a single lifetime computation. VV'hile computing the minimum length of an 

idle period, one needs to estimate the batter\- lifetime repeatedly. Thus, the com

plexity of Incremental Recovering {•) is determined by the complexity of procedure 

MinRecaveryLength{-), which is executed 0{n) times due to the WHILEi-loop (at 

most n tasks may fail). Note that the upper bound on S is equal to B. One (naive) 

implementation of MinRecaveryLength{-) would be to increase 5 from 0 to 5 with 

small time increments, say r, and check whether L is still in [i, -f- <5, + 5]. 

(After inserting an idle period the start time of q is shifted by J). In other words, one 

needs to increase S until the cost of the subprofile of length tg + A, + 5 becomes less 
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than a. Thus, Incremental Recover ing{-) computes the batter\' lifetime 0(®) times. 

Therefore, the overall complexity of incremental recovering is bounded by 0(rt®.V), 

where X is the complexity of lifetime computations (see Chapter 2). 

3.4.3 Local Compressing 

The input to the LocalCompressing{-) procedure (see Figure 3.7) is the task graph 

G. the recovered load profile (specified by S[. and St), the delay budget B. and 

the batterv' parameters a and ,3. The output is the new profile specification and the 

flag indicating whether compression succeeded or failed. 

First, the length T of the original profile is compared with the budget B. If 

the profile length is within the budget, then the profile is not changed. Otherwise, 

we identify idle periods and construct two sets Rs (idle start times) and Rf (idle 

finish times). For example, the start time of the A:-th idle period (counting from the 

beginning of the profile) is recorded as and its finish time is recorded as Rf[k]. 

Next, we select the latest unvisited idle period M and collect the tasks scheduled after 

M into the set S. In S. we find task q such that /, is as low as possible provided that 

starting q at i2s[-V/] will not violate dependencies. Once q is placed at /2,[A/], the 

start times of the remaining tasks in S are updated by UpdateStartTimes{-). so that 

their initial ordering is preserved, but initial idle periods among them are omitted. 

Then, new idle periods are inserted, if necessary-. If the length of this new profile 

is decrecised. then it becomes the current solution, and the outer WHILE-loop is 
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repeated. Otherwise, profile changes are ignored, and the next latest unvisited idle 

period is considered (the inner WHILEl-loop is repeated). 

LocalCompressing (G. S [ ,  S ^ ,  S t ,  B .  a .  0 )  
T = Tnaxk{tk + A*:} 
IF i5 > T 

RETURN {5t, SUCCESS } 
Tnew = T, change = TRUE 
WHILE change = TRUE 

{ R s . R f }  =  I d e n t i f  y I d l e P e r i o d s { S i ,  S ^ ,  S t )  
M = |/2s|. St = St 
Told = Tnew^ change = FALSE 
WHILE M > 0 

5  =  { p  h p  >  R f [ M ] }  
Find q \ Iq = min{Ip | p € S AND Parents^p.G) ^ S} 
Remove q from S 
tq = 

St = Updates tar tTimes{St) 
{St. fiag} = Incremental Recovery {S[. S^. St. B.a.(3) 
IF flag = FAILURE 

St = St 
ELSE 

Tnew ~ Alt} 
IF B > Tnew 

RETURN {St, SUCCESS } 
I®* Totd ^ Tnew 

S t = S t  
ELSE 

change = TRUE 
BREAK 

M = M - 1 
RETURN {St, FAILURE } 

FIGURE 3.7. Step III: Local Compressing. 

Local compressing is terminated, if (a) changes can no longer reduce the length 

of the current profile, or (b) the current profile meets the delay budget. Note that 
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modifications are applied starting from the end of the load profile, since the lightest 

loads are normally scheduled late. Light load may reduce the total recovery time 

if placed inside an idle period of interest. VVe consider idle periods starting from 

the latest so that the minimal portion of the profile is changed. In other words, the 

procedure places lighter tasks into later idle periods, thus attempting to approach the 

deadline at a minimal cost penalty. 

The inner WHILE-loop is executed 0 { n )  times, calling IncrementalRecovering{-) 

at each iteration. The outer WHILE-loop is terminated after 0{n-) iterations (each 

task may be moved toward the head of the sequence at most n times). Therefore, the 

overall complexity is 0{n^Y), where Y is the complexity of IncrerrientalRecacering{-). 

3.5 Experimental Results 

The battery lifetime depends on both the load profile and the batter>- parameters 

themselves. Figure 3.8 shows the lifetime surface for the simplest case of a constant-

current discharge (/ is 1000 mA). For sufficiently large fixed J. the lifetime increases 

almost linearly as a grows. In other words, for large 3 the batter>' behaves as a 

practically ideal power source. If a is fixed, then the lifetime monotonically increases 

a s  3  g r o w s ,  a p p r o a c h i n g  L t d e a i  =  a f I .  

We let o; = 40000 and 3 = 0.2 to expose nonlinearity in the batterv' behavior-

Consider a set of tasks described in Table 3.1. There are two supply voltages V and 

\'/2 supported, and each task is associated with the two possible batterv- current 
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Lifewne Surface at IA Oscnarge Rale 

FIGURE 3.8. Lifetimes for Various a and J under Constant-Current Load. 

values and the two possible durations. To demonstrate the impact of task sequencing 

w i t h o u t  v o l t a g e / c l o c k  s c a l i n g ,  w e  f i x  t h e  v o l t a g e  a t  V  f o r  t a s k s  T 1 - T 4  a n d  a t  \ ' / 2  

for tasks T5-T8. In this case, the minimum profile length is 90 minutes. The delay-

budget B is set to 90 minutes also. 

First, we have generated three profiles F1-F3. shown in Figure 3.9 and specified 

Task Voltage V 
I, m.A. A, min 

Voltage V'/2 
I, mA A. min 

Parents 

Tl 1000 o 125 10 -

T2 750 5 93 10 -

T3 300 10 62 20 Tl 
T4 250 10 31 20 -

T5 800 5 100 10 T2. T3 
T6 600 5 75 10 T4, To 
T7 400 10 50 20 Tl 
T8 200 10 25 20 T2. T7 

TABLE 3.1. Example of Task Currents and Durations. 
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FAILED 

TKne. mn 

(a) Profile Pi: Decreasing Load 

TASKS COMPLETED 
OVER BUDGET 
(WITH RECOVERY) 

(b) Profile P2: After Recovery 

Load. mA 

TASKS COMPLETED 
WITHIN BUDGET 

Time. m»n 

(c) Profile P3; After Comoression 

Load. mA 

FAILED 

(d) Profile P4: increasing Load 

Time, mm 

(e) Profile PS: Alternative Recovery 

Load. mA 

(f) Profile P6: Alternative Compression 

FAILED 

Time, mm 

(g) Profile P7; Decreasing Ratio 

FIGURE 3.9. Excimple Load Profiles (Sequencing Only). 
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Profile Task Sequence 

PI (ri.r2,r3.r4,T5,T6,r7.T8) 
P-2 (TI,  o f f ,  T 2 ,  o f f .  T 3 , T 4 ,  T5, T6, T7. T8) 
P3 (Tl. T7,  T2, T8, T3, T4, To, T6) 

PJ (T8, T7,  T6 ,T5 ,TA,T3 ,T '2 ,T l )  
P5 ( T \ , o f f ,  T l .  T Z . T A .  T 5 ,  T 6 ,  T 7 .  T8) 
P6 (T l .T» ,T1 ,T7 .o f  f ,  T3 ,  T-», T5, T6) 
P7 (Tl. r2, T3,T-S. T5, T6. T7. T8) 

TABLE 3.2. Profile Description (Sequencing Only). 

Profile , m.\ min S ' ,  min 

PI (1000.750,500,250.100,75,50,25) (5,5, 10, 10, 10, 10,20,20) (0,5. 10,20,30,40.50,70) 
P2 (1000,750,500,250,100,75,50,25) (5,5, 10. 10. 10,10,20,20) (0.8,26,36. -16.56.66,86) 

P3 (1000,50,750, 25,500.250.100,75) (5,20,5,20, 10. 10.10,10) (0,5.25,30.50.60. 70.80) 

P4 (25,50.75.100.250,500,750,1000) (20,20,10, 10. 10.10.5,5) (0.20. -10.50.60.70.80.85) 
P5 (1000,750,500,250,100.7o.50.25) (5,5, 10. 10. 10. 10.20.20) (0.21.26.36. 16.56.66.86) 
P6 (1000,25. 750. 50. .500.250. 100. 75) (5.20.5.20. 10. 10. 10. 10) (0.5.25, .50.50.60. 70.80) 
P7 (1000. 750.500.250.100.75.50.25) (5. .5, 10. 10. 10. 10.20.20) (0.5.10.20,30, 10.50. 70) 

TABLE 3.3. Profile Specification (Sequencing Only). 

in Tables 3.2 and 3.3. Profile PI is constructed by G reedy Sequencing^-). Profile P2 

is obtained from PI by IncrementalRecovering{-). Finally. LocalCompressing{-) 

transforms P2 into P3. Note that in PI dependencies allow the tasks to be sequenced 

in decreasing order of their currents. The batter\' fails in PI: therefore, two idle 

periods are inserted. The total delay penalty is 16 minutes. Since there is no delay 

slack in Pi. recover\- insertion in P2 violates the delay constraint. However, in P3 

the profile length is successfully decreased so that the budget is met. Table 3.4 

summarizes the quality of the generated profiles. For each case, it shows the profile 

length T. the estimated lifetime L. the quality factor Q and the cost a (computed for 

the corresponding T). L = NULL means that the batterv* survives the profile. In 

such cases, Q > 0. Note that for PI, Q < 0 but cr < a. Recall that a is the amount 
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of charge that the battery lost by time T. Therefore, cr < a means that at time T 

the batterv' was operational. However. Q < 0 means that the batter\- failed before 

T. It is precisely for this situation that checking the endurance constraint is needed. 

Note that Q + a = a only if the batter\- survives the entire profile, i.e. Q > 0. 

To compare the profiles P1-P3 with some alternatives, we have generated addi

tional profiles P4-P6 (dependencies have been ignored). In P4. tasks are sequenced 

in increasing order of their currents, which is the worst case for cr. Indeed, for profile 

P4 cr = 67484. which is the maximum among the profiles with no idle periods. On 

the contrary-, for profile PI cr = 23435. which is the minimum among the profiles with 

no idle periods. .A.lso. note that even though the lifetime for Pi is worse than for 

P4. the quality of Pi is higher than the quality of P4. Profile Po is derived from 

P'2: the two idle periods in P2 are combined into a single idle period in P5. Note 

that the delay penalty of 16 minutes is the same for both profiles. However, while 

P2 is failure-free. P5 fails after 33.1 minutes. As an alternative to P3. profile P6 is 

obtained by swapping tasks T8 and T7. Such a swap results in a failure of titsk T3. 

It can be recovered by inserting a 2-minute idle period; however, it will yield the pro

file length of 92 minutes, exceeding the delay budget (this 92-minute profile cannot 

be compressed). Finally, tasks in P7 are sequenced in decreasing order of the ratio 

Recall that such a sequence minimizes the sum of weighted completion 

times. This sum provides a lower bound on our cost function. Note that P7 has 

turned out to be identical to PI. 
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Profile T. tnin L. min Q S T. m.A-min a ti T, m.A-min 

PI 90 8.6 -152.39 23435 
P-2 106 NULL 16820 23180 
P3 90 NULL 10442 29358 

P4 90 80.9 -45251 67484 
PS 106 33.1 -10-2-21 23292 
P6 90 59.9 -10704 296-16 
P7 90 8.6 -15239 23435 

TABLE 3.4. Profile Quality (Sequencing Only). 

Further results on task sequencing are given in the next chapter that considers a 

generalized problem of both task start time assignment and task voltage selection. 

3.6 Summary 

We addressed the problem of task scheduling on a single processor without volt

age/clock scaling capabilities. Our objective was to shape the profile so that the 

batter\' lifetime is maximized. Since the batter>- behavior exhibits a nonlinear depen

dency on the characteristics of the system load profile, achieving a provably optimal 

lifetime is difficult. 

We employed a precise batter>'-aware cost function derived from an accurate an

alytical battery model. We proved several important mathematical properties of our 

cost function and developed three efficient task sequencing heuristics utilizing these 

properties. For example, we have shown that if there are no idle periods allowed, 

then the minimum possible cost of a task sequence is achieved by arranging tasks 

in nonincreasing order of their currents. Also, if a batterv* failure is detected, our 

methods take advantage of charge recovery, by optimally inserting idle periods into a 
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task sequence. 

The material of this chapter serves as a basis for a general case (task sequencing 

with voltage/clock scaling) for which not only task start times, but also task currents 

and task durations can be controlled. 
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CHAPTER 4 

ENERGY DEMAND OPTIMIZATION BY VOLTAGE 
SCALING 

4.1 Background 

Simultaneous supply voltage and clock frequency scaling is the most effective way to 

reduce energ>' consumption of an electronic system. Here, whenever voltage scaling 

is mentioned, the corresponding clock frequency adjustment is implied. From the 

batter\- perspective, scaling techniques are critical in shaping the load profile. In this 

chapter we state the problem of task sequencing with voltage scaling and provide 

several efficient solution methods. 

The energ>'-aware cost function has been introduced in Section 3.1 of the previous 

chapter. It is based on our high-level analytical battery- model described in Chapter 

2. Given n tasks and the profile specification in terms of the three sets Sr = {Ik \ k = 

0.1 n — 1} (task currents), | ̂  = 0.1 n — 1} (task durations), and 

St = {tk I A: = 0.1 , n — 1} (task start times), the cost is computed as follows: 

T = E + 2 52 ^2 1 = E 
k=0 m=l A:=0 

(4.1) 

In (4.1). a and 3 are the batter\' model parameters, and T is the length of the 

profile: it is equal to the maximum of the task finish times, i.e. T = maxk{tk + -^k}-
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The objective is to minimize a, subject to profile feasibility. The profile is feasible, if 

T does not exceed the delay budget B. the task dependencies are not violated, and 

the following condition is satisfied: 

r i— I  

Q > min{t, tk}, min{t. tk + Afc}, 3) , t <T. (-I-*-) 

Chapter 3 provides more details on the energy-aware cost function (4.1) and the 

constraint (4.2). It is important to note that neither (4.1) nor (4.2) directly involve 

batter\" voltages. The cutoff voltage' is abstracted to a. and a user is expected to 

specify the load profile as a discrete set of current values drawn from the batter\' 

during application execution. The current sampling frequency of less than IHz will 

suffice [57]. If such data is not available, a user may assume the average battery 

voltage Vaverage^ and let the load profile i{t) = P{t)/{eVaveTage)• where c is the efficiency 

of a DC-DC converter and P(£) is the power consumption of an application. If we 

assume that e is constant and P{t) oc V"-(f)/(£), where V{t) is the converter output 

voltage and f{t) is the clock rate, then i{t) oc V-{t)J{t). For a given task k. if we 

assume that its clock rate fk is approximately proportional to its voltage Vk (i.e. 

the task duration At is proportional to l/Vi), then the task current Ik becomes 

proportional to (see Appendix B for details). Thus, voltage scaling is a powerful 

tool for controlling batter\- discharge profiles. 

' The batterj- is considered to be discharged once its voltage reaches the cutoff level. 
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4.1.1 Related Work 

To the best of our knowledge, there is only one publication [55] that deals with energ\'-

aware task scheduling with voltage scaling. The authors consider static scheduling of 

tasks in a multiprocessor environment. Batter\-aware schedule optimization consists 

of global shifting scheme followed by local transformations, with the goal of reducing 

the peak power and the variance of a discharge profile. Schedule changes are evalu

ated using some cost function, based on a purely empirical untested batter}- model. 

Consequently, the practical value of the results is as questionable as the used model 

itself. Moreover, during voltage scaling, the objective is no longer minimization of 

the proposed cost function, but minimization of the schedule energ\\ In our case, to 

guide optimization of task scheduling with voltage scaling, we consistently use the 

cost function (4.1). which is based on the accurate batter}' model. Our cost function 

as well as the presence of the constraint (4.2) are unique features of the problem at 

hand. 

Traditionally, the objective during task scheduling with voltage scaling is to min

imize energy subject to task precedence and deadline constraints. For a given task 

k. let Pk and denote its power consumption and duration, respectively. Then, 

for a set of n tasks, the goal is to minimize Pk-^k- Assuming that the batter}-

voltage is the averaged constant Vaverage and the efficiency of the DC-DC converter is 

e = const, the traditional cost function becomes eVai,erage ^k-^kr where is the 
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cun-ent drawn from the batter>" during execution of task k. Thus, energy minimiza

tion translates into charge minimization. Note that ^k-^k is the lower bound on 

our cost function a. In other words, energ\- minimization of a discharge profile is not 

sufficient from the battery's perspective. Indeed, one can see that cj is also sensitive 

to values of the task start times and the profile duration. Moreover, the constraint 

(4.2) imposes additional limitations on acceptability of a given task sequence with a 

given task voltage assignment. Even though the existing literature on task scheduling 

with voltage scaling focuses on energ>- minimization only, it is instructive to provide 

a brief overview of this research. We limit our attention to scheduling on a single 

processor, since such techniques are applicable for improving the lower bound of the 

cost function in our case. 

In [96]. the authors introduce MIPJ (millions-of-instructions per .Joule) as a quality 

metric for dynamic voltage scaling (DV'S). The key idea is to eliminate idle time by 

reducing the processor voltage and clock for a given segment of computation. To 

predict processor utilization, either a fixed-size window of future events or a fixed-

size window of past events is anaU'zed, and the corresponding DV'S decisions are 

evaluated using trace-based simulations (further evaluations are reported in [68]). 

Work [100] describes a minimum-energ\- preemptive scheduling algorithm, based 

on the notion of a critical interval. In such inter\-als, the corresponding subset of 

tasks must be assigned to the maximum constant voltage and clock in any optimal 

schedule- The algorithm works recursively: once the critical interval is identified 
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and its tasks are scheduled, a new problem instance is created and solved for the re

maining tasks. The authors assume that tasks are independent with arbitrary' arrival 

times, and adopt the earliest-deadline-first scheduling policy. .A. similar approach is 

described in [71]: however, it is assumed that task priorities are fixed and task timing 

parameters (such tis arrival times, deadlines, and latencies in terms of the number of 

clock cycles) are known a priori. The authors first develop an algorithm that deter

mines the minimum constant voltage (and the corresponding clock frequency) needed 

to complete a given subset of tasks. Then, an efficient heuristic, based on handling 

critical intervals, computes a voltage schedule which is guaranteed to consume less 

energy than an alternative of using the minimum constant voltage and shutting down 

the system during idle periods. In [82]. the authors consider both fixed-priority and 

dynamic-priority scheduling of periodic tasks with the same arrival time. The pro

posed method consists of the two components: off-line computation of the minimum 

constant voltage setting under the assumption of the worst-case task latencies, and 

on-line voltage adjustment or system power-down exploiting idle periods due to dy

namic variations in the number of clock cycles required for completion of a given task 

(the same ideas are also explored in [48]). Execution time requirements can var\-

significantly, especially in multimedia applications such as streaming MPEG video. 

Work [84] develops and verifies a stochastic model for prediction of execution times for 

multimedia tasks on a frame-by-frame basis. Finally, in [86]. the authors describe a 

modification of the preemptive earliest-deadline-first algorithm that minimizes energy 
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in addition to minimiztition of maximum lateness for a set of independent arbitrary 

tasks. .\lso. minimum-energ\' processing rates (i.e. voltage scaling factors resulting 

in the maximum energj' savings) are derived for dynamic-priority (such as earliest-

dead line-first) and static-priority (such as rate-monotonic) scheduling of independent 

tasks with arbitrary arrival times. latencies, and deadlines. 

Work [45] uses equations for CMOS gate delay and dynamic power dissipation to 

show that (i) if continuously variable voltages are supported, assigning each task to a 

single voltage minimizes energ\' under a delay constraint, and (ii) if a small number 

of discrete voltages are supported, using at most two voltages for each task minimizes 

energy under a delay constraint. The authors also provide an ILP (integer linear 

programming) formulation of the voltage scheduling problem. .-Vn extension of this 

work can be found in [64]. where off-line and on-line voltage scheduling techniques 

are described. In [56, 67]. the authors conclude that the minimum energ>- is obtained 

when all the tasks are assigned to the same voltage, provided that the deadlines 

are not violated. Also, work [70] presents upper bounds on energ\- savings for various 

types of DV'S systems, such as ideal (the supply voltage can be changed arbitrarily and 

instantaneously), multiple (the supply voltages are discretized and can be switched 

instantaneously), and feasible (the supply voltage range is bounded and can be varied 

with a limited maximum rate). To fiirther increase energy* sa\ings due to inter-task 

voltage scheduling (i.e. the supply voltage is adjusted on a task-by-task basis). [81] 

advocates adjusting the supply voltage w^ithin individual task boundaries. Based 
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on static timing analysis, the proposed scheduling algorithm selects locations in a 

program for inserting voltage-scaling code, so that all the slack time from dynamic 

variations of different execution paths is exploited. 

4.1.2 Our Contribution 

In this chapter, we formulate the problem of energ\'-a\vare aperiodic ttisk sequencing 

with voltage scaling, using a novel cost function that generalizes the energ>- con

sumption metric that is traditionally used to guide voltage scheduling algorithms. 

We assume that tasks arrive at the same time and must complete within the delay 

budget B. without violation of task dependencies and without battery failures during 

task execution. Task durations and task currents are known a priori for any discrete 

voltage setting supported. 

Before describing our techniques, we provide several important analytical results 

for our cost function with respect to voltage scaling. Specifically, we show that 

• voltage down-scaling always reduces the profile cost. 

• for batter>' failure recoverj-, voltage down-scaling is always more efficient than 

idle period insertion with the same delay penalty. 

• voltage down-scaling of tasks in a failure-free sequence never introduces new 

failures. 
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• for several identical tasks, available slack time must be utilized by the latest 

ttisk during voltage down-scaling. 

Three different approaches toward solving the tiisk scheduling and voltage assign

ment problem are described. Below is a summarv' of these methods. 

(1) The first approach is aimed at minimizing energj' consumption which, in our 

case, corresponds to minimizing the total charge consumed during task exe

cution. Tcisk charges are controlled by scaling task voltages.- This approach 

starts with assigning voltages to tasks so that the total charge consumption is 

minimized .subject to satisfying the delay budget. Energy minimization does 

not guarantee miiximization of batterv' lifetime, since the battery lifetime is 

sensitive not only to task charges, but also to task ordering in time. The bat

tery may fail before completing all tasks (i.e. the endurance constraint may 

be violated), even though the total charge consumption is minimized. In such 

situations, task repair is performed, which reduces the voltage for some tasks in 

order to reduce the stress on the batter\'. Once the profile has been repaired, its 

length may exceed the delay budget. To meet the delay constraint, a latency 

reduction procedure is applied. This scales up the task voltages, while ensuring 

that no failures are introduced. 

(2) The second method starts with the highest-pow^er initial profile by assigning all 

-Recall that voltage scaling is always accompanied by a corresponding change in the system clock 
frequenc\-, i.e. voltage cmd clock are scaled simultaneously. 
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tasks to the highest voltage. Since the clock frequency is also the highest (i.e. 

task durations are the shortest), the delay constraint is satisfied. However, high 

task currents may result in the failure of the battery-. To satisfy the endurance 

constraint, task repair is performed, while checking that the delay constraint is 

not violated. Once the profile no longer fails, there may be some delay slack 

available, i.e. (delaybudget - profile length) may be a positive quantity. To 

further reduce the profile cost, a slack utilization procedure is applied that 

scales task voltages further down. 

(3) In contrast to the second approach, the third method starts with the lowest-

power initial profile by assigning tasks to the lowest voltage. The endurance 

constraint is satisfied, but the delay constraint may be violated, since the clock 

frequency is the lowest (i.e. task durations are the longest). To meet the delay 

budget, latencies are reduced by scaling the voltages up, this time ensuring that 

the endurance constraint is not violated. 

4.2 Problem Definition 

We assume that the system, supporting K discrete voltage levels, can operate at any 

voltage Vi from the ordered set Sv = (Vq, V'l..... VFT:_i) at the corresponding maximum 

frequency Oi from the ordered set 5© = (Oor Oi---r Ok-i)- The elements of Sy and So 

are in ascending order. Let lik denote the current drawn from the battery, when the 
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system is executing task k at Vi with the clock Oi. Let Aik denote the corresponding 

load duration. Figure 4.1 shows the formulation of the energ>--aware voltage scaling 

problem. The input consists of the sets Sy and the task graph G representing 

task dependencies, the delay budget B. and the batterv'-specific parameters a and 3. 

We are also given a user-specified table, where for each task and each voltage we can 

look up the task current and task duration. 

The objective is to assign each task k to a specific voltage Ij at the frequency o, 

(thus determining the task current I,k and the task duration A,fc) and the start time 

tfi, so that the resulting profile cost a is minimized and the following constraints are 

not violated: (1) task dependencies are preserved. (2) the profile length is within the 

delay budget, and (3) the batter\' survives all the tasks (see Chapter .3). Unlike the 

case of task sequencing without voltage scaling, described in Chapter 3. we can control 

not only task start times, but also task currents and durations by selecting voltages. 

Such freedom expands the search space considerably, offering new possibilities for 

improving battery discharge profiles. 

PROBLEM: Energy-Aware Task Sequencing with Scaling 
INPUT: Sv, S^, G. B, a. ̂  
OUTPUT: S [ .  5a .  S t  
OB.IECTIVE: mm{a = /.fcF(T, ffc, 0)} 
CONSTRAINTS: 
(1) if q depends on p in G. then tq > tp + Ap 
{ 2 ) T  < B  
(3) t  < T .  JZFCZO IikF{t.min{t.tk},Tnin{t,tk + ̂ ik}-0) < " 

FIGURE 4.1. Voltage/Clock Scaling Problem. 
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Assume that there is no endurance constraint (3) (i.e. a is sufficiently large), and 

the value of 3 is large enough so that for each task k operating at the voltage V, and 

the clock frequency (pj 

F{T, tk, tk + Atjfc, 3) = A.jfc + 2 2^ yy— ~ (-t-3) 
' j-m-

m= I 

If no idle periods are allowed, then the profile length T is equal to 

Note also that task start times tk no longer affect the cost function. Consequently, 

the dependency constraint (1) does not affect the quality of the solution. The delay 

constraint (2) is the only condition that needs to be considered. Let denote a O-I 

decision variable: x^k = 1. if task k is assigned to the «-th voltage level: otherwise. 

x,k = 0. Then the objective function and the constraints are expressed iis: 

YlkZo Xtk^tk-^tk}- S-t. 5IIt=0 -^'kXk < B. 

E.=o' = 1 , V = 0.1..... n - 1. (4.4) 

The above formulation is an instance of the well-known Multiple-Choice 0-1 Knap

sack Problem. This can be seen by making the following substitutions in symbols and 

terminology: pik = —TikXk is the profit of item k from class i: Wtk = is the weight 

of item k from class k: c = B is the capacity. Then (4.4) can be re-written as 

^ T.IZ0 ̂ ifcPik } r s.t. Y.Lo ' II!fc=0 ^^k w,k < c. 

E.=o' = 1 , V = 0.1..... ri - 1. (4.5) 

The multiple-choice knapsack problem is known to be NP-Hard [69]; however, it 
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can be solved optimally in pseudo-polynomial time by dynamic programming tech

niques [32]. 

4.3 Cost Function Properties 

In this section, we prove several properties of the cost function with respect to voltage 

down-scaling. When the voltage is scaled down, it is implied that the clock frequency 

is reduced as well. All the results presented in here are valid under a certain as

sumption about tiisk durations and charges before and after voltage down-scaling. 

Let I and A denote the task current and duration, respectively, before its voltage is 

scaled clown. Let I and A denote the task current and duration, respectively, after 

its voltage is scaled down. We assume that for any tiisk 

In other words, voltage down-scaling increases task durations and decreases task 

charges. These conditions are easily satisfied considering the fact that task currents 

are approximately proportional and task clock rates are approximately propor

tional to V. where V is the task voltage (see Section 4.1). 

We start with the following lemma of critical importance. 

Lemma 4.1. //A > A, then 

A > A and /A < /A. (4.6) 

1 -
> 

d-y -> r 

52m2A 
(4.7) 
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- J-m* A 
Proof: L e t  / ( A )  =  ' ^ d e m o n s t r a t e  (4.7). we need to show that /(A) 

is monotonically decreasing as A grows (A > A). In other words, the derivative ^ 

must be negative - we prove this by contradiction. Assume the opposite: 

df g-d-m-A ^ i3-m-Ae~'^""**-^ — 1 
rfA " d2.^2_^2 ^ ° 

Then. 

€"''"''^{1 + 3-m^A) > I 

«=o 
V) •> . J 'm 'A" 

1 + J"m"A > 1 + J"7n"A H h ... 

Clearly, the hist inequality above is a contradiction; thus. (4.7) is true. 

Q.E.D* 

4.3.1 Voltage Down-Scaling for a Single Task 

Consider some task A: in a profile. Assume that the voltage of task k is scaled down. 

Due to voltage down-scaling, the current of task k has decreased from Ik to Ik- the 

duration of k has increased from A^ to Afc, and the profile length has increased from 

T to T = T — Afc + Afc. Note that the start time tk of task k has not changed. 

Lemma 4.2. Under the assumption (4-6). for a given task k before and after voltage 

dotvn-scaling 

IkF{T, tkr tk + Afc, 3) > IkF{T, tk. tk + Afc, J). (4.9) 
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where T — T — Afc + At-

Proof: (4.9) can be expressed as 

r  r  A  .  . - , ^ 0 0  g - d - m - ( T - t f c - A f c ) _ g - d - m - ( T - t ; t )  1  ^  
+ -2-m=l J > 

^ I ~ ^->m=l S'-m- J • 

Since T = T — At + A^. we obtain another form of (4.9): 

+ 2 /,A.. 

Given that /fcAfc > /fcAt. one can see that (4.9) always holds due to Lemma 4.1. 

Q.E.D. 

Theorem 4.1. Let be the cost of some given profile Pi. Assume that the voltage 

for some task I is scaled dotvn. thus forming a new profile P2. Let a-2. be the cost of 

P2. Under the assumption (4-6)r cri > cxo-

Proof: Let ^ = Aj — Aj, where Aj and A/ are the durations of task k before and 

after voltage down-scaling, respectively. Let A' represent the set of tasks preceding 1. 

and let Y denote the set of tasks following I in the sequence. N'ote that the length of 

P2 is greater than the length of PI by S. The costs of Pi and P2 can be expressed 
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as follows: 

o"i = I k F { T .  tk, tk + Afc, J) +  I i F { T ,  ti, tj +  3) + 
k e x  

/fcF(T. ffc. </t: + Afc. 3). (-110) 
k e y  

(To = ^ ^ IKF{T + d. ffc, TK + ,'3) "f" IIF(T + 6. TI, TI + A/, + 
k e x  

^ ̂  IKF{T + S. TK S, TK + Afc + <5, /5). (4.11) 
kev 

According to Lemma 3.1(c), F{T.tk-tk + -^k- •3) > F{T + S.tk.tk + ̂ k- •^)- There

fore. each task in A" contributes more to cri than to cr>. According to Lemma 3.1(b). 

F{T + S. tk + 6. tk + Afc + rf. i) = F{T. tk. tk + A/t, i). Therefore, the contribution of 

tasks in Y to the profile cost does not change due to scaling down the voltage of 1. 

Finally, by Lemma 4.2. IiF{T. ti, ti + Ai. J) > liF{T + d.ti.ti + At. .5). Thus. <Ti > cto. 

Q.E.D. 

Theorem 4.2. Assume that a given task sequence is failure-free. If voltage is scaled 

dotun for some tasks, then the resulting profile is still failure-free, provided that (4-6) 

holds. 

Proof: .A. given profile of length T is failure-free if 

n — I  
Q  >  ̂  "  I k F { t .  m i n { t .  i f c } .  m i n { t .  t k  +  A ^ } .  3 )  .  V  t  <  T .  ( - ^ - 1 - )  

ik=0 

Consider an arbitrar\- time instance To < T. Let q denote a task, during which 

TQ occurs, i.e. TO E [i,, T^ + A,]. Since there are no failures, the cost of the subprofile 
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of length To does not exceed q: 

^ " /fcF(7o, ffc + _\fc, J) +/,/^(To, f,,, To,-i) < a- (-113) 

If voltage down-scaling is applied to any task following f/, then the subprofile in 

question does not change, and (4.13) still holds. If voltage down-scaling is applied to 

any tc\sk preceding q, then the subprofile length is increased to To = Tq + 6. where <5 is 

the increase in the duration of a scaled task. The cost of the subprofile of interest is 

reduced, according to Theorem 4.1. Thus. (4.13) still holds. Finally, iissume that the 

voltage of q itself is scaled down, which increjises by 6 and decreases the current 

to /,. We want to show that for any 7^ € [Tq. To +«)], the following inequality holds: 

y " tk-tk + Ak,-i) + IqF{TQ, tg.To. .5) < a. (4.14) 
k I 

As Tq grows from Tq to Tq + 6. the sum | IKF{TO. TK. 4- A^, J) decreases 

(see Lemma 3.1). For a given Tq, task q can be treated as a task q' with the duration 

Tq — tg and Tq — tg before and after scaling, respectively. In other words, the duration 

of q' increases by To — To after scaling. Note that the statement of Lemma 4.2 is 

applicable to q'. i.e. /^F(Tb, TG,TO, 3) < /,F(To, TG, Tq, 3), where is the correspond

ing current of q' after scaling. Since Tq — Tq < 6, it follows that > /,. Therefore. 

igF{To.tg.To, 3) < IgF{To,tg,TQ, 3). and (4.14) is true. 

Thus, voltage down-scaling cannot introduce failures within a given subprofile. 

Since the choice of Tq is arbitrary, the inequality (4.13) holds at any point of the 
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profile before and after the supply voltage is scaled down. 

Q.E.D. 

4.3.2 Voltage Down-Scaling for Multiple Tasks 

is 
1 1* 1 

(a) Scaling Earlier Task 

Timo 

Load 

::V  ̂ X"' 
1 *  

(b) Scaling Later Task 

FIGURE 4.2. Voltage Down-Scaling for Two Identical Tasks. 

Consider two identical tcisks i and j in a profile of length T. .A.ssume that i precedes 

j (that is ti < tj), and there is a slack of length J available, which can be utilized 

by down-scaling either the voltage of i or the voltage of j. These two possibilities 

are illustrated in Figure 4.2. For task i, let the current (the duration) before and 

after voltage down-scaling be denoted by- I, (Ai) and I, (A,), respectively. For task 

j, let the current (the duration) before and after voltage dowTi-scaling be denoted by 

Ij (AJ) and Ij (AJ). respectively. Let X be the set of tasks scheduled before i in 
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the profile. Y - the set of tasks scheduled between i and j. and Z - the set of tasks 

scheduled after j (see Figure 4.2). In case (a) - the slack 6 is utilized by task i -

the start times of j and tasks in V and Z increase by S. In case (b) - the slack d is 

utilized by j - the start times of tasks in Z increase by 6. Note that in both cases, the 

profile length T also increases by 5 and becomes equal to T = T ->t- 5. Let Q denote 

the difference between the profile cost in case (a) and the profile cost in case (b): 

n = [ ^ " IkF{T + S. tk. tk -¥• Afc, 3) + IiF(T + 6, t^. f, + A,. J) + 
kex 

^ ^ IkF(T + (). + d. fjfe + J + Afc. 3) + IjF{T -'r 6. tj + 5. tj + <) + Aj. 3) + 
k e y  

^ " IkF{T + J. + (5. tfc + + Afc, J)] — [ ̂  IkF{T -r d. f-k. tk + Afc. 3) + 
kez kex 

IiF{T + 6. tf tf + A,, I?) "T- IkF{T + S. tk- tk + AFC. + 
key 

ij F{T + 6. tj. tj + Aj. 3) IkF{T + + fjt+d + Afc.^)j. 
kez 

We want to demonstrate that Q > 0, in other words, voltage down-scaling of j 

is better than voltage down-scaling of i. According to Lemma 3.1 the cost of a task 

is (1) decreasing as the profile length grows, (2) increasing as its start time grows, 

and (3) remains the same if the profile length and the task start time increase by the 

same amount. Therefore. 

= \iiF[T + 8. tj. it -h Aj,;?) + ̂  IkF{T.tk- tk + A^. ;3) + 
k e y  

IjF{T. tj. tj "t" Aj, i3)j — ^IiF{T + S. ti. ti + Aj, 3) + 

 ̂  ̂!kF{T + 6. tk. tk -I- A/T, 3) + ijF{T + S.tj.tj -T- AJ, /3)]. 
k e y  
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r? > fi = ^iiFiT -r 6. ti. ti + + IjFiT. tj.tj + — 

\^IiF(T. ti. 11 + • '^) iJF{T -h 6. tj. tj + 

Theorem 4.3. For two identical tasks i and J. > 0 under the assumption (4-6). 

Proof: Since Q > Q'. it is sufficient to prove that Q' > 0; 

O' = [i,F{T + 6.t,.t, + x.3) + IjF(T.tj.tj +Aj.3)]-

^ I i F { T .  t^. 4- -X,. 3) + i j F ( T  + 6. tj. tj + -Xj. .^)| > 0. 

Tiisks i and j are identical: therefore. [^ = Ij = I. A. = Aj = A. /, = /^ = /. 

A, = Aj = A. and T + d = T — A + A. Thus, we want to show that 

VJ = [iF(T - A + A. f.. t, + A. J) + IF{T. tj.tj+ A. 3 ) ]  -

[/F(T. f,.^, + A.J) + //^(7~ — A + A.fj.tj + A.J)j ^0. (4.15) 

The inequality (4.15) can be rewritten as follows: 

[IF{T. tj. tj + A.3)- IF{T. t,, t, + A. 3)] < 

[iF{T - A-i-l.tj.tj-hl.3) - /F(r-A ++ A. J)]. 

r r.j V-̂ OC > .-J OC I -[ 

L"" J'-m- ~ 2-^m=i 3-m- J — 

L"* ^^^=1 J-m* 2^Tn=l j'-m- J" 

(4,16) 
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It is given that /A > /A. Due to the inequality (4.7) and the fact that task i 

precedes task it is clear that (4.16) is true. Thus, we conclude that fi' > 0 => > 

0. 

Q.E.D. 

Theorem 4.3 is trivially extended to the case of more than two identical tasks: one 

should always down-scale the voltage for the latest one to achieve the lowest cost. 

4.3.3 Idle Period Insertion vs. Voltage Down-Scaling 

.Assume that some t^usk k is failing, and there is a time slack of length J > 0 available. 

The failure may be repaired by either (i) inserting an idle period of length 6 iuunedi-

ately before k. or (ii) down-scaling the voltage of k so that the slack is fully utilized. 

These options are illustrated in Figure 4.3. Let Ik and Ik denote the current of task k 

before and after scaling, respectively, and let A*; and At denote the duration of task 

k before and after scaling, respectively. Note that A^ = A -I- d. and the time interval 

available for k is Tk\. where Tk = tk -¥• A^ + S = tk + A^. Let 

ak.r = /fcF(T]t, i/t-i-(5. ffc-(-Afc-t-fJ. J). 

= ^kF{Tk-tk.tk + ̂ k'3) 

If task k is repaired by recovery insertion, then its cost is ak,r (the start time is 

tk 4- S, the duration is A^, the current is /jt, and the finish time is Tk). Alternatively. 

^For tj > t„ the term jg positive. 
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Load 
: 

k 
: •  £ 

T» T 

(a) Idle Period Insertion 

Time 

Load 

Time 

(b) Voltage Down-Scaling 

FIGURE 4.3. Idle Period Insertion vs. Voltage Down-Scaling. 

if voltage scaling is used, then the cost of k is <7^(the start time is ffc. the duration 

is Afc. the current is Ik. and the finish time is Tt). 

Theorem 4.4. Under the assumption (4-6). <Tjt.r > Ok.s-

Proof: Recoverj'' cost ak,r and scaling cost ak.s can be rewritten as follows: 

Cfc.r = Ik [Afc + 2 ̂  " 
m=l 

Oh.. = 4[At + 25^' 
m=l 

3^m' 
] •  

] •  

Since Tk — t^ + + S — tk + 

^ 1 _ ^ 1 _ 
+ ] ='»-^'[l + -2I <)2„2V 1 

m= I 
oc 

m— I 
30 - - ^ 1 - p-'S-m^Afc . . ^ 1 _ 

A.., = 4 [A.+2 52 ]=4A41 + 2  ̂ ]. 
m=I m=l ^ 
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Due to Lemma 4.1. 

1 — ^ 1 p-d-rn-Afc 
I  +  2 V — — —  > 1  +  2 V  ^  .  ( 4 . 1 7 )  

Thus, (4.17) is true. It is given that Ik-^k > h-^k-, and due to (4.17). the mul

tiplicative factor of /fcAfc is proven to be greater than that of /fcA^. Therefore, the 

inequality cr^.r > crk,s always holds. 

Q.E.D. 

4.4 Proposed Solution 

In this section we describe three approaches for performing task scheduling with volt

age scaling with the objective of maximizing the charge-based cost function defined 

by (4.1). The first method starts with a voltage assignment that consumes the min

imum charge, and then it (i) sequences tasks, (ii) repairs failures, if any, by scaling 

down the voltages, and (iii) reduces the profile duration, if necessar\'. through scaling 

up the \-oltages without introducing new failures. The second method scales down 

the voltages starting from the highest-power initial solution. Since the task currents 

are the highest possible, the endurance constraint may be \iolated. i.e. failing tasks 

must be recovered. After failures are repaired by voltage down-scaling, there may 

still be some slack available. In such cases, the voltage is scaled down even further. 

Finally, the third method scales task voltages up, starting from the lowest-power ini

tial solution. Since the task durations are the longest possible, the delay constraint 
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may be violated. To meet the delay budget, we perform voltage up-scaling, without 

introducing failures. 

4.4.1 Auxiliary Procedures 

Before we describe the proposed methods, we briefly outline three auxiliary procedures 

used for task repair, delay slack utilization, and latency (profile length) reduction. 

Task Repair: The input to the task repair procedure is the task graph G, the 

tiisk sequence (specified by Sr. S^, and St), the voltages Sv. the clock rates S^. the 

deadline D. and the battery parameters a and J. The output is a new task sequence 

of length T < D without battery failures, if possible. In Chapter 3 we used idle period 

insertion to repair failing tasks. Here, we have an additional degree of freedom: task 

currents and delays can be reduced by scaling voltage down. .According to Theorem 

4.4. voltage dow^n-scaling is always more effective than idle period insertion utilizing 

the same delay slack. Therefore, TaskRepair{-) uses voltage down-scaling exclusively, 

until the lowest voltage level is reached. 

The task repair procedure TaskRepair{-) is shown in Figure 4.4. If the profile du

ration T exceeds D. then FAILURE is returned."' Otherwise, the lifetime estimation 

procedure ComputeQuaiityFactor{•) is called to find the earliest failing task, if any 

(see Chapter 3 for details). If there are no failures, the procedure terminates with 

SUCCESS. Otherwise, the failing task q is determined, and the DO-loop is entered. 

"'The profile length can only increase during voltage down-scaling. 
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Inside this loop, the procedure first computes the cost cr of the failing subsequence 

ending with task q and initializes the variables s and bottom. Then, the FOR-loop 

is entered: for each task p in the subsequence in question, its voltage level is tem

porarily decremented (unless already at Vq) and the new cost a is computed.^ The 

current and the duration for task p at a new voltage are looked up in a user-specified 

table by calling LookUp{-). Upon voltage assignment. UpdateProfile{-) updates the 

current and the duration for task p as well as the start times of tasks following p. 

thus creating a temporar>' profile Among all the tasks considered, the 

procedure selects the one for which voltage level reduction results in the lowest cost 

of the subsequence of interest: variable s holds this selection. If .s is not NULL, then 

the voltage level of is decremented, and the new profile becomes the current solu

tion {5^. Sa. 5t}. If the current solution is failure-free, then the procedure terminates 

with SUCCESS. Otherwise, the next failing task x is detected.'' and the DO-loop 

is repeated for q = x. It is possible that s = NULL after the FOR-loop finishes, 

because either (1) the voltages for all the tasks preceding and including q are already 

at the lowest level Vq, or (2) decrementing the voltage level for any task preceding and 

including q results in the delay budget violation. In the first case, bottom will be set to 

TRUE, and the only choice is to perform idle period insertion: the procedure breaks 

the DO-loop and calls IncrementalRecorvering{-) followed by LocalCompressing{-). 

In the second case, bottom will be set to FALSE, and the procedure terminates with 

•''Note that the cost decreases as a result of voltage down-scaling (see Theorem 4.1). 
®Note that tx >tg, i.e. new failures cannot occur before task q. according to Theorem 4.2. 
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FAILURE. Note that the DO-loop is guaranteed to terminate, since eventually s 

will become NULL. 

ComputeQualityFactor{•) is the most expensive step inside the DO-loop. Let A' 

denote its complexity due the lifetime computation (for analysis of A', see Chapter 

2). Since (i) at most n tasks may fail, (ii) at most K voltage levels are considered 

for each task, and (iii) the FOR-loop is executed 0(/i) times, the complexity of 

t h e  D O - l o o p  i s  0 { K n - X ) .  T h e  p r o c e d u r e  m a y  a l s o  c a l l  I n c r e m e n t a l  R e c o v e r  i n g { - )  

and LocalCompressing{-). The latter dominates the former, since the complexity of 

Localeompressing{-) is 0{n^Y). where Y is the complexity of incremental recovering 

( f o r  d e t a i l s ,  s e e  C h a p t e r  . 3 ) .  T h u s ,  t h e  o v e r a l l  c o m p l e x i t y  o f  t a s k  r e p a i r  i s  0 ( K n - X  +  

n-n'). 

Figure 4.5 shows the simplified procedure for task repair. SimpleTaskRepair{•) J 

Theorem 4.3 states that the late tasks should be favored during voltage down-scaling, 

given that the candidate tasks are identical. Using this result to heuristically prune 

the search space. SimpleT ask Repair {•) considers tasks one by one in the reverse 

order in a sequence (see the WHILE-loop). For each task p under consideration, the 

procedure decrements the voltage level of p until either (i) task q no longer fails, or 

(ii) the level Vq is reached, or (iii) the deadline is violated. If task q is still failing, 

then the procedure starts reducing the voltage for the task immediately preceding 

p. If q is repaired and the new failing task x is detected, the procedure breaks the 

'Princev Chowdhur>- and Chaitali Chakrabarti at the Arizona State University were the first to 
suggest the idea of simplified task repair. 
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TaskR.epair (G. S\-. S^, S[. S^, St.D. a. 3) 
n = \Si\. T = maxk{tk + Afc} 
IF T > D 

RETURN St, FAILURE} 
{q.Q} = CaTnputeQualityFactor(S[,S^, St.a,0) 
IF q = NULL 

RETURN {Si.S^.St. SUCCESS} 
DO 

= NULL, a = I fkF{tq + Aq.tk.tk + Afc./3) 
bottom = TRUE 
FOR each task p \ tp < t^ 

Find i \ {/p. Ap} = LookUp{p.Vi,(t>t) 
IF i > 0 

bottom — FALSE 
{/^.Ap} = LooA:£/p(p. V;_i.0._i ) 
{Si.S^.St} = UpdateProfUe(ip. Ap. Si, Sj^. St) 
T = maxk{ik + A*:} 
IF T < D 
^ Sfc I Aq. + A^;./5) 
IF a < a 

•s = p. a = & 
IF s NULL 

Find i \ {/,.As} = LookUp{s.Vt,(l>t) 
{/,.As} = LookUp{s.V,^i,(f)i_x) 
{S[, S^, St} = (fpdateProfile{Is, As. Sf, S:\. St) 
T = maxk{tk + Afc} 
{x, Q} = CompruteQuality Factories I, S 
IF X = NULL 

RETURN {Si,S^,St, SUCCESS} 
q = X 

ELSE 
IF bottom = FALSE 

RETURN {Sr,S^,St, FAILURE} 
BREAK 

{St, flag} = Incremental RecoveTing{S!.S_\. St, D. a. 0) 
IF flag = FAILURE 

RETURN {Sr,S^,St, FAILU^} 
{St, flag} = LocalCompressing{G.Si.S^,St.D.a.0) 
KETUKN {Si.S^.St,flag} 

FIGURE 4.4. Task Repair. 
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FOR-loop for voltages, and continues the WHILEI-loop with q and p reset to x. 

If the WHILE-loop terminates while failures are still present, then there is still an 

option of idle period insertion. In a final attempt to repair failures, the procedure calls 

IncrementalRecovering{-). followed by LocalCompressing{-). Thus, the complexity 

of SimpleTaskRepair{-) is 0{KnX + n^Y). 

Slack Utilization: Figure 4.6 shows SlackUtilization(-). a procedure used to 

distribute, by voltage down-scaling, available delay slack 6 = T — B among tasks. 

The load profile is assumed to be failure-free. Tasks are considered one by one: 

the voltage for each task p is scaled one level down, the cost a of the resulting 

temporary' profile {5^,5^,St}- is computed, .\mong all the tasks considered, the 

procedure selects one. denoted by .s. that will yield the lowest profile cost a after its 

voltage is decremented. The voltage of s is scaled one level down, and the resulting 

profile becomes the current solution {Si, S^, St}. This process terminates once a is 

NULL, i.e. when either (i) the voltages of all the tasks are at the lowest level Vq-

or (ii) any further voltage down-scaling increases the profile length beyond the delay 

budget. Note that SlackUtilization{-) does not introduce any failures, in accordance 

with Theorem 4.2. Consequently, unlike TaskRepair{-), SlackUtiiization{-) does not 

contain calls to either ComputeQuaiity F actor {•), or Incremental Recover ing{-). or 

Localeom.pressing{-): therefore, its complexity is 0{Kn^). 

Figure 4.7 shows SimpleSlackUtilizaticni{-), a simplified version of the slack uti

lization procedure. It considers tasks one by one, from the end to the beginning of 
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SimpleTaskRepair (G, Sv, S^, S[, S^, St, D, a, 0) 
n  =  |S / | ,  t  = maxk i t k  +  ̂ k }  
IFT > D 

RETURN {S[.S^.St. FAILURE} 
{QtQ} = CoTnputeQualityFactor(S[, S^,St,a, 0) 
IF q = NULL 

RETURN {5/,5A,5t, SUCCESS} 
p = q 
WHILE p # NULL 

change = FALSE 
Find J I {/p.Ap} = LookUp{p.Vj,<t>j) 
FOR i = j -\.j - 2 0 

{ip.Ap} = LookUp(p.V,,(pj) 
{Sr, S^, St} = U^ateProfile([p. Ap. Sf. S^, St) 
T = maxki'tk + Aa:} 
IF T > D 

BREAK 
{5,.Sji,5,} = {5/.5A.5^} 
{x. Q} = ComputeQualityFactor{S[.S^. St.a.p) 
IF x = NULL 

RETURN {Si,S^,St. SUCCESS} 
IF 
q = X. p = X 

change = TRUE 
BREAK 

IF change = FALSE 
y = the task immediately preceding p in the sequence 
p = y 

{St, flag} = IncreTnentalRecoveringiSi, Ss^, St, D. 
IF flag = FAILURE 

RETURN {Sr.S^,St, FAILUM} 
[St, flag} = LocalCompressing(G.Si,S:\,St.D.a.0) 
RETURN {Si. 5a, St, flag} 

FIGURE 4.5. Simplified Task Repair. 



SlackUtilization ( s \ - . s0 . s i . s ^ , s t ,  b . f i )  
n = |5;|, T = maxi{ti + Aj} 
i f t  >  b  

RETURN {5/.5A,5£} 
DO 

s = NULL, a = 'Z,kZoh^('^-tk.tk + ^k.P) 
FOR each task p 

Find i I {Ip.Ap} = LookUp{p,V,, (pt) 
IF i > 0 

{ij,.Ap}=LookUp{p.V,-i.ip,-i) 
{S[. S^. St} = UpdateProfile( ip .Ap .Si.S^.St) 
T = rnaxi {ti + A/} 
IF T < B 

^ = Efc=o 4f(t. 4.4 + Afc, i3) 
IF & < a 

s = p. a = & 
IF s = NULL 

RETURN {St, 5A, St} 
Find i 1 A,} = LookUp{s,Vi,<t>i) 
{/j, A,} = LookUp{s,Vi-i,(i)i-i) 
{ S f .  S ^ j  S t }  =  U p d a t e P r o f i l e { I s . A s , S f . S \ . S t )  
T = Tnaxi{ti + AJ} 

RETURN \Si.S^,St} 

FIGURE 4.6. Slack Utilization. 
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the profile. Favoring late tasks is suggested by Theorem 4.3. The voltage for each 

considered task p is scaled down as much as possible, provided that the slack has not 

been fully exhausted, i.e. the profile length T does not exceed the delay budget B. 

It is clear that the complexity of SimpleSlackUtiiization{ ) is 0{Kn). 

SimpleSlackUtilization (Sv, S^, Sf,S:\, St, B.0) 
n = |5/|, T = maxi{ti + Aj} 
IF T > B 

RETURN {5/,SA,5t} 
FOR X = n — l.n — 2..... 0 

p = the task at position x in the sequence 
Find j I {Ip.Ap} = LookUpip. Vj,rj)j) 
FOR i = j — l.j — 2. ....0 

{ijj,Ap} = LookUp{p,Vi,<i>i) 
{S[, S^, St} = UpdateLoadProf ile{fp,Ap.S[.S\,.St) 
T = max I { 4- Aj} 
IF T > B 

BREAK 
{ s r^ ss. s t }  = { s i . s ^ ^ . s t }  

RETURN {5/.5A,5t} 

FIGURE 4.7. Simplified Slack Utilization. 

Latency Reduction: If the length T of a given profile exceeds B. then the 

voltage for some tasks needs to be increased. For this purpose, we use a procedure 

called LatencyReduction{-) which is shown in Figure 4.8. 

First, we check whether the profile length T exceeds the deadline. If T < D. 

then the procedure terminates with SUCCESS. Otherwise, the DO-loop is entered. 

In this loop, the procedure selects task s such that incrementing its voltage level 

results in the lowest profile cost, provided that there are no failures introduced. The 
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voltage of the selected task is scaled one level up, and the resulting profile becomes 

the current solution If the profile length T meets D. then the procedure 

terminates with SUCCESS. Otherwise, the next iteration is performed. Note that 

DO-loop is guaranteed to terminate, since eventually will become NULL, i.e. either 

the voltages of all the tasks are VX--i (the highest level), or any further voltage up>-

scaling results in a profile failure. If s is NULL, then the procedure terminates 

with FAILURE since the deadline has not been met. The asymptotic behavior of 

Latency Red uction(-) is the same as that of the DO-loop oi Tatsk Repair {•): therefore, 

its complexity is O(Kn'X). 

Figure 4.9 presents the simplified version of the latency reduction method. The 

procedure is called Simple Latency Reduction{-). The DO-loop is substituted with 

the two FOR-loops. The procedure examines the earliest unvisited task p. and its 

voltage is scaled up as much as possible provided that the profile remains failure-free. 

Upon assigning new voltage to p, it moves to the task immediately preceding p and 

repeats the up-scaling process. Intuitively. SimpleLatencyReducticm{-) attempts to 

generate a non-increasing sequence of currents (see Theorem 3.2) without causing 

failures before all the tasks are completed. The asymptotic behavior of simplified 

latency reduction is the same as that of the WHILE-loop of SimpleT ask Repair {•): 

therefore, its complexity is O(KnX). 
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LatencyReduction (5V-, S[,S^, St. B, a. (5) 
K = \Sv\. a = 15f|, T = maxk{tk + ̂ k} 
IFT < B 

RETURN {Si.S^,St. SUCCESS} 
DO 

.s = NULL, cr = oc 
FOR each task p 

Find i \ {/p.Ap} = LookUp{p.V't. c^),) 
IF i  < K -I  

{ip.Ap} = LookUp(p.V,+ i.<l),+ i) 
{S[. S_\. St} = UpdateProfile([k.^k-Si.S^.St) 
{q^Q} = CornputeQuaiityFactor{S[. S^. St'Oi. (3) 
IF <7 = NULL 

'5- = YikZo fkF{T. ik, ik + Aa:, i3) 
IF <7 < <7 

s = p. cr = & 
IF s = NULL 

RETURN {5/,5A,5t, FAILURE} 
Find i  \  { / j . A s }  =  L o o k U p { s . V i , t p i )  
{Is, As} = LookUp{s .Vi+i,(t>i+i) 
{S[. S^y^, St} = UpdateProfile{IsjAs,Sr,S^,St) 
T = Tnaxk{tk + Afc} 
IF T < S 

RETURN {5/, 5a, St, SUCCESS} 

FIGURE 4.8. Latency Reduction. 
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4.4.2 Charge Minimization Approach 

This approcich first ignores the component of the cost function that includes the task 

start times and determines a voltage assignment such that the sum of task charges is 

minimized, and the sum of task durations does not exceed the delay budget B (see 

Section 4.2). Once the initial voltage assignment is found, the next step is to generate 

a task sequence. If the resulting profile is failing, voltage down-scaling and/or idle 

period insertion is performed in order to repair failing tasks. If a failure-free profile 

exceeds the delay budget, voltage up-scaling is used in order to reduce the profile 

length T. so that it is within B. Figure 4.10 shows the main steps of this method. 

We iissume that the total profile duration does not exceed the delay budget B 

when ever>' task is assigned the highest possible voltage VW-i- This guarantees that a 

solution to the corresponding knapsack problem exists. \IultipleChoiceKnapiiack{-) 

returns an exact solution to the following problem (see Section 4.2): 

max{X!.=o' YLlZl ̂ ik^-hk^xk)}- s.t. X)!t=d ^ik-^tk < B. 

-r,/t = 1 r V A: = 0,1,.... n- I. (4.18) 

Recall that xnc = 1 if and only if task k is assigned the i-th voltage level. N'ote that 

B and Ak, k = 0.1..... n — 1, must be integers. If these quantities are not integers, 

then one needs to multiply them by an appropriate factor to achieve integrality. Prob

lem (4.18) is solved by dynamic programming with the following recursion formula. 
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adopted from [32] with minor modifications: 

f[k,d]= max {-I,kXk + f[k -'i-.d - (4.19) 
:e[0,ftr-i] 

where f[k.d] is the optimal value of the partial knapsack with {k + 1) tasks and the 

delay budget d. The permissible range of k is {0, 1 n — 1}. and the permissible 

range of d is {0,1 , B}. Note that /[A: — I. d —A,fc] equals —oc for (A: > 0. d < A,fc) or 

{k < O.d < ^ik)- and f[k — l,d — A,fc] equals for {k = O.d > A,jk). The final 

result is f[n — l. B\. i.e. all n tasks with the total delay budget B have been considered. 

Thus. MultipleChoiceKnapsack{-) generates the sets Si and S^. which contain the 

current and the duration for each task k: ifx.jt = 1. then {Z^. A^} = LookL'p{k. Vj. o,). 

To complete the load profile specification, we need to determine task start times 

St- For this purpose, we use G reedy Sequencing {•) (see Chapter 3) to sequence tasks 

with no idle periods allowed, so that the profile length T is equal to the sum of tiisk 

durations $3Ik=o Since the knapsack solver MultipleChaiceKnapsack{-) ensures 

that 5Z/t=o resulting profile does not violate the delay constraint. 

The initial profile is not guaranteed to be failure-free, i.e. the battery- may not 

sur\ive execution of some tasks. Procedure TaskRepair{-) is called to check if there 

is a failing task, and if so. repair it by voltage down-scaling and/or insertion of 

idle periods. One of the inputs to TaskRepair{') is the deadline D. Note that 

Charge Minimi zation{-) calls TaskRepair{-) with max{B, B'} as the value for D. 

where B' denotes the sum of all task durations when each task is assigned the lowest 
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voltage lb- This is necessary because \IultipleChcnceKnapsack{-) does not normally 

leave any delay slack 6 = B — T to be utilized during voltage down-scaling. 

IIT > B after repairing the profile, then procedure Latency Reduction^-) is called 

to perform voltage up-scaling to reduce T. Note that the delay budget B is passed 

to LatencyReduction{-) as the deadline D to be met. 

Dynamic programming implementation of MultipleChoiceKnapsack{-) yields the 

complexity oi 0{BnK). The complexity o{ TaskRepair{-) and LatencyReduction{-) 

is 0{Kn-X): therefore, the overall complexity oiCharge.\[inimization{-) is 0{BnK+ 

Kn-.X). Instead of calling TaskRepair{-) the procedure may perform simplified task 

repair. If T of the failure-free profile exceeds B. then SirnpleLatencyReduction{-) 

performs voltage up-scaling. The complexity of this simplified method is 0{BnK + 

KnX). 

Similar to the case of initial voltage assignment, slack utilization based on charge 

minimization can also be formulated as the multiple-choice 0-1 knapsack problem, 

with the following minor modification. For a given task k. let j denote its volt

age level, i.e. = LookL'p{k. Vj.Oj). Since the voltage may not be scaled 

up. we do not consider the currents and the delays corresponding to a voltage level 

higher than j for task k in question. In other words, for each given task k. we set 

AAT = Ijk and Aik = Ajjt. for all i 6 {j -h l..... A' — 1}- Thus, the voltage-current 

and voltage-duration task tables for slack utilization are slightly different from those 

used for initial voltage assignment. The corresponding slack utilization procedure. 
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SimpleLatencyReduction {Sy, S^. S[. S^.St. B. a.p) 
K = |5v|. n = 15/|. T = Tnaxi{ti + A/} 
IF T < 5 

RETURN {S/.5A.5t, SUCCESS} 
FOR or = 0,1,.... n — I 

p = the task at position x in the sequence 
F i n d  j  I  { / p . A p }  =  L o o k U p { p , V i . < t > i )  

FOR i  = j  + ld + 2 K -  1 
{ijt.Ap} = LookUp{p .Vi,(f> i )  
{Si, St} = UpdateProfile{ip,Ap,S[,S:2i-St) 
{^•Q} = ComputeQualityFactor{S[, Sj^. St-a. 0) 
IF NULL 

BREAK 
{ S [ . S ^ , S t }  =  { 5 , . 5 ^ . s a  
T = Tnaxi{tt + Ai} 
IF T < B 

RETURN [Sf.S^.St, SUCCESS} 
RETURN {Si.S^.St. FAILURE} 

FIGURE 4.9. Simplified Latency Reduction. 

ChargeMinimization {Sv, S^, G, B, a, P) 
{ S f . S ^ }  = MultipleChoiceKnapsack{Sv' S^, B) 
St = GreedySequencing{G, Sf. S:^) 
FOR it = 0. 1 . . . . ,n - 1 

A'fc} = LookUp{k.Vo,M 
b' = t.izi k 
{ S f .  5a. St. flag} = TaskRepair{G. Sv, S^, S[, 5a, St. Tnax{B, B'}, a. 0) 
IF flag = FAILURE 

RETURN {5/,5A,5t, FAILURE} 
{5F, 5A, St. flag} = Latency Reductian{Sv. 5<J,. S[. S\. St. B. A. 0) 
RETURN {Si, S^. St. flag} 

FIGURE 4.10. Voltage Assignment Minimizing Charge Consumption. 
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called SlackUtilizationMinCharge{-). is shown in Figure 4.11. It uses dynamic pro

gramming to solve the knapsack problem with the modified tables for task currents 

and durations. Note that the procedure ignores the profile cost sensitivity to the 

changes in task start times. Solving the knapsack problem determines the complexity 

of SlackUtilizationMinCharge{-), which is 0{BnK). 

SlackUtilizationMinCharge (S\-. S^, Sj. 5a.  S t ,  B) 
/<• = |Sv|. n = IS/j. T = maxk{tk + ̂ k} 
IFT > B 

RETURN { S i . S ^ . S t }  
{S^.Sa} = MultipleChoiceKnapsack2(S\-. S0 •B) 
FOR each task p 

= UpdatePTofile{Ip.^p.S[.Ss . S t )  
RETURN {S/.SA.Sf} 

FIGURE 4.11. Slack Utilization Based on Charge Minimization. 

4.4.3 Voltage Down-Scaling Approach 

The second proposed method, ExclusiveDownScaling{-). for task sequencing with 

voltage scaling is shown in Figure 4.12. Initially, all the tasks are assigned to the 

maximum voltage I K-_I, so that the profile duration is minimized (for each task, the 

current is the lowest possible). Then, Greedy Sequencing {•) is called to generate the 

initial set St- If the length T of the initial profile is greater than the delay budget B. 

then no solution will satisfy the delay budget (tasks are already of the shortest possible 

durations), and the procedure returns FAILURE. Otherwise, TaskRepair{-) is called 
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to repair failing tasks, if any. If the profile is failure-free and within the delay budget 

B (i.e. flag = SUCCESS). SlackUtilizationMinCharge{-) is called to improve the 

solution cost. Otherwise, the procedure terminates with FAILURE. 

Since task repairs and dynamic-programming slack utilization are involved, the 

complexity of ExciusiveDawnScaiing{-) is 0{Kn^X + + BnK). Alternatively, 

one may use polynomial-time Slack if tUization{-) instead of knapsack-based slack uti

lization. The corresponding procedure, called ExclusiveDownScaHrig'l{-). is shown 

in Figure 4.13. Its complexity is determined by the complexity oi Task Repair {•). i.e. 

0{Kn-X -r n^Y). 

ExclusiveDownScaling {Sy. S^. G. B. a. 0) 
/C = |5v|, n = |Gl, 
FOR fc  =  0 .1  n  -  1 

= lookup(k . vk .u4>k- i )  
St = GreedySequencing{G, S[. S\,) 
l f t . 2 zo^k>b  

RETURN {Si,S^,St, FAILURE} 
{S/, 5AT St, flag} = TaskRepair{G, S\-, S0, Si,S:\, St, B. a. i3) 
IF flag = FAILURE 

RETURN {Sr,S^,St, FAILURE} 
= SlackUtilizationMinCharge(Sv, S0, S[. Ss, St, B. (3) 

RETURN {5^.5A.SUCCESS} 

FIGURE 4.12. Exclusive Voltage Down-Scaling. 

The simplified version of the voltage down-scaling method is as follows. Instead of 

calling TaskRepair{-) and SlackUtilization{-)/SlackUtilizati(mMinCharge{-), the 

procedure calls SimpleTask Repair {•) and SimpleSlackUtilization{-). respectively. 
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The resulting complexity is primarily due to SimpleTaskRepair{-): therefore, the 

running time is 0{KnX + n^Y). 

Note that with this approach, we start from a solution that satisfies the delay 

constraints, but may violate the endurance constraint. We can also start from the 

solution that satisfies the endurance constraint, but may violate the delay constraint. 

This alternative is explored next. 

4.4.4 Voltage Up-Scaling Approach 

The last proposed method. ExclusiveL'pScaliriy^-). for task sequencing with volt

age up-scaling is shown in Figure 4.14. To obtain the initial sets Si and 5^. we 

assign all tasks to the lowest voltage VQ. SO that the energj- consumption is as low 

as possible. Note that task currents are the lowest possible, while task durations are 

longest possible. The initial set St is generated by TaskSequence{-). Let T denote 

the length of the initial profile. Let Q be the profile quality factor computed by 

CcrmputeQualiUjFactor{•). as defined in Chapter 3. (Recall that if £ ^ NULL, i.e. 

the battery fails, then Q < 0: otherwise. Q is nonnegative.) IF T < B and Q > 0, 

then the procedure terminates with SUCCESS. On the other hand, if T > B and 

Q < 0. then the procedure aborts any attempts to generate a valid profile. Thus, 

there are two cases of interest: {a.) T < B and Q < 0, and (b) T > B and Q > 0. 

In case (a), the delay budget is met, but the battery does not survive the profile. 

Since the voltage level is the lowest, only idle period insertion is applicable: the 
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ExclusiveDownScaIing2 (Sv, 5<j, G, B. a.  0)  
Ar = |5vl, n = |G|. 
FOR fc = 0.1 n -  1 

{Ik.Ak} -  LookUp{k,Vh'-i . ( i>K-i)  
St  = Greedy Sequendngi^G.Si.S^) 

IF ttkzl ^ k > B  
RETURN {5/.5A,5t, FAILURE} 

{S/, Sa,  St ,  f lag} = T ask Repair {G. S\- ,  S0,  S/, Sa,  St .  B.  a.  p)  
IF f lag = FAILURE 

RETURN {Si ,S^,St ,  FAILURE} 
{S/.SA.St} = SlackUtil izat iofn{Sv.  S0,  S[ .  SA,  St ,  B.  f3) 
RETURN {Si .S^,St ,  SUCCESS} 

FIGURE 4.13. Alternative Voltage Down-Scaling. 

ExclusiveUpScaling (Sy.  S^,  G.  B.  a.  j i)  
K = \ S K -1 n = \G\ 
FOR each task p 

{/p. Ap} = LookUp{p,VQ.(t>o) 

St  = GreedySequencing{G.Si .S^) 
t  = Afc 
{f l iQ} — CcnnputeQuali tyFactor{Sr.  S^.  St .a.  0)  
IFT <B AND Q > 0 

RETURN {5/.5A,5t, SUCCESS} 
IFT > B AND Q < 0 

RETURN {5/. 5a, St, FAILURE} 
IFT <B AND g < 0 

{St .  f lag} = IncreTnentalRecovering{S[.  S^,  St-  D.a.  P) 
IF flag = FAILURE 

RETURN {5/, Sa, 5t, FAILUM} 
{St ,  f lag} = LocalCompressing{G. S[ .  S^,  St .  D,q ,  0) 
RETURN {Sr,S^, St, f lag} 

{Sr,  Sj^,  St ,  f lag} = LatencyReduction{S[.  S\ ,  St ,  B.a.  (3) 
RETURN {Sr,S^,St ,f lag} 

FIGURE 4.14. Exclusive Voltage Up-Scaling. 
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procedure calls I nor emental Recover ing{^-) followed by LocalC ompressing{-). In case 

(b). the battery survives the profile, but the delay budget is exceeded. Therefore, 

some tasks must be assigned to a higher voltage (resulting in greater currents, but 

shorter durations) to satisfy the delay constraint. This is accomplished by calling 

Latency Reduction^-). 

The asymptotic behavior of ExclusiveL'pScaling{-) is the same as that of latency 

reduction or idle period insertion. Therefore, its complexity is 0(max{ A'n'-A'. 

To simplify voltage up-scaling one may use Simple Late ncyReduction[-) as an alter

native to LatencyReduction{-). In this case, the complexity is 0(inax{KnX. n'V}). 

4.5 Experimental Results 

In this section, we evaluate the proposed methods using two examples. One example 

is the same as the one used in Chapter 3. The other example uses a set of tasks for 

robot arm control and the simulated battery from Chapter 2. 

4.5.1 Illustrative Example 

As in Chapter 3, consider a set of tasks described in Table 3.1. There are two supply 

voltages V and V'/2 supported, and each task is associated with the two possible 

batter\- currents and the tw^o possible durations. The delay budget B is set to 90 

minutes. Recall that we use the following batter\* parameters: a = 40000 and 3 = 0.2. 
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Profile Task Sequence Voltage .-Vssignment 

PI (Tl. T2, T3. T5. T4, TS. T7, TS) {V.V.V.V.V.V.V.V) 
PJ (Tl. T2, T3, T5, T l. T6. Tl. TS) (V. V/2. V, 1/2, v. V72, V72. V ) 
P:l {Tl.T2.T3. To. T4. T6, T7, TS) (V72, V/2. V. V/2. V. V/2. V/2. V) 

PJ {Tl.T2.T3.T5,Ti.T6, T7. TS} {V/2. V/2. V/2. V/2. V/2. V/2. V/2. V/2) 
P5 {TI. T2. T3. rs. T4.T6, TT. TS} (V/2. V, V/2. V/2. V. V. 172, V) 
P6 {Tl.T2.T3.T5.T-i.T6, T7. TS ̂ (V, V/2. V. V/2. V. V/2. V/2.1) 

P7 {T^.Tl.T7.T2.TS.T3,T5. TS) (V, V/2. V". V72. V. V/2. V/2. V/2) 

TABLE 4.1. Profile Description (Sequencing with Scaling). 

Profile s* • 

PI (1000,750.500.800.250.600,400,200) (5.5, 10,5, 10.5, 10, 10) (0.5,10,20,25.35, 40,50) 
P2 (1000. 93.500.100.250.75,50,200) (5, 10. 10, 10, 10. 10.20, 10) (0, 5. 15,25,35,4.5,55. 75) 
P3 (125.93.500.too.250.75,50.200) (10. 10, 10, to. 10. 10.20. 10) (0.10,20, 30. 40,50, fiO. 80) 

PI (125.93,62, 100.31,75.50,25) (10, 10.20. 10.20, 10,20,20) (0, 10.20.40,50.70.80, 100) 
PS (125,750,62. 100,250.600,50,200) (10,5.20, 10. 10,5,20. 10) (0. 10, 15,35, 45,55.60.80) 
P6 {1000,93.500,100,250,75,50,200) (5, 10, 10, 10. 10. 10,20, 10) (0, 5. 15.25, .35,45,5.5. 75) 

P7 (250. 125,400,93,200.62. 100,75) (10, 10. 10, 10,10,20.10.10) (0. 10.20. .30.40.50. 70.80) 

T.A.BLE 4.2. Profile Specifications (Sequencing with Scaling). 

Seven generated profiles P1-P7 of interest, shown in Figure 4.15 and specified in 

Tables 4.1 and 4.2. illustrate our methods. The lifetimes L as well as the profile 

lengths T. costs a. and quality factors Q are reported in Table 4.-3. 

Profile Pi is the highest-power initial solution (all tasks are assigned to \'): it 

is 60 minutes long, and the available slack is 30 minutes. However. PI fails after 

8.6 minutes. To repair failures. PI is passed to TaskRepair{-) which generates the 

Profile T. min L. min Q Q T, ni.A.-min IT O T. m.-\-min 

PI 60 8.6 -43029 52378 
P2 85 NULL 9861 30139 
P3 90 NULL 13897 26103 

P4 120 NULL 30114 9886 
P5 90 NULL 11368 28632 
P6 85 NULL 9861 30139 

P7 90 NtJLL 19345 20655 

TABLE 4.3. Profile Quality (Sequencing with Scaling). 
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FIGURE 4.15. Example Load Profiles (Sequencing with Scaling). 
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profile P2. There are no failures, and its length is 85 minutes. In P2. the voltages 

of tasks T2. T5, T6. and T7 are scaled down to Vy2. To utilize available 5-minute 

slack, SlackUtilization{-) is called, and the final solution P3 is generated, where T1 

is scaled down to V/'l. The length of P3 is 90 minutes, and its cost a is 26103 mA-

min. Profiles PI. P2, P3 correspond to the execution of ExclusiveDownScalincj2{-). 

If ExclusiveDownScaling{-) or simplified voltage down-scaling are used (i.e. task 

repair and slack utilization are simplified), then one still obtains Pi. P2 and P3. 

ExclusiveUpScaLing{-) transforms the lowest-power profile P4 into P5. In P4. all 

the tasks are assigned to V/2. Consequently, the profile length is 120 minutes, and 

the delay slack is negative, .\fter voltage up-scaling, the final failure-free solution P5 

meets the delay budget with the cost of 28632 mA-min. In P5. the voltages for tasks 

T2, T4. T6. and T8 are scaled up to V. If simplified voltage up-scaling is used (i.e. 

latency reduction is simplified), then profile P6 is generated, where the voltage of 

tasks Tl, T3, T4. and T8 are scaled up to V. Its length is 85 minutes, and its cost 

<T is 30139 mA-min. One can see that the cost of P6 is about 5% higher than the 

cost of P5. Also, note that P6 is identical to P2. The cost of P6 can be improved by 

utilizing an available 5-minute delay slack (see profile P3). 

Profile P7 is the initial solution with knapsack-based voltage assignment, gener

ated during execution of ChargeMiniTnization{-). Tasks T4. T7. and T8 are assigned 

to V, and task Tl. T2, T3. T5. and T6 are assigned to \'/2. In P7, no task is fail

ing. the delay budget is fully utilized, and the cost a is 20655 mA-min. which is the 
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minimum iimong all the failure-free solutions satisfying the delay constraint. 

4.5.2 Robot Arm Control Tasks and DUALFOIL Batter\' 

Here, we use an example of a robot arm controller from [59]. The task graph of 

interest is shown in Figure 4.16. which also specifies task currents and durations for 

four different voltages (VQ, V'L, 1%, VJ). Task specifications are somewhat artificial, but 

consistent with [59] reporting such data as task mapping (software or hardware), 

task execution delay (the number of clock cycles), silicon area of hardware-mapped 

tasks, code size of software-nicipped tasks, etc. In particular, for the voltage VQ. we 

let (i) task durations be proportional to the worst-case number of clock cycles, (ii) 

currents of software-mapped tasks be the same and equal 50 mA. and (iii) currents 

of hardware-mapped tasks be proportional to the area. For the other voltages, task 

durations are made inversely proportional to the scaling factor with respect to VQ-

and task currents are made directly proportional to the cube of the scaling factor 

mth respect to VQ. The scaling factors with respect to Vq for voltages (\o-V'l, V2, V^) 

are (-j^, ^). Note that task durations are expressed in terms of fractions of 

a minute.® Such a coarse-grain timing scale is chosen for demonstration purposes 

only. e.g. for exposing batterv' failures, lifetime sensitivity to task ordering, etc. Note 

that the material presented in this chapter is applicable to any timing scale of user's 

choice. 

*In reality, task durations are in the order of fractions of a millisecond [59]. 
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mvm2 

mvmS 

mvm4 mvml 

0 0 

^oitage 

Task \ 

Vo V, \ 'z \ '3 ^oitage 

Task \ t, mA A, mn 1, tnA A, mm 1. mA A. mtn 1. mA A. mm 

eg 60 22.0 117 176 278 13.2 938 88 

ohO 50 3 1 98 Z5 231 1 9 781 12 

ohi 50 202 98 16 2 231 12.1 781 8.1 

fk 42 90 82 72 194 5 4 656 36 

c|d 50 16.3 98 13.0 231 98 781 6 5 

mvml 34 88 66 70 157 5 3 531 35 

mvm2 34 88 66 70 157 53 531 35 

mvm3 34 88 66 70 157 5 3 531 35 

mvm4 34 88 66 70 157 5 3 531 35 

FIGURE 4.16. Task Specifications for Robot Arm Controller. 

Given task specifications and dependencies, as displayed by Figure 4.16. we gen

erated twenty load profiles for three different delay budgets: -55.0. 75.0. and 95.0 

minutes. Table 4.4 presents task ordering and task voltage assignment. Table 4.5 

presents the profile length T. the delay budget b. and the profile cost a. .\s an alter

native to <T. one can use a direct measure of the battery lifetime for a given profile. To 

cause a battery failure, one needs to apply some load starting at the end of the profile 

in question. Here, we use a constant-current load of 500 mA. applied starting at time 

t until the battery becomes discharged. Lifetime estimations based on our batter\-

model are reported in the fourth column of Table 4.5. Also, in the third column of 

Table 4.5, we show the results produced by DUALFOIL — a microscopic-scale simu

lator of a lithium-ion cell [3]. For the DUALFOIL batter\% the model parameters are 

a = 40375 and 3 = 0.273. These parameters were used for generating all the profiles. 
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Profile Task Sequence Voltage Assignment [ 

PI {cg,cjd, mUTn'2, mtrm3, rnvm4,ohQ, fk,ohl, mimil) 
P2 [cg,cjd, mvTn'2, rnurnS, a/iO, fk.ohl, mirml, mtmi4) I t  ^'21 ^ 2 ?  ^  I ,  ̂ 2 ,  ̂  1 ) 
P3 (o/iO, eg, cjd, mvrn'2, mum3, mvm-l, ohl, fk, mum I) (^'l. Vb. V'l, V'l, I'l. V'l, VQ, VQ ,  V'l )  

PJ (eg, cjd, ohO, oh I,  fk, mujn'2, mvm3, mvm-l, mvrn I) {^3i ^3, V J, Vi}, V 3 ,  V 3 ,  V 3 ,  V 3 ,  V 3 )  
P5 (cg,c]d.ohQ, ohl, fk, mvm2, mvmS, mvrn-i, mirml) (V3, V'j, V 3 ,  V'n, V 3 ,  V 3 ,  V 3 ,  V2, Vj) 
P6 [cg,cjd,oh0.ohl. fk, mvm'2, mvmS, mvrnA, mvml) (V3.V2.^3,V 2, V2. V3, V3, V 2.V 2) 
P7 (eg, cjd, ohQ, oh]., fk. mvm'2, mtrm3, mirm4, mvml) (^3. ̂ 2> ^  3. ^2> V3, V 3 ,  V3. V2, V'l ) 
P8 (eg, cjd, ohO, ohl.fk, mvm2, mtrm3, mvm4, mvml) (VI. V2t Vb. VI, V 2, V2, V 2, V*», V'l) 
P9 (cg,cjd,ohO,ohl,fk, mvm2. mvmS, mvm-l, mtrml) (V I,  V2.  V 3 ,  VI,  V'2, V2, V2, V2, Vo) 
PIO (cg,cjd.ohO, ohl.fk, mvm2, mvm3, mum-l, mum I) (Vb, V'l, V'l. Vo, Vb, V'l, V'l, V'l, V'l) 
Pll (eg, cjd, ohQ, ohl.fk, mum2, mvm3, mvm-l, mimil) ( V Q ,  V 'l, V 'l. V'b, V 'l,  V 'l,  V ' L ,  V 'l, Vb) 

P12 (cg.ejd.ohO, ohl, fk, mvm2, mvm3, mvm4, mtrrnl) (Vb, V'o, Vb, V Q. V Q, Vb, Vb, Vb, Vb) 
P13 (eg,cjd, ohO.ohl, fk, mvm2, mvm3, mvm-l, mtrml) (V2, V'l, V'3, V'2, V'3, V'3, V'3, V'2, V'2) 
Pl-J (eg, cjd. ohO. ohl.fk, mvm2, mvm3, mvm4, mvml) (V I, V2, V3, V'l, V2, V2, V2, V2, V'o) 
P15 (eg,ejd,ohO. ohl. fk, mvm2, mvm3, mum4, mirml) (Vb, V'l, V2, Vb, V'l, V1, V'l, V'l, Vb) 

P16 (cg,cjd,ohO,ohl.fk. mvm2. mtrmZ, mtrm4. mvml) ( V 3 ,  V'2, V'2, V2, V'l, Vb. Vb. Vb. Vb) 
P17 (eg, cjd, ohO, ohl,fk, mvm2, mvmS, mvm-l, mvjnl) { V 3 ,  Vb, Vb, Vb. Vb, Vb, Vb, V'o. V'o) 
P18 (eg,cjd.ohO. ohl. fk, mvm2, mvm3, mvm-l. mum I) (V'3, V'2, V'3, V'2, V'3, V'3. V'3, V'2, V'l ) 
P19 (eg.cjd.ohQ,ohl. fk. mvm2. mvm3, mirm4, mirml) ( V ' 3 .  V 2 .  V ' 3 .  V2, V ' L ,  V 'o. V Q .  V 'o, Vb) 
P20 (eg,cjd, ohQ,ohl. fk.mvm2. mvm3. mvm-l. mvml) (V3, Vb. Vb, Vb, Vb, Vb, Vb, Vb, Vb) 

TABLE 4.4. Control Task Ordering with Tcisk Voltages. 

i.e. the results here are specific to the DUALFOIL batter>". Note that our predictions 

closely match simulation data, with the maximum error of approximately .3%. 

Profiles Pi, P2. and P3 are constructed by ChargeMinimization{-) for delay 

budgets 55.0, 75.0, and 95.0 minutes, respectively, .\fter MultipleChoiceKnapsack{-) 

£issigned task voltages and Greedy Sequencing {•) generated task sequences, no task 

repairs were necessarv*. As the delay budget grows. energ\^ efficiency of the profiles 

increases. Note that P3 is four times less costly than PI. Consequently, the simulated 

residual lifetime (Xsoom.-i — T) of 32.8 minutes for P3 is much greater than that of 7.7 

minutes for PI. 

P4-P11 are due to ExciusiveDownScaiingi-) and ExclusiveDau:nScaling2{-).^ 

^Recall that for delay slack utilization the former uses SlackUtil izat ionAIinCharge{ ) ,  while the 
latter uses SlackC't i l izat ion{-) .  
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Profile Length T, Budget B. Cost a. Simulation: Prediction: Error, 
min min mA-min Lifetime Lsoom^i. min Lifetime L^oomA^ min % 

PI 5-J.6 55.0 35739 62.3 60.7 2.6 
P2 75.0 75.0 13885 100.8 97.9 2.9 
P3 91.7 95.0 8517 127.5 124.3 2.5 

P4 42.2 - 53841 14.7 15.2 3.4 
P.5 53.1 .55.0/75.0/95.0 32062 57.5 •57.7 0.3 
P6 •>1.9 5.5.0 29885 62.4 61.5 1.4 
P7 54.8 55.0 28984 60.8 60.8 0.0 
P8 75.0 7.5.0 14251 100.7 97.8 2.9 
P9 74.9 75.0 1.3862 99.7 96.9 2.8 
PIO 94.7 95.0 8766 127.3 124.3 2.4 
Pll 94.7 95.0 8004 127.4 124.3 2.4 

P12 105.8 - 6312 140.4 137.6 2.0 
P13 5.1.2 .55.0 30434 60.8 60.6 0.3 
Pl-I 74.9 75.0 13862 99.7 96.9 2.8 
P15 94.1 95.0 8205 126.5 123.4 2.4 

P16 75.0 75.0 17259 93.6 90.7 3.1 
PIT 92.6 95.0 13268 116.7 113.4 2.8 
P18 .54.8 55.0 28984 60.8 60.8 0.0 
P19 74.3 75.0 17781 92.1 89.4 2.9 
P20 92.6 95.0 13268 116.7 113.4 2.8 

TABLE 4.5. Quality of Control Task Sequence with Simulation Results. 

Profile P4 is the highest-power initial solution (task voltages are at the highest level 

V3), which is failing after the first 15 minutes. To repair P4. TaskRepair{-) con

structs profile P5. where the voltages for tasks cjd. ohl. mvrnl. and mcrriA are scaled 

down to V'o- The length of P5 is 53.1 minutes, which is within the delay budgets 

under consideration. To utilize the available delay slack {B — T). one can run ei

ther SlackUtilizationMinCharge{-) or SlackUtilizaticm{-). For the delay budget 

B of 55.0 minutes, the delay slack is 1.9 minutes. SlackUtiiizationMinCharge{-) 

utilizes this slack by down-scaling the voltage for task fk from 13 to V2 (profile P6): 

whereas, SlackUtilization{-) down-scales the voltage of task rnvml from 12 to I'l 

(profile P7). Note that the cost of P7 is smaller than that of P6. For B of 75.0 min

utes, the available slack is 21.9 minutes, which allows for aggressive voltage scaling. 
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SlackUtilizationMinCharge{-) and SlackUtilization{-) generate profiles P8 and P9. 

respectively. Note that the cost of P9 is smaller than that of P8. On comparing P6 and 

P8 as well as P7 and P9. one can see that profile costs are reduced by approximately 

2X as the delay budget increases from 55.0 minutes to 75.0 minutes. Further energ\* 

utilization improvements are achieved for the delay slack of 41.9 minutes (B is 95.0 

minutes): profiles PIO and Pll are generated by SlackUtilizaticniMinCharge{-) and 

SlackUtilization{-). respectively. The cost of Pll is the lowest among all the profiles 

P1-P20. Comparing Pl-P.3 and P6-P11. one can see that ExclusiveDownScaltng'2{-) 

outperforms both ExclusiveDownScaling{-) and ChargeMininiization(-). However, 

note that differences are insignificant in terms of residual lifetimes for the profiles with 

the matching delay budgets. 

Profile P12 is the lowest-power initial solution, due to ExclufiiveCpScaling(-). Its 

length is 105.8 minutes, and task durations are to be decreased by LatencyReduction{-) 

through voltage upHScaling in order to satisfy the delay constraints. Profiles P13. P14. 

and P15 are obtained from P12 for the delay budget of 55.0, 75.0. and 95.0 minutes, re

spectively. Note that profiles P14 and P9 are identical, i.e. ExciusiveDownScaling2{-) 

and ExclusiveUpScaling{-) arrive at the same solution. As the P13-P15 costs and 

residual lifetimes suggest, the performance of ExclusiveUpScaling{-) is as good as 

that of the knapsack-based and the voltage down-scaling approaches. However, among 

the proposed methods, the complexity of ExclusiveUpScaling{-) is the lowest since 

its does not involve TaskRepair{'). Our overall recommendation favors the use of 
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the voltage up-scaling approach. 

Finally, the last five profiles P16-P20 are constructed using simplified task repair, 

slack utilization, and latency reduction. Profiles P16. PIT, P18. P19. and P20 are 

alternatives to P9, Pll. P13, P14, and P15. respectively.'" The only case when 

a simplified version produced a better result (i.e. it accidentally escaped a local 

optimum) is P18 compared to P13: however, the cost improvement is only 5% (28984 

vs 30434), which does not yields noticeable residual lifetime improvements. On the 

other hand, a simplified version may perform ver\' poorly. Comparing Pll and PIT. 

one can see the profile cost has increased by 66%. and more than 10 minutes of the 

residual lifetime has been lost. 

Recall that original profiles P9 and P14 are identical, and note that their respective 

alternatives PIT and P20 are identical as well. Also, P18 is the same as PT, or in 

other words, ExclusiveDownScaling2{-) and ExclusiveUpScaling{-) with simplified 

latency reduction produce identical solutions. 

4.6 Summary 

In this chapter we addressed the problem of aperiodic task scheduling for batter\--

operated single-processor s\-steras with voltage scaling capabilities. Given a set of 

interdependent tasks and the delay budget, the objective was to control the shape of 

'"For the rest of the original profiles, no change is introduced due to using simplified task repair, 
latency' reduction, and slack utilization. 
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a discharge profile so as to maximize the unique energ\'-a\vare cost function, subject 

to dependency, delay, and endurance constraints. 

We proposed three efficient heuristics to tackle the problem at hand. These heuris

tics make use of several analytical results, such as (1) voltage down-scaling always 

reduces the profile cost, (2) for batter\' failure recoverv*. voltage down-scaling is al

ways more efficient than idle period insertion with the same delay penalty. (3) voltage 

down-scaling of tasks in a failure-free sequence never introduces new failures, and (4) 

for several identical tasks, available slack time must be utilized by the latest task 

during voltage down-scaling. 

While the existing dynamic voltage scaling techniques target energ\- minimization 

only, this work is the first step towards achieving generalized energ\- awareness for 

the problem of task scheduling that includes system voltage selection. 
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CHAPTER 5 

HARDWARE-SOFTWARE PARTITIONING 

5.1 Background 

In Chapters 3 and 4. we considered task-level energ\' management, assuming that the 

following information is known: (I) the number of clock cycles required to complete 

each task, and (2) the batter\' current drawn during task execution under a given sup

ply voltage. These parameters are obtained after applications are compiled for the 

system processor. In Chapter 1. we described the internal structure of the proces

sor. which features a programmable parallel computing medium - the reconfigurable 

hardware space - tightly coupled with a sequential software execution unit. Compila

tion process for such processors calls for efficient hardware-software bipartitioning (in 

our case. s\'nonymous with hardware-software mapping of a task), with an explicit 

account for a new penalty metric associated with reconfiguration. 

A task is represented by a control-flow graph, and our goal is to assign each graph 

node, or basic block, to either hardware or software. Usually, hardware implementa

tion is faster and more energy-efficient than the software implementation: however, 

the former invokes hardware reconfiguration penalty in terms of both energy and de

lay. We address three types of problems: (1) energy-delay product minimization. (2) 

energj- minimization under the delay constraint, and (3) delay minimization under 
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the energy constraint. (Here, the delay is defined as the weighted sum of computa

tion/configuration delays of its basic blocks, not as the critical path length.) VVe show 

how to tackle these problems using network flow techniques. The unconstrained mini

mization problem is solved optimally in polynomial time, and novel heuristic methods 

are presented for exploring near optimal solutions for the constrained problems. 

Although the close link between graph bipartitioning and network flows is well 

known, the applicability of network flows in our case is not obvious. Our cost function 

involve costs of all nodes and all edges in the CFG. and not just the edges in the cut

set separating software-mapped nodes from hardware-mapped nodes. Specifically, the 

cost of a node depends whether it is in software or in hardware, and the cost of an 

edge depends whether its origin node is in software or in hardware and whether its 

destination node is in software or in hardware. 

5.1.1 Related Work 

Here, we compare our problem and approach to previously published research in two 

closely related areas: logic circuit partitioning and hardware-software cosynthesis. 

VVe briefly justify the uniqueness of our problem and contribution of our approach. 

Circuit Partitioning: The circuit bipartition cost is usually defined as the num

ber of edges crossing the cut that divides a circuit into two parts. Given an undirected 

graph with |V'| vertices, it is possible to find its optimal unconstrained bipartition in 

polynomial time by appl\-ing a max-flow algorithm at most |V'l — 1 times [22]. How
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ever, once we require the two circuit parts be of approximately equal size, the problem 

becomes hard, and we have to resort to heuristics [2. 39]. Note that circuit part size 

constraints are completely different from our constraint, while circuit bipartitioning 

cost is a special case of our cost function. 

In [52], the authors applied network flows to circuit partitioning targeting recon-

figurable FPGAs. The input to the problem is a DAG. and the output is a graph 

partition such that graph parts can be sequenced in time without violating dependen

cies. part sizes are balanced, and the number of cut edges is minimized. Even though 

our approach is similar (iterative application of a max-flow algorithm), our problem 

is different: we do not have precedence and balancing constraints for a control-flow 

graph, and our cost function is not limited to cut edges. 

Hardware-Software Partitioning: The early work on hardware-software cosyn-

thesis of reconfigurable embedded systems is described in [24. 26). Both approaches 

are coarse-grained (tcisk level) and explicitly take into account reconfiguration de

lays while synthesizing an architecture. The CORDS tool [26] iteratively schedules 

application tasks to resources that are allocated and bound using an evolutionarv* 

algorithm- By using a certain dynamic priority measure, the algorithm attempts to 

schedule similar tasks on an FPGA consecutively. System partitioning in the CRU

SADE tool [24] is based on task clustering: tasks in a cluster are always allocated to 

the same processing element. If execution times of two task graphs do not overlap 

then they can share the FPGA resources. 
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W^ork [79] addresses the issue of a solution quality guarantee. While a number 

of hardware-software partitioning heuristics are developed, there is no clear answer 

on how close generated results are to an optimal solution. The authors propose a 

mixed integer linear programming (MILP) algorithm that combines pipelining, selec

tion, allocation, and scheduling into a single model. The formulation also includes 

reconfiguration associated with the use of FPGAs. The objective is defined in such 

a way that either time-constrained or resource-constrained synthesis is performed. 

Given enough time a MILP solver can generate an optimal solution: it is also possible 

to terminate the search after a specified time-out. While it is not guaranteed that an 

optimal solution can be found within an iillowed time interval, the time-out metric 

can be used to .set a bound on the solution quality. The main contribution of this 

work is that reconfiguration is optimized simultaneously with the other processes such 

as allocation and scheduling. 

Another technique for hardware-software partitioning for reconfigurable architec

tures is reported in [21]. The target architecture is fixed and consists of a micropro

cessor. a reconfigurable coprocessor and memory. An initial solution is obtained by 

the scheduler that maps tasks to hardware rather than to software based on several 

suitability metrics. Next, the partitioning refinement step attempts to improve the 

solution by moving hardware tasks to software (the hardware move mode) and by 

moving software tasks to hardware (the software move mode). 

The PLEIADES project [94] directly deals with the power dissipation minimiza
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tion by means of reconfiguration. The target architecture is a custom-built digital 

signal processing system-on-chip that consists of a microprocessor, a set of heteroge

neous computing elements called satellites, a configuration controller, and a recon-

figurable interconnection network. An overall configuration of the system is achieved 

by programming satellite interconnections based on the application needs. Also, the 

user has an access to basic satellite configurations that specify the type of operations 

performed by a satellite. The satellite communication mechanism is dataflow-driven, 

and satellites can communicate with each other without involving the microproces

sor. The authors define kernels as computationally intensive parts of an application. 

The goal of the proposed partitioning scheme is to map each kernel to a specific 

satellite or the microprocessor. Kernels are considered one by one according to their 

ranking order. There are two types of rankings reflecting expected timing and power 

behavior of kernels. Timing and power data are estimated by using a mix of tech

niques based on operation and memory access counting, fast initial mapping at the 

high architecture abstraction level, and library look-up for typical kernel implemen

tations. During kernel assignments the partitioner uses the timing ordering first to 

ensure that the delay constraint is met, and power ordering second to minimize the 

energy consumption. Interconnect configuration is optimized next, and finally the 

configuration code is generated. The configuration code is static - it is loaded once 

to "prepare" the architecture for an application execution (to program the satellites 

and the network connections). Therefore, there is no dynamic reconfiguration taking 
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place during application runs, and dynamic reconfiguration delay and power penal

ties are not present. While the PLEIADES focuses on static reconfigurability only, it 

outlines important design methods for delay-constrained energ\' minimization. 

It is eiisy to see that the mapping problem in [21, 24. 26. 79. 94]is different when 

compared to our case (e.g. scheduling becomes a part of it). .N'ext. we describe related 

work that iissumes a system-application model similar to ours. 

In [47. 89]. the system architecture consists of a general purpose processor (soft

ware) coupled with a custom hardware chip, and the goal is to map program blocks, 

executed sequentially, to either software or hardware. Software-to-hardware and 

hardware-to-software communication delays as well as execution delays of software 

parts and hardware parts are taken into account, and the total hardware area is con

strained. However, the extended Kemighan-Lin heuristic in [89] does not show us 

how to solve the unconstrained problem exactly, and the dynamic programming al

gorithm in [47] does not account for software-to-software and hardware-to-hardware 

communication, present in our case. 

.Another work closely related to ours is the retargetable NIMBLE compiler [50]. 

based on the GARP compiler [19]. It partitions applications specified in C onto the 

microprocessor core and the FPGA core. The input of the partitioner is a set of 

candidate loops (kernels) extracted from an application code. Each candidate loop 

has both a software version and a hardware version, and the partitioner finalizes 

implementations for each loop . Loop kernels are annotated with profiling data such 
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as software execution time, hardware execution time, block execution frequencies, and 

hardware area. These data as well as the configuration time are incorporated into a 

global cost function that drives the partitioner toward the smallest total execution 

delay of all loops. Optimization of execution time and configuration time is based on 

loop clustering. Once clusters are identified, the partitioner considers one cluster at a 

time and performs an exhaustive search to find a mapping resulting in the best overall 

performance of all loops in the cluster in question. The number of reconfigurations 

and the reconfiguration delays are taken into account during performance evaluation. 

This work is particularly interesting because it describes a fully automatic fine-grain 

hardware-software compiler. However, optimality of the solution is not guaranteed 

even though no constraints are included (e.g. total energ>- of all loops). 

5.1.2 Our Contribution 

For sequentially executed control flow graphs, we generalize the unconstrained bipar-

titioning problem so that the cost function accounts for computation costs of software 

and hardware blocks, as well as software-to-software. software-to-hardware, hardware-

to-software, and hardware-to-hardware communication costs. Our first contribution 

is as follows: we show how a CFG with node and edge costs can be transformed into a 

network, so that a minimum cut in the network corresponds to an optimal bipartition 

of the CFG. As a result we are able to solve the unconstrained bipartitioning problem 

optimally in polynomial time. 
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For the constrained version, we defined a constraint (weight) function similar to 

the cost function. Our goal is to map each node to either software or hardware (thus, 

changing costs and weights of nodes and edges) so that the overall cost is minimized 

and the overall weight does not exceed a given budget. Our second contribution is an 

efficient flow-based heuristic method, which systematically explores a polynomially 

bounded set of good solutions for the constrained bipartitioning problems. 

5.2 Problem Definition 

Our approach directly targets energy-delay minimization in the dynamically recon-

figurable computing environment. The key features of the problem at hand are as 

follows: 

• the target architecture consists of a microprocessor core and a dynamically 

reconfigurable logic core, communicating through a shared memory core; 

• a task is represented by a control flow graph: 

• hardware-software bipartitioning is performed at the basic block level: 

• basic blocks are executed sequentially, in accordance with the control flow: 

• reconfiguration events take place during control transfers: 

• partial reconfigurability is utilized to reduce the amount of configuration: 
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• the energ>'-delay penalties due to both computation and reconfiguration are 

taken into account: 

• the total delay is defined as a weighted sum of computation delays of all basic 

blocks and communication delays of all control transfers: 

• the total energ\* is defined as a weighted sum of computation energies of all 

basic blocks and communication energies of all control transfers: 

• the weights (for energy- sum terms or delay sum terms) are execution frequencies, 

which are obtained from task profiling data. 

Let Q { \ \ E )  denote the control flow graph subject to hardware-software biparti-

t ioning. Basic blocks form the set V, and control transfer edges form the set E. We 

introduce the partition (mapping) variable for each node i 6 V: 

Each node i G V is associated with the cost co(i) and the weight tvo{i), if i is 

mapped to software, as well as the cost ci(i) and the weight a*i(i), if i is mapped 

to hardware. Each edge (i,j) G £" is associated with one of the following four costs 

and one of the following four weights, respectively, depending on the mapping of the 

nodes i and j: 

• coo{i.j) and iL'ooii.j). if XiXj = 1: 

• coi(Lj) and woi(Lj)- if XiXj = 1; 

{ 0, i software: 
1, i 1-^ hardware. (5.1) 
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• C i o { i , j )  and i v i o i i . j ) .  i f  X i X j  = 1: 

• ciiii.j) and if x,Xj = 1. 

The cost and weight can be either the energ\% or the delay, or the energy-delay 

product of a node/edge, weighted by its execution frequency. We make two assump

tions about the edge costs and weights. First, transferring control from a hardware 

block to a software block is more expensive than transferring control from a software 

block to a software block. The first assumption is realistic since hardware-to-software 

transition may cause extra data communication traffic. Second, transferring control 

from a software block to a hardware block is more expensive than transferring control 

from a hardware block to a hardware block. The second assumption is realistic since 

hardware-to-hardware transition may be less expensive due to partial reconfiguration. 

These two assumptions are restated below: 

> coo{ i , j )  and i v i o i i j )  >  W o o { i . j ) :  

coi(t-j) > Cii(i\j) and (5.2) 

Next, we define the objective Junction F and the constraint function G. Let 

f { i )  =  x.ci(i) + riCo(z), (5.3) 

f { i . j )  =  X i X j C n i i . j )  - h x ^ X j C i o { i . j )  - h  x , X j C o i { i . j )  +  x , X j C o o i i . j ) .  (5.4) 

g { i )  =  x ^ w i i i )  +  X i W o ^ i ) ,  (5.5) 

g i i . j )  =  x , X j i v i i { i . j )  +  X i X j W i o { i J )  +  X t X j W Q i { i J )  +  x , X j U ; Q o ( i . j ) .  (5.6) 
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Then. 

f  =  I I / ( ' ) +  y .  
i€V («.J)€£: 

G = 52£r(0+ (5-8) 
>€V' (I.J)6£R 

The fornmhxtion of the unconstrained hardware-software bipartitioning problem 

is shown in Figure 5.1. For each basic block, we want to find an assignment of its 

partitioning variable such that the sum of costs over all nodes and all edges {the cost 

F of a hipartition) is minimized. In our case, the energj'-delay product minimization 

is the unconstrained bipartitioning problem, with the cost defined in terms of the 

energy-delay product. 

PROBLEM: Unconstrained Bipartitioning 
INPUT: G { V . E )  
OUTPUT: X. ^ {0. 1}. V i € V 
OBJECTIVE: min{F = E.ei"/(') + T,i,.j)eE fi'-J)) 

FIGURE 5.1. Unconstrained Bipartitioning Problem. 

The formulation of the constrained hardware-software bipartitioning problem is 

shown in Figure 5.2. For each basic block, we want to find an assignment of its 

partitioning variable such that the objective function F is minimized, and the sum of 

weights over all nodes and all edges (the weight G of a bipartition) does not exceed 

some given budget B. In our case, the delay-constrained energy minimization or 

energy-constrained delay minimization is the constrained bipartitioning problem with 
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the cost and the weight defined in terms of energ\' or delay, accordingly. 

PROBLEM: Constrained Bipartitioning 
INPUT: G{V.E). B 
OUTPUT: X, H-y {0.1}. V i € V 
OBJECTIVE: MM{F = /(^ + E(. J)EE/('-I)} 
CONSTRAINT: G = E.gv g(i) + j) ^ ^ 

FIGURE 5.2. Constrained Bipartitioning Problem. 

5.3 Proposed Solution 

In this section we show how the unconstrained and constrained bipartitioning problem 

can be approached using network flows. First, we need to perform some transforma

tion on the original graph Q{\'. E) to obtain the network Q{V. E). The corresponding 

procedure is given in Figure 5.3. It takes the original node set V and adds the source 

s and the sink t to form V. Then, it creates the network edge set E and assigns 

two capacities to each edge {i.j) in the network: the cost capacity cp-{i.j) and the 

weight capacity ccii-j)- The edges in E are either from the set Sy of size 0(|V'l). 

containing network edges added due to the nodes in V. or from the set Se of size 

OdE"!). containing network edges added due to the edges in E. The network size and 

the network construction complexity are 0(|V'| + jf"!). 

Figure 5.4 shows an example of a control flow graph and the corresponding net

work. The cost (weight) capacities of edges in the network and the costs (weights) of 
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CFG2Network { V . E )  
V  =  V'u S V  =  (d- 5E =  (d 
FOR all i  6 V  

S v  =  S v  U {(.s.i).(i.f)} 
CF{^.i) =ci{i). CF{i.t) = co(i) 

ccis.i) = wiii), ccii.t) = wo{i) 
FOR all (i.j) € E  

c f { s J )  =  c p i s . j )  +Cii(i.j). C F U , t )  = c p U r t )  +coo(i.j) 

c c ( s . j )  =  c c i ' i - j )  +  t v i i i i . j ) .  c c U - t )  =  c c U r t )  +  i v o o ( i - j )  

IF  i  se  
Se  =  Se^  { ( i - j ) - U - i ) }  
C F ( i . j )  =  C Q i ( i . j )  -  c i i ( i . j ) .  C F ( j . i )  =  c i o ( i . j )  -  c o o { i . j )  
c c A t - j )  =  -  w i i i i . j ) .  c g U - ^ )  = w i o i i . j )  -  W Q Q { i . j )  

ELSE 
C F ( i - j )  = C F { i : j )  + C Q i { i . j )  - c i i ( i . j )  
c f ( j - t )  = c f i j . i )  +cio(i.j) - coq( i . j )  
C G { i - j )  =  c c i i . j )  - h  w o i i i . j )  -  w i i i i . j )  
c c U - i )  =  c c i j . i )  +  w \ o { i . j )  -  t v o o ( i . j )  

E  =  Sv  U  Se  
R E T U R N  ( V . E )  

FIGURE 5.3. Network Construction Algorithm. 

(a) Control Row Graph (b) Network and Cut 

FIGURE 5.4. Example of CFG. Network, and Cut. 
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nodes and edges in the original control flow graph are related as follows: 

c p ( s . i )  =  c i ( i )  +  ^  

c r ( i , t )  =  co ( i }  +  cqoUJ ) ,  
(j.OeE 

^ "'•llUO-
u . i ke  

cc i i . t )  = woi i )  +  ^2  f^'ooO", Or 
u , ' ) ee  

^ F { i J )  =  [ c o i ( i , J )  -  c i i ( j ,  j ) ]  [ ( i .  j )  e  E ]  +  [ c i o O " ,  i )  -  CQOO". O] [O'r 0 ^ E]. 

t-c('.j) = [ w o i i i . j )  - u - i i { L j ) ]  [(i.j) € E] 4- [t/,-ioO'. i) - a-QoO'./)] [ { j . i )  €  E ] .  

Due to our assumption (5.2). CQi(i.j) > cii{i.j) and f:io(i.j) > coo(i.j) Jis well 

c\s ifQiii.J) > u;ii{i.j) and tVio{i,j) > WoQ{i.J): therefore. cp{i.j) and ccii-j) are 

n o n n e g a t i v e  a n d  c a n  i n d e e d  b e  i n t e r p r e t e d  a s  c a p a c i t i e s  o f  t h e  e d g e  { i . J ) .  

A cut that separates s and t in G{\'.E) partitions the node set V into two sets, 

denoted by S (a set containing s) and T (a set containing t). We consider only cuts 

that separate s and t. We will refer to such source-sink cuts as simply cuts. 

We introduce the cut variable for each node i € V ': 

J o ,  i  6  S: 
" '  =  1 1 .  •  e  r .  

A cut is associated with two capacities: one, denoted by Cp. is expressed in terms 

of the cost capacities, and other, denoted by Cc- is expressed in terms of the weight 
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capacities. 

C f  =  5]] c { i . j )  = y i U j C F i i J )  (5.10) 
{ i . J )€E ,  i €S .  j 6T  { t . j ) €E  

CG = 51 y^UjCo-it-J) (5.11) 
( « . J) € £ ,  t € S .  J €T  ( t j ) eE  

The following theorem relates our original objective function F to Cp and our 

or ig ina l  cons t ra in t  func t ion  G to  C G -

Theorem 5.1. Given the original control flow graph Q{\'. E) and the corresponding 

network Q{V,E). a source-sink cut in Q identifies a bipartition in Q. while the cut 

capacities Cp and Cg are respectively equal to the cost F and the weight G of the 

bipartition. 

Proof: A cut in Q partitions the node set V" into two sets S and T. Since I '  C  I ' ,  

the cut identifies a bipartition of nodes in Q. Next, we show that the cut capacities 

in Q are equal to the cost and the weight of a bipartition in (1) Cp = F and (2) 

CG = G. 

By construction of Q { V , E ) ,  

i ' e V *  { { s , i ) , { i . t ) }  E  S \ , - .  

{ i J ) e E  ^  

Since Sv U SE  = E and Sv n SE  = 0r the sets Sv and SE  form a partition of the 

set E. Therefore, in equations for Cp and Cc the sum 5Z(ij)6E written as the 

sum of 
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(1) First, we prove that Cf  = F. The cut capacity Cp can be expressed as follows: 

Cf = ^ [ystjiCpi'^.i) + yiUtCFii't)] + 
{(s.i),(U)}€5v-

53 + ymcFUr 0] • 

We can substitute the first sum by and the second sum by 5Z(. j)eE-

ousiy, i/s = 0 and yt = I. Thus, 

C'f = 0] + 51 + Q j U i C F i J - i ) ] -  (5.12) 
'€1' ( i . j he  

After expressing edge capacities in terms of costs, we obtain: 

5 3  i )  +  i j i C F i i - t ) ]  =  
.6V 

.[ci(0+ 53 Cii(j. O] + !/.[co(0 + 53 '^ooU-')]}-

and 

« 6 V  ( j . « ) € £ :  U - ' ) e E  

53 + yjy i c fu - i ) ]  =  
{ t J ) € E  

53 {yiyj[«^oi(i.j) - C i i i i j ) ]  +  y i y j [ c i Q { i . j )  -  C o o ( i . j ) ] } .  

{ i j ) ee  

Note that 

• E,€V-J/. E(j.,)€E'^ii(JVO =t . ( i , j ) ^ E y j ^n{ i - j ) -  and  

•  5 Z t 6 V ' 5 Z ( j , i ) € £  < ^ O o O ' 0  =  S ( i , j ) e £  y j ^ O o ( ^ - j ) -

Thus. 

c f  = E [yiCi(i) + yiCo(i)] + 53 J) y j cqo{ i - j )  + 
' € r  { i . j ) € E  

i / i y j C o i i i J )  -  y i y j C i i i i J )  +  y i U j C i o i i j )  -  y i y j C o o { i J ) ] .  
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Since </, + i/. = 1. 

J€V 

51 [yjy.culi. j) + y j U x C o o i i J )  + y i U j C o i i i . j )  + y j y , c i o { i . j ) ]  

To complete our proof, let x, = i/i for all i G V. Now the terms of the sum ^Z.ev 

become /(«)• and the terms of the sum Yl(ij)eE become Thus. 

(2) The proof of that C&- is eciual to the weight G of a bipartition is analogous 

to (1). We first substitute cf with cg and the cost capacities Cfr{i.j) with the 

weight capacities Cc;{i.j). Then, we substitute the node costs co(i) and Ci{i) with 

the node weights tvoii) and respectively, and the edge costs coo(i.j). coi{i.j). 

c i o { i . j ) r  and cn(i.j) with the edge weights W o Q { i . j ) .  w o i { i . j ) .  i c i o i i . j ) .  and i v n i i . j ) .  

respectively. Finally, we substitute f{i) with g{i) and f{i.j) with g{i.j). After these 

changes, all the derivations are the same as in (1), and we obtain: 

The following two theorems will be useful in our discussion on the constrained 

bipartitioning algorithms presented later. 

(5.13) 

(5-14) 

Theorem 5.2. There are exactly two edge-disjoint cuts in the network Q{\'. E). 
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Proof: Let CUT denote the set of network edges forming some source-sink cut. 

For a given CUT, let A'cut denote the set of its source edges (i. A) and let Ycui denote 

the set of its sink edges {j.t). Note that for any node k. either [s.k) or {k.t) must 

be cut, and one of the following two implications hold: {s.k) ^ Xcut e 

V'cut ^ k ^ S or (k.t) ^ Ycut ^ € A'cut ^ k E T. Let CUT' denote the set of 

edges forming another source-sink cut such that no edges in CUT' are also found in 

CUT. In other words. CUT and CUT' are two edge-disjoint cuts. We need to show 

existence and uniqueness of CUT'. 

A given CUT partitions the network nodes into the sets S and T. If [i.j) € CUT. 

then i 6 S and j € T. Let S' — T — {f} -f {.•>} and T' = S — {.s} + {i}. Thus, we 

have formed an alternative partition of the network nodes. Let CUT' be the set of 

edges {i.j) such that i € S' and j € T'. It is a source-sink cut since removal of all 

the edges in CUT' will separate -s and t. Since S n 5* = {.5} and T r\T' = {^}. no 

edge in CUT is also found in CUT' (otherwise, some node will be shared either by 

S and S*. or by T and T'), i.e. CUT and CUT' are edge-disjoint. 

Assume that there exist another cut CUT' ^ CUT' such that CUT and CUT' 

are edge-disjoint. For a given CUT', let A'^^ denote the set of its source edges (i. s) 

and let denote the set of its sink edges {j.t). Note that (1) if CUT contains 

e d g e  { s . k ) ,  t h e n  C U T '  m u s t  c o n t a i n  e d g e  { k . t ) ,  a n d  ( 2 )  i f C L T  c o n t a i n s  e d g e  { k . t ) .  

then CUT' must contain edge {s.k). Edges in Xcut + i'mt cover all the nodes in the 

network, and edges in A'^, + also cover all the nodes in the network. Therefore, 
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= Ycut and = Xcut- Let S' denote the set of nodes on the source side of 

CUT', and let T' denote the set of nodes on the sink side of CUT'. Then, one of the 

following two implications hold: k E T' {s. A;) € {k. t) € Ycut k E S or 

k e S' {k. t) e (s. k) € Xcut <=> k E T. It is clear that S '  = S* and T '  =  T ' .  

Hence. CUT' and CUT' are the same. 

Q.E.D. 

Theorem 5.3. For a given source-sink cut CUT. let Xcut denote the set of its source 

edges {i.s) and let Ycut denote the set of its sink edges {J.t). Consider another cut 

CUT', with the set of its source edges X' and the set of its sink edges Y'. Assume 

that X n A'* = 0 and V D V* = 0. Then. CUT and CUT' are edge-di-njoint. 

Proof: Assume that some edge { i . j ) .  where i ^ s and j t. is in both CUT and 

CUT', i.e. CUT and CUT' are not edge-disjoint. Since both CUT and CUT' put i 

into S, (s.i) € CUT and (s. i) € CUT'. This is contradiction: X n A'* = [s. i) ^ 0. 

S i m i l a r l y ,  { j , t )  i s  i n  b o t h  C U T  a n d  C U T ' ,  w h i c h  i s  a g a i n  a  c o n t r a d i c t i o n :  Y ' n  V *  =  

Q.E.D. 

Figure 5.4(b) shows an example of a cut with the following characteristics: 

• 5 = {s, B, C} (B and C are software-mapped blocks) 

•  T  =  (-4, D ,  E , t }  { A .  D ,  and E  are hardware-mapped blocks) 
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9 C{•- = C[r(s. .4) + CP(6'. D )  + CP(S. £") -H C [ r { B .  t )  +  C p i ^ C .  t )  - i -  C p { B .  .A) +  

cr{B.D)+CF{C.E)= [CI(.4)+CU(E,.4)] + [CI(D) + CU(B. D)] + 

[ c , { E )  +  c n { C . E )  +  c n { D . E ) ]  +  [ c o { B )  +  c o q { A .  B )  +  c o o { C .  B ) ]  +  

[ c o ( C )  + c o o ( B . C ) ]  +  [ c , o { A . B ) - c o o i A . B ) ]  +  [ c o , { B .  D )  -  c n i B .  D ) ]  +  

[foi(^T E) — cii(C. £")] = Ci(.4) + co{B) + CQ{C) + ci{D) + ci(E) + C[o(.4. B) -I-

cqq{B • C) + CQI{B . D) + CQO{C. B) +coi(C.£") + cii{D. E) 4-cii( E. .4) 

• C'a = .4) + cci'i. D) + cc{,s. E) + cc{B. t) + cc{C. t) + C G { B .  A )  +  

d a i B . D ) + C a { C . E )  =  [ i v d A )  +  w n i E . A ) ]  +  [ t f , ( D )  +  a - n ( B . D ) ]  +  

+ u.'ii(C. E) + £")] + + ifoo(-4. B) + jfoo(C'. i? ) ]  +  

[tLolC") +  I L ' O O {B .  C) ]  +  [U;io(.4. B)  — U.'oo(.4. B)^  + [a'oi{B. D )  — u ' N ^B .  D)] + 

[tL'oi ( C .  E)  — i L ' i I (C*.  £") ]  =  IV I ( -4)  +  IL 'Q{B)  +  IL 'Q{C)  +  u: i {D)  +  IL ' i {E)  +  t f i o ( .4 .  B)  +  

IL'oo(B. C) + iL'oi(B. D) 4- ivoo(C. B) + TI.'OI(CR. E) + E) + JRN(£^. -4) 

5.3.1 Unconstrained Bipartitiouing Algorithm 

In the unconstrained bipartitiouing problem we want to minimize the cost function 

F without any restrictions on the constraint function g. To solve the unconstrained 

bipartitiouing problem, we first construct the network from the control flow^ graph, 

as described above. Then, using a standard max-flow algorithm, we find a maximum 

flow Omax and identify the corresponding cut with the minimum capacity Cf = Omax-

Once the cut is known, a 0-1 assignment of the cut variables is straightforward. Upon 
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this assignment, for each node i. except for s and t. we set Xi = j/;. Figure 5.5 shows 

t h e  d e t a i l s  o f  t h e  u n c o n s t r a i n e d  b i p a r t i t i o n i n g  a l g o r i t h m .  S a t  u r a t e  N e t i r o r  k { \ ' .  E )  

is used to saturate the network, and FindMinCut{V, E) is used to identify the cor

responding cut. 

The network construction and the 0-1 assignment of binarj- variables are per

formed in linear time. If one uses the gravity max-flow algorithm [60], the computing 

the maximum flow takes 0(|V'p) = 0(|V'p). which is the overall complexity of the 

algorithm. 

UnconstrainedBipartitioning ( V . E )  
(V'. E) = CFG2Network{V\E) 
E = SaturateNetwork{V. E) 
CUT = FindMinCut{V. E) 
FOR all {i.j) € CUT 

tji = 0. yj = 1 

FOR all i € V 

RETURN {x. 1 i € V} 

FIGURE 5.5. Unconstrained Bipartitioning Algorithm. 

5.3.2 Constrained Bipartitioning Algorithms 

In the constrained bipartitioning problem, we want to minimize the objective function 

F with a guarantee that the constraint function G does not exceed the budget B. A 

brute-force solution would be to consider all 2'^ ' possible mappings {0.1} V j e 
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V.  identify those that satisfy the weight constraint, and then among them select the 

one with the minimum cost. Such an approach is very expensive computationally. We 

propose two iterative methods that find a good solution in polynomial time: however, 

optimality is not guaranteed. The first method is cost-driven, i.e. the objective 

function F is systematically increased, starting from the minimum possible value, 

until either (1) the budget has been met, or (2) the number of iterations has exceeded 

a certain threshold. In this case, it is guaranteed that the minimum cost bipartition. 

which may or may not satisfy the constraint, will be considered. The second method 

is weight-driven, i.e. the objective function G is systematically increased, starting 

from the minimum possible value, until (1) the budget can no longer be met. or 

(2) the number of iterations has exceeded a certain threshold. In this ciise. it is 

guaranteed that a feasible solution, if exists, will be considered (e.g. the minimum 

weight bipartition meets the budget; otherwise, no feasible solution exists). We advise 

to run both cost-driven and weight-driven algorithms in order to find a good feasible 

solution. 

Cost-Driven Constrained Bipartitioning: After we construct and saturate 

the network, we find the corresponding min-cut CUT with the minimum cost capacity 

Cp = Omax-  The cos t  and  the  weight  o f  th i s  in i t i a l  so lu t ion  a re  F = Cf  and  G =  C G -

respectively. If G > B. then at the next iteration we must find an alternative cut 

NEW with the lower weight capacity. (The cost capacity of such a cut may exceed 

the flow value Omax ) To find NEW. we need to increase the cost capacity of some 
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edges. Such .selected edges must be excluded from alternative cuts of interest to 

maintain the equality between the objective function F and the cost capacity Cp of 

a cut. To achieve this, the selected cost capacities are set to infinity.^ Note that any 

(.s. ^)-cut in the network contains exactly IV'I — 2 = jl 'l terminiil edges (the edges 

with an endpoint at either the source or the sink) from the set Sy. We allow only 

terminal edges from Sy to be disabled (i.e. assigned to infinite cost capacity). Once 

as many as |V'| terminal edges have been disabled, there will remain only one cut not 

containing any of such edges (i.e. a cut with finite Cp). in accordance with Theorem 

O.3. By disabling an additional terminal edge per iteration, we will need only |V'l 

iterations, thus ensuring the polynomial time complexity. 

.•\t each iteration, for a given CUT.  we consider its terminal edges one by one. 

For each selected terminal edge in CUT. we set its cost capacity to infinity and 

saturate the network to find an alternative min-cut Before the next terminal 

edge from CUT is considered, we restore the original cost capacity of the currently 

excluded terminal edge. Thus, at a given iteration the number of disabled terminal 

edges remains the same. After each of jV] terminal edges of CUT are individually 

considered, we let variable LOCAL hold the best min-cut among those found during 

the current iteration, and let variable GLOBAL hold the best min-cut among all the 

iterations completed. For the next iteration, w^e set CUT = LOCAL, and restore the 

network that has LOCAL as its min-cut. Note that in this netw^ork. the number of 

'Note that 5Z(i.j)g£Cf (i. J) is a trivial upper bound on flows in the cost-driven method. We let 
this sum serve as oo, in this case. 
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disabled terminal edges is equal to the number of iterations completed. Once N E W  

is such that the constraint is satisfied, the local and the global solutions become the 

same. i.e. GLOBAL = LOCAL. There is no need for another iteration: we can only 

improve our solution during the current iteration. 

Theorem 5.4. Let denote the tiet of terminal edges with the infinite cost capacity. 

If another terminal edge is added to Z-x,. the cost of a new rnin-cut luill not improve. 

Proof: Let CUT denote the min-cut (with the cost F) in the network with \Z^\ 

terminal edges whose cost capacities are set to infinity. Let Ci'T^ denote the network 

min-cut (with the cost F^) after some terminal edge (i.j) is added to Z^. Recall that 

the cost of a min-cut is equal to the maximum flow value in the network. Once the 

cost capacity of {i.j) is set to infinity, while the cost capacities of the other network 

edges remain the same (including those already set to infinity), it is clear that the 

max-flow in the new network can only increase or remain the same. Thus. F+ > F. 

Q.E.D. 

Thus, the iterative search terminates, once either (1) a feasible solution is found, 

or (2) I V'l iterations have been performed. Note that we have s\-stematically examined 

only 0( j V'|-) cuts in the network. Figure 5.6 provides further details on the cost-driven 

algorithm, called ConstrainedBipartitioningProcedure{-). 

Weight-Driven Constrained Bipartitioning: It is possible that none of the 

cuts considered by the cost-driven method has met the budget, i.e. we do not have 
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a feasible solution. Therefore, running the weight-driven algorithm i.s necessar\' to 

guarantee that a fetisible solution, if exists, is found. Figure 5.7 provides details on 

the weight-driven algorithm, called ConstrainedBipartitioningProcedure'2{-). Sat

urating the network with respect to the weight capacities on edges is pertbrmed by 

SaturateS etwork'2[-). 

To improve the cost of the minimum-weight solution, we use the same searching 

idea iis in the cost-driven method." The weight-driven algorithm terminates once 

either the number of iteration exceeds |V'|. or the miiximum flow at the current 

iteration e.xceeds the budget (next iterations will produce even greater flows, i.e. no 

other feasible solutions will be found). The output is the best-cost feasible solution 

found among 0(1V'|") cuts considered. 

Remark: During execution of the cost-driven algorithm, the objective function 

is systematically increased, i.e. the cost capacity of a min-cut grows. The algo

rithm "hopes" that the weight capacity of a min-cut is decreasing, i.e. the constraint 

function approaches the feasibility region s\-stematically as well. On the other hand, 

the weight-driven algorithm systematically increases the constraint function. "hoj>-

ing^ that the objective function is decreasing s\-stematically as well. Normally, an 

increase in system energy (delay) leads to a decrease in system delay (energ\-); thus, 

the desired cost-weight relationship may often hold. 

Maximum flow computation, using shortest-path augmentations to saturate the 

-Note that j) ^ trivial upper bound on flows in the weight-driven method. We 
let this sum serv-e as oc, in this case. 
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network, takes 0(|L'||F|~): 0(|V'|1JE|) shortest-path augmentations are needed to 

produce the maximum flow from scratch,^ while shortest paths are found in 0(|E|) 

time by breadth-first search (see [60] for details). There are 0(|V'|) iterations of 

the WHILEl-loop, and during each iteration O(lV'l) terminal edges are individually 

considered for infinite cost capacity assignment. However, since the network is not 

saturated from scratch, the complexity of finding the maximum flow in a network 

with no infinite-capacity edges is asymptotically the same as that of finding the max

imum flow in a network with |V'| infinite-capacity edges.' In other words, the number 

of augmentations is 0(| V'UV'HEI). rather than 0(|r|'-|V 'l|E|). Thus, the overall com

plexity of the proposed algorithms is 0(|V 'i|V'||^|-) = 0(|V'l'' + IVI'-jfri'-). Note that 

in the original CFG each node may have at most two edges (the true-branch and the 

false-branch): therefore. 0(|£"|) = 0(|V'|). and 0(|V'l' + = ^d^T)-

5.4 Experimental Results 

As an illustrative example, we take a control flow graph shown in Figure 5.8. It 

is the IDCT subroutine of the DJPEG program (decompressing .JPEG file into an 

image) compiled for the C166/ST10 microprocessor [27|. Figure 5.8 also shows the 

number of memory access, ALU. and multiply instructions per block. We assume 

that (1) software (SW) and hardware (HW) operate at the same clock frequency with 

^Each edge is saturated 0(1V'|) times. 
^Recall that in our case the finite-valued sum of all edge capacities serves as oc. so that termination 

of the network saturation process is guaranteed. 
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ConstrainedBipartitioning ( V . E . B )  
( V .  E) = CFG2Network{V. E) 
E = Sat.urateNetwork{V, E), CUT = FindMinCut{V. E) 
^ ~ 5Z( I ,J)6CL'T ^ ~ ^{I,J)ECUT^G^^' 
IF G > B 

Fjjiobai = F, Ggiobai = G. GLOBAL = CUT. LOCAL = CUT 
Eiocai = E. iteration = 1. found = FALSE 
WHILE found = FALSE 

Ecopy = SaveNetworkState{E). Fiocal = oc, Giocai = "x 
FOR each {ij) € CUT \ {i = s OK j = t} 

C F { i J )  = Z(x.i,)€K^'='(^-y) 
E = SaturateNetwarkiV, E), NEW = FindMinCut{V. E) 
Ffiew = 5Z(i.j)€iV£Vr Gnew ~ EW j) 
IF found — FALSE 

IF Fiof-fii > F 
Fiocal ~ Fnew- Giocal — Gnew- LOCAL — iV E\\f 
Elocal = SaveN etworkState{E) 

IF Fgioiffii > Fnew OR. Gnew ^ B 
fglobal ~ fnew Gglobal ~ Gnewt GLOBAL = NEW 
IF Gnew < B 

^locai — Fgio^i. Glocal ~ G global* LOC AL — G LO B AL 
Elocal — SaveNetworkState(E). found = TRUE 

ELSE 
IF Fgiobal ^ Efiew A^I13 Gnew ^ B 

^global ~ Fnewi Gglobal ~ Gjigwi GLOBAL = NEW 
Elocal ~ Egiobal^ Glocal ~ Gglobal^ LOC AL = GLOBAL 
Elocal — SaveNetworkState{E) 

E = RestareNetwarkState{Ecopy) 
CUT = LOCAL, E = Eiocaii iteration = iteration + 1 
IF iteration > jV"| BREAK 

CUT = GLOBAL 
FOR all (x\j) 6 CUT 

Vi = 0. tjj = I  
FOR aU i € K 

2r, = Vi 
R ETU R N  { x i  I  i  €  V }  

FIGURE 5.6. Cost-Driven Constrained Bipartitioning Algorithm. 
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ConstrainedBipartitioning2 ( V . E . B )  
( V . E )  = C F G 2 N e t w a r k { V . E )  
E = SatiirateNetwork2{V. E). CUT = FindMinCut{V. E) 
^ — 5Z(i.j)6Cf ^ 
I F  G < B  

Fgiobai = F. Ggiobai = G. GLOBAL = CUT. LOCAL = CUT 
Fiocal = E. iteration = 1 
WTIILE iteration < \ V\ 

Eropi/ = SaveNetworkState{E). Fiocal = G local — 'X. 

FOR each (i.j) € CUT 1 {i = s OR j = t} 
c c i L j )  = 
E = SaturateNetwork2(V. E). NEW — FindMinCnt(V. E) 
Fnrw = ^new = 5Z(  t .J )£  VEVf  ^  )  

IF Flocal ^ F 

Fiocal = Fnew Glocal = Gneiv LOCAL = N EW 
Elocal = SaveNetworkState(E) 

IF Fglobal > Fnew AND Gnew < B 
Fglobal = Fnewr Gglobal — Gnew- GLOBAL = N EW 
Fiocal ~ Fglobal* Glocal ~ Gglobal^ LOCAL — GLOBAL 
Elocal — SaveNetworkState(E) 

E = RestoreNetwarkState{Ecopy) 
CUT = LOCAL, E = Eiocai- iteration = iteration + 1 
IF Glocal > B BREAK 

CUT = GLOBAL 
FOR all {i.j) € CUT 

Vi = 0. ijj = I 
FOR all I 6 K 

~ Hi 

RETURN {x. 1 i € V'} 

FIGURE 5.7. VVeight-Drivea Constrained Bipaxtitioning Algorithm. 
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Node Energy 
<0 <l 

Delay 
<5o 1 

Children 

BO 36 38 18 18 Bl 
Bl 2672 3528 1336 952 82 
B2 2 :$ 1 1 B3 
B3 2592 3.392 1296 912 B4 
B-l 4 6 2 •) B5 
B5 384 448 192 192 B6, B7 
B6 6-1 96 32 32 B8 
B7 6-1 96 32 32 B8 
B8 896 1216 448 448 85. 89 
B9 30 31 15 15 -

TABLE 5.1. IDCT Node Energv* and Delay Specifications. 

no pipelining: (2) one memor\- access takes 2 cycles and consumes 4 energ\- units, 

regardless whether it is issued from SW or HW; (3) one .\LU operation takes 1 cycle 

in both SW and HVV" while consuming 2 energ\' units in SW and 3 energy units in 

HW: (4) one multiplication takes 4 cycles in SW and 1 cycle in HW while consuming 

8 energ\- units in SW and 10 energ\' units in HW: (5) a single SW-to-SW control 

transfer takes 1 cycle and consumes 1 energ\- unit. (6) a single SW-to-HW control 

transfer takes 10 cycles and consumes 20 energy units: (7) a single HW'-to-SW takes 

2 cycles and consumes 4 energy unit: (8) a single HW-to-HW control transfer takes 

1 cycle and consumes 1 energj* unit: (9) the execution frequency for blocks BO. B2. 

BA. and B9 is 1, for blocks B5 and B8 is 64, for blocks B6 and B7 is 32 (50% 

probability), and for blocks (self-loops) Bl and B3 is 8; (10) the execution frequency 

for edges (B0,B1), (Bl,B2). (B2,B3), (B3,B4), (B4.B5), and (B8.B9) is 1. for 

edges (B5, B6), (B6, B8), (B5, B7), and (B7, B8) is 32. and for edge (B8, B5) is 

64. Under these assumptions, the energy-delay specifications for nodes and edges are 

presented in Tables 5.1 and 5.2, respectively. 
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MEM ALU MULT 

BO 8 2 0 
B1 14 75 16 
B2 0 1 0 
B3 15 68 16 
84 0 2 0 
B5 1 1 0 
B6 0 1 0 
87 0 1 0 
88 1 5 0 
B9 7 1 0 

(a) Control Flow Graph (b) Network and Cut 

FIGURE 5.8. Example: IDCT (Fart of .JPEG Decompress). 

Edge Energy Delav 
eoo «0l «10 <11 <5oo <foi <5io S i i  

(BO.Bl) 1 20 4 I I 10 2 I 
(BI.B2) I 20 4 I I 10 2 I 
(B2,B3) I 20 4 I I 10 2 I 
(B3.B4) I 20 4 I 1 10 2 I 
(B4.B5) I 20 4 1 I 10 2 1 
{B5.B6) 32 640 128 32 32 320 64 32 
(B5.BT) 32 640 128 32 32 320 64 32 
(B6.B8) .32 640 128 32 32 320 64 32 
(B7.B8) 32 640 128 32 32 320 64 32 
(B8.B5) 64 1280 256 64 64 640 128 64 
(B8.B9) I 20 4 I I 10 2 1 

TABLE 5.2. IDCT Edge Energy and Delay Specifications. 
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Case Our Solution OPT Solution Budget 
svv HW SW HW 

' mm BO... ,B9 - BO... ,B9 - -

^rnin 1 dB(a) 89 B3 B0.B1,B2.B4,. ..B9 B3 3.569 
tfnin SBW B>... ..B9 BO.Bl B2... ..B9 BO.Bl 319.5 

^mm ' Bl... .,B9 BO ...,B3 B4... ..B9 BO ....B3 3186 
* mm 1 SBW - BO ....B9 - RO ....B9 2802 
*^m»ri - BO ...,B9 - RO ....B9 -

*5mm. C B M  B4... ..B9 RO ....B3 B4,.. ..B9 BO ...,B3 9051 
<^mm ca(b) B3,.. .,B9 BO.Bl,B> B2... ..B9 BO.Bl 8603 
^mtn «B(C) B0,B1,B4,....B9 B2,B3 B2... ..B9 BO.Bl 7803 

^mtn ^B(a) BO.Bl.B-l B9 B>,B3 BO.Bl,B2.B4.. ..B9 83 7802 
^mtn CB(e) BO,Bl,B>,Bl B9 B3 B0.Bl,B2,B4,. .,B9 B3 776-1 

^mtn e a i f )  BO... .,B9 - BO,.. ..B9 - 7763 
nin B.|... .,B9 BO B3 B4... ..B9 RO B3 -

TABLE 5.3. IDCT Bipartitioning Results. 

We examine three choices for the bipartitioning cost (energ\". delay, and energy-

delay product) and two choices for the bipartitioning weight (delay and energy). 

Tables 5.3 and 5.4 present the results of bipartitioning for the following cases: 

1. unconstrained solution for min-energ\-

2- Cmin I delay-constrained solution for min-energ>-

3- Smin- unconstrained solution for min-delay 

4. Smin 1 energ\-constrained solution for min-delay 

5- (c - unconstrained solution for min-energ\--delay 

Table 5.3 show the hardware-software assignment of nodes (SU* and H\V columns), 

with the corresponding costs and weights shown in Table 5.4. found by our algorithm 

and by an enumerative exponential-time algorithm OPT. In our example, the energj-

metric varies from 6942 to 9052 and the delay metric varies from 2803 to 3570. For 
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Case Cost 
Our OPT 

Weight 
Our OPT 

Budget 

^ fntn 6942 6942 3570 3570 -

*rniri t  7764 7764 3196 3196 3569 

^ mtn 1 7803 7803 3187 3187 3195 

^min 1 8604 S604 2803 2803 3186 

^mtn 1 9052 9052 2802 2802 2802 

<^min 2802 2802 9052 9052 -

^rntn 1 ^fl(«l) 2803 2803 860-i 8604 9051 

*^mirt ! 'B{^) 3187 3187 7804 7803 8603 

*5miri 1 ^b(*-) 3196 3187 7T65 7803 7803 

^rntn I  'B (^I) 3196 3196 7765 7764 7802 

^min 1 *fl(®) 3196 3196 776*1 7464 7764 

1 ^B(0 3570 3570 6942 6942 7763 
6940742 6940742 - -

TABLE 5.4. IDCT Bipartitioning Costs and Weights. 

case dmin  1 ^b (c ) .  our method generates a non-optimal cost soUition: however, the 

deviation from the optimum cost is less than 1% (.3196 vs .3187). For the other cases, 

our solution cost is the same the optimal solution cost. Note that in | eg(b) and 

dmin I our mapping is different from the OPT bipartition. but the costs are 

identical. 

5.5 Summciry 

In this chapter we targeted the hardware-software mapping (bipartitioning) of an 

application for dvTiamically reconfigurable systems. We addressed the problems of 

(1) energ\--delay product minimization, (2) delay-constrained energ\- minimization, 

and (3) energ\*-constrained delay minimization. We showed how to approach these 

problems using network flow techniques. We proposed an efficient bipartitioning 

algorithm that finds an optimal solution for problem (1) and systematically searches 
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for the best in a polynonnially bounded set of good solutions for problems (2) and (3). 

It should be mentioned, that our problem formulation is not specific to energies and 

delays: costs and weights can be other design parameters. 

Future effort should be focused on improving the constrained bipartitioning heuris

tics. If we assume some relationship between costs and weights, the cost (objective) 

function and weight (constraint) function will no longer be orthogonal. .A.s a result, 

we may be able to explore more solutions more efficiently. 
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CHAPTER 6 

HARDWARE ROUTING REUSE 

6.1 Background 

During the hardware-software partitioning phase described in Chapter 5. one must 

choose between a software implementation and a hardware implementation of a given 

program segment. The latter offers many challenges associated with the physical 

design (i.e. selection, placement, and routing of hardware objects) realizing that 

specific program segment in hardware. In Chapter I we suggested an organization of 

the hardware space that simplifies placement and routing. Here, we provide further 

details on some of the hardware synthesis issues, specifically routing. 

6.1.1 Motivation 

One common approach of utilizing dvnamic reconfiguration is to couple a micro

processor with a collection of the dynamically reconfigurable devices (the dynamic 

hardware space) serving as the logic cache. Hardware resources, or macros (e.g. basic 

components such as adders, multipliers, etc.. higher level primitives such as filters. 

DFT. etc.). can be instantiated and reused at runtime. Existing resources can be re

located on the array or removed to make space for incoming resources. The capability 

of deleting, creating, and deploving hardware resources at runtime permits adaptive 
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computation. Examples of such systems iire presented in [15. 40, 58. 76. 95. 98]. 

The key challenges to realize these benefits center around the time and power re

quired to perform reconfiguration. We describe the organization of the reconfigurable 

hardware space that allows for simple dynamic placement and routing of macros 

through introduction of a virtual standard cell topologj-. Hardware macros are placed 

into rows separated by channels that are used for routing. Even though the channel 

capacity is fixed, routes that cannot fit in the channel at once can share the recon

figurable channel over time. The cost of configuring a new routing pattern can be 

reduced considerably if portions of the last configured routing pattern arc reused. We 

address the problem of minimization of the configuration cost through miixiniization 

of the reuse of an already existing configuration of the channel. The importance of 

addressing this problem is clear: if the amount of reconfiguration is reduced by a 

factor of X, then the energ>' dissipation and delay due to reconfiguration will be re

duced by a factor of X each (based on fixed average delay and power dissipation per 

configuration word): thus, the energy-delay product will be reduced by the factor of 

Dynamically reconfigurable FPGAs provide a low cost, highly flexible realization 

of the logic cache. Recently, a new class of dynamically and partially reconfigurable 

FPGAs have been introduced [4]. Partial reconfigurability allows for a selective 

change of functionality of FPGA segments of arbitrary size at arbitrary location, 

without disrupting operation of the rest of the FPGA chip. A dvTiamic hardware 
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update can be highly localized favoring the reuse of the already configured silicon. 

Thus, the amount of necessary reconfiguration is greatly reduced, which translates 

into the decrease in reconfiguration delays and energ\'. 

Placement of hardware macros for reconfigurable systems has been addressed 

by several authors. One dimensional placement of macros for FPGA datapath by 

grammar-beised tree covering is described in [18]. Fast online placement techniques in 

two dimensions are treated in detail in [8]. In the context of our system, placement is 

linear within a row. and it greatly affects routability. To reduce reconfiguration cost 

during placement, macros should exhibit reguUirity. Efforts on functional regularity 

extraction were reported in [23. 75. 74]. We leave the issues of macro generation and 

placement beyond the scope of this work, focusing on macro routing only. 

To the best of our knowledge, the time-multiplexed routing in reconfigurable archi

tectures with the goal of maximizing reuse has not been studied. The classic channel 

routing algorithms [80] define the cost to be the number of tracks in the channel rather 

than the amount of reconfiguration, and FPGA routing algorithms [78] do not take 

into consideration already existing routes whose presence arises due to time-sharing 

of the FPGA routing resources. In other words, this is the first time the problem at 

hand is addressed. 
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6.1.2 Hardware Space Organization 

The overall system organization is described in Chapter 1 (see Figure 1.4). We assume 

that the dynamic hardware space is realized with a dynamically partially reconfig-

urable FPGA. The FPGA resources are utilized by the three main types of recon-

figurable hardware objects: routing, macros, and interface. The FPGA interior is 

logically organized £is shown in Figure 6.1. Interface circuitry- is responsible for exter

nal communication as well as global control, and also serves as a global data storage. 

Macros are actual computing elements. Each macro has a local controller and a local 

memor>' block. Control routing connects individual macro controllers with one an

other and the global controller, and data routing connects individual macro memory-

blocks with one another and the global memory*. The unshaded blocks directly affect 

the computation data by changing either its state (datapath blocks) or location (data 

routing block). Such a logical organization is intended to specialize reconfiguration 

events into four categories: routing reconfiguration, datapath reconfiguration, control 

reconfiguration, and memory reconfiguration. 

There are many possible realizations of the logical organization shown in Figure 

6.1. To support fast placement and routing we impose a virtual standard-cell topology 

over the FPGA (see Figure 6.2). The FPGA is partitioned into rows and channeLs. 

The rows host macro datapaths, and the channels host routes, memories, and control 

logic. The channel adjacent to the FPGA side facing the microprocessor is dedicated 
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HOUTtNG 

dftlafouiino 

Ill Ill locsl HMfnovy 

• • • 

tailin«iianr Ill 
datapath • • • datapath 

I I I  
iocslcon^ol 

• • • 

local oonfeol 

I I I  MACRC MACRC I I I  oonlfol fouinQ — I I I  
ROUTING INTERFACE 

FIGURE 6.1. Logical Organization. 

to the interface circuitry- (global memory and control - e.g. loop counters, condition 

checkers, etc). Placement of macros is essentially configuring macro datapaths onto 

the rows. Data routing of macros is essentially configuring buses to establish con

nections among memor\' blocks. E.\change of control signals is performed through 

predetermined (reserved) routing resources. Figure 6.2 shows that macro-to-macro 

routing takes place inside the channel; whereas, macro-to-interface and interface-to-

macro routing is over-the-cell (OTC). It should be noted that as the FPGA size grows, 

the number and the size of row^s and channels grow accordingly. 

It is clear that the routing resources of the logic-intensive rows and the logic 

resources of the routing-intensive channels may be underutilized. However, special

ization of FPGA segments introduces spacial locality during reconfigurations, which 

simplifies dynamic resource management and reduces reconfiguration delays. For ex

ample, if two different macros have the same datapath but different control logic. 
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• maao datapath 

m macro (local) memory/control 

interface (globaO menwry/control 

data/control routing 

FIGURE 6.2. Physical Organization. 

only control logic needs to be changed to reconfigure one macro into the other. .-Mso. 

if two FPGA-mapped segments of computation have the same operations but differ

ent data flows, then only routing needs to be changed. Locality of these changes is 

the advantageous consequence of the proposed organization. Such an organization is 

targeted toward dynamic hardware with multiple functional contexts (configurations) 

rather than for static circuits with a single configuration. Dynamic hardware requires 

efficient configuration management through reuse in order to reduce reconfiguration 

overhead. Our primarv- goal is reusability of FPGA configurations rather than high 

utilization of FPGA resources. Nevertheless, resource utilization can be improved. 

For example, the channels can host data transfer schedulers and reconfigurable on
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line test circuitr\-. and the row interconnects can be used for macro-to-macro OTC 

routing. 

Finally, we note that for the proposed architecture a generic FPG.A. is not an ideal 

realization of the dynamic hardware space. Generic FPG.A,s offer uniform fine-grain 

logic and routing reconfigurability; whereas, the proposed approach favors segmented 

(non-uniform) coarse-grain reconfigurability. Indeed, the rows are configured to per

form a predetermined set of high-level arithmetic and logic operations, and the chan

nels are primarily configured to establish simple bus connections. Ideally, an FPGA 

specifically designed for the proposed architecture would have a segmented distribu

tion of logic and routing resources to match the requirements of the logic-intensive 

rows and the routing-intensive channels. However, even though generic FPGAs offer 

more flexibility than needed (resulting in higher than architecture-inherent energy-

delay penalties during configurations and computations), they are readily available 

on the market and well-suited for hardware prototyping. Thus, our choice to use a 

generic FPG.A. is due to the availability of commercial hardware and software and the 

possibility of experimentation. 

6.2 Problem Definition 

Vertical orientation of the channel shown in Figure 6.2 is conceptually the same as 

its horizontal orientation due to the FPGA symmetrv*. Traditionally, channels are 

depicted as being horizontally oriented: therefore, in our discussion we assume that 
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a channel is horizontal. 

The channel area between two rows of macros is a two dimensional grid, with 

a generic configurable routing block (CRB), or a switchbox, being present at each 

grid point. A row of CRBs in a channel is a horizontal track along which routes 

are established. We do not consider columns of CRBs used for vertical segments 

of routes, and assume no vertical constraints are present. The CRBs at which the 

routes change direction correspond to uias in a classical routing problem. Thus, for 

a given set of placed macros, the set of data transfers that must take place can be 

specified as pairs of endpoints (an interval), where each endpoint of a pair represents 

a column coordinate of a terminal of a macro. Note that all connections are two 

point connections and each connection is to be realized with at most one horizontal 

segment. Configuration of a CRB is configuration of its switches in the context of 

this work. 

6.2.1 Problem Description 

In order to configure the channel each of its CRBs must be configured to either enable 

or disable horizontal signal propagation. Thus, if the channel is reconfigured from 

the scratch, the configuration cost is 7* • L • C. where T is the width (the number of 

tracks), L is the length (the number of CRBs on a track), and C is the configuration 

cost of one CRB. Let C = 1. A line of N enabling CRBs realizes an interval of length 

:V; these intervals are used to transfer data. A line of N disabling CRBs realizes a 
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gap of length :V: these gaps are used to block data. An example of a 4-track channel 

of length 10 is shown in Figure 6.3(a). To configure track ^3. for instance. 4 CRBs 

disable connections (a gap from 0 to 4). and 6 CRBs enable connections (an interval 

from 4 to 10). 

Clearly, reconfiguration costs can be greatly reduced if already existing routing 

segments are reused. If during a switch from the layout of pattern Pi to the lay

out of pattern P2 a difference between these two layouts is reconfigured, then the 

reconfiguration penalties are decreased. 

Figure 6.3(a) shows a layout of some pattern PI. .Assume that a new pattern P2 to 

be configured has intervals specified in Table 6.1. Figure 6.3(b) shows a possible layout 

of intervals in P2. Note that without reuse the reconfiguration cost is 4 • 10 = 40. and 

with reuse of both intervals and gaps it is 4. This number was obtained as follows. 

Only configurations of segment 6-8 of tracks tl and t'2 are different for the two layouts. 

For il, segment 6-8 of Pi's layout is a part of an interval, and segment 6-8 of P2's 

layout is a gap. Thus, 2 CRBs (the length of the segment) need to be reconfigured 

for track il. For t2. segment 6-8 of Pi's layout is a gap, and segment 6-8 of P2's 

layout is a part of an interval. Thus, 2 CRBs (the length of the segment) need to be 

reconfigured for track t2. Total of 4 CRBs are reconfigured, which is much less than 

40. If in the layout of P2 in Figure 6.3(b) intervals E and G are interchanged, then 

the reconfiguration cost would be zero, since the layouts of Pi and P2 match exactly. 

Note that the amount of reuse for a track is the amount of overlap between intervals 
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lnter\-al Left End Right End Length Overlapping 

A 0 3 3 D. F 
B -t 7 3 D. E. F. H 
C 8 10 •y E. G. H 
D 0 5 5 A, B. F. H 
E 6 10 4 B. C. G. H 
F 2 5 3 B, D. H 
G 8 10 2 C. E. H 
H 4 10 6 B. C. D, E. F. G 

TABLE 6.1. Routing Pattern to Be Configured. 

in P'2's layout and intervals in Pi's layout assigned to that track, plus the amount 

of overlap between gaps in P2's layout and gaps in Pi's layout on that track. The 

reconfiguration cost is simply the difference between T • L and the amount of reuse 

for all tracks. 

6.2.2 Problem Formulation 

Assume that the channel is of length L and has T tracks. Let the pattern currently 

laid out in the channel be denoted by Pi. and the pattern to be laid out next be 

denoted by P2. Let the left endpoint coordinate of interval i be denoted by l{i) and 

its right endpoint coordinate by r{i). For interval a in Figure 6.3(a). l{a) = 0 and 

r(Q) = 3. Let t(i) denote a track number to which interval i is assigned (tracks are 

numbered from top to bottom, starting from 0). For interval Q. for instance. t(a) = 0. 

Note that the left and right endpoints of intervals are fixed for given PI and P2. 

For gaps, the left and right endpoints are determined by two neighboring intervals 

on the same track. That is the set of gaps of P2 is different, in general, for different 
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(a) layout of routing pattern P1 
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(b) layout of routing pattern P 2  

(d) zone graph of P2 

(e) nnatching graph of qO (f) matching graph of q1 (after qO) 

FIGURE 6.3. Routing Reuse Problem. 
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layouts of P2 (note that the set of gaps of Pi is fixed since Pi is already laid out). 

VV'e need a representation of P2 such that computation of overlap for one element of 

the representation does not depend on the choice of others. This representation must 

also implicitly guarantee the feasibility of a layout of P2. That is the number of tracks 

in a layout must be less than or equal to T. For example, assume that interval .4 

and interval E (see Figure 6.3(b)) are assigned to the same track in some layout, and 

the channel has 4 tracks. It can be verified that such an assignment makes routing 

infeasible. since at least five tracks are needed to lay out .4. E. and the rest of the 

intervals. 

To treat layout choices as well as interval and gap overlaps systematically, we 

find zone representation of P2 (see [80] for details and construction) to be adequate. 

Zones correspond to maximal cliques of the interval graph of P2. In the inter\-al 

graph, each node represents an interval, and an edge between two nodes exists if and 

only if the corresponding intervals overlap. Zones of P2 from Figure 6.3(b) are shown 

in Figure 6.3(c): there are 4 zones qO. gl, q2, and <73 with boundaries 0-4. 4-6. 6-8. and 

8-10 respectively. The number of intervals in a zone is the size of the corresponding 

maximal clique: no two intervals in the same zone can be assigned to the same track. 

Clearly, the size of the maximum clique of the interval graph of P2 must be < T 

in order for P2 to be realizable in the channel with T tracks. If for some zone, the 

number of intervals in that zone is < T. we include a gap (its endpoints are the zone's 

boundaries) per each vacant track into that zone. For example, assuming a 4-track 
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channel, in Figure 6.3(c), gap ,V is included into zone qO, and gap Y is included into 

zone q2. This means that gaps A' (0-4) and V (6-8) are always present regardless 

how P'2 is laid out. 

Next, we construct the zone graph, where each zone corresponds to a parent node, 

and each interval or gap corresponds to a child node. Children of a parent node that 

represents some zone correspond to the intervals (interval child nodes) and gaps (gap 

child nodes) belonging to that zone. Now. the interval children and gap children can 

be treated in the same manner in terms of overlap. Figure 6.3(d) shows the zone 

graph for zones shown in Figure 6.3(c). It is important to note that inter\-al child 

nodes represent not just the interval boundaries but the entire segment within the 

boundaries of its parent zone(s). For example, child .4 of qO represents the entire 

segment 0-4. both the interval 0-3 and the gap 3-4. If an interv^al child has more than 

one parent it represents the segment formed by all the zones corresponding to its 

parents. For example, child node D of qO and ql represents segment 0-6. Each gap 

child node has exactly one parent and naturally represents the entire segment within 

the corresponding zone's boundaries. 

The next step is to compute the amount of overlap for each child node. If a 

child node v is placed on track t the overlap is computed as follows. First, track t 

is found in the layout of Pi, then, the segment of t with the same boundaries as 

those of the segment represented by v is selected- Comparing the selected segment 

against the segment of v, the amount of overlap is the number of CRBs with the 
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same configuration. For example, to compute overlap for .4. placed on track fO. in 

Figure 6.3(d), we find tO in the layout of PI in Figure 6.3(a) and select segment 0-4 

(the boundaries of child .4). It can be seen in Figure 6.3(a) that subsegment 0-3 is 

enabled, and subsegment 3-4 is disabled. In segment 0-4 of child .4 subsegment 0-3 

is also enabled, and subsegment 3-4 is also disabled: therefore, the overlap is 4. For 

child D (representing segment 0-6), placed on track t'2. the overlap is 4 (subsegment 

2-5 of t2 is the same as subsegment 2-5 of D). Similarly, the overlap can computed 

for each track assignment of each child node. 

The routing reuse problem can be stated as follows. Given the layout of Pi. the 

zone graph of P2. and the channel of length L with T tracks, assign each child node 

V of the zone graph of P2 to a track number such that the cost is minimized and the 

following constraints are met: 

(1) maari,{f(t;)} < T. and 

(2) if child nodes u  and v  have a common parent, then t { v )  ̂  t { u ) .  

The cost i s  T  •  L  —  ^ O V E R L A P { v ) ,  where the sum is computed over all child 

nodes v of the zone graph of P2. and OVERLAP{v) is computed as described above 

( t h e  a m o u n t  o f  o v e r l a p  d e p e n d s  o n  t r a c k  a s s i g n m e n t  o f  v ) .  
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6.3 Proposed Solution 

As one may anticipate, our procedure for tackling the routing reuse problem is based 

on weighted matching. Child nodes for matching are selected after a zone is chosen; 

then, a bipartite matching graph between child nodes and tracks is constructed, and 

maximum weight matching is found (see [97] for details). This step is repeated for 

each zone, and the end result is the track assignment of each child node. For example, 

if zone qO is under consideration, then nodes .4, D. F. and .V are selected, as shown 

in Figure 6.3(c). Its matching graph is shown in Figure 6.3(e). .\n edge connecting 

child node s to track t is cissigned a weight equal to the amount of overlap tis if 

s is placed on t. For example, the edge (.4. fO) is assigned a weight of 4. and the 

edge {D.t'2) is assigned a weight of 4. The maximum weight matching is as follows: 

.4 —> ^0. D —» il. F —> t'2. X —» tZ. since such a track assignment matches segment 

0-4 in Figure 6.3(a) exactly, giving the maximum overlap. Once child nodes of qO are 

matched, the neighbor zone ql is considered. The matching graph for child nodes of 

gl are shown in Figure 6.3(f). Note that two child nodes (D and F) as well as two 

tracks (tl and t2) have no edges: they are said to be isolated. This is due to the fact 

that previously, D and F were already assigned to tracks tl and t2. respectively. The 

absence of child node edges ensures than the child node is not assigned to more than 

one track, and the absence of track edges ensures that no overlapping child nodes 

are assigned to the same track. To ensure that the generated layout is feasible, the 
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zones are considered in order of their distance from the starting zone in one direction, 

say, to the right, and then in the other, that is to the left. For example, if the start 

zone is qO. then the order in the right direction is q\-q'2-qZ (there are no zones to the 

left of gO). If the start zone is q'2, then the order in the right direction is qZ. and 

the order in the left direction is ql-qO. Ordering matching graphs as well as isolating 

already assigned nodes and tracks in matching graphs ensure layout correctness by 

construction. If the order is not preserved, then the feasibility is not guaranteed. For 

instance, if qO is considered first, and q2 is considered second, it is possible for .4 and 

E to be assigned to the same track, which leads to a layout with at least 5 tracks for 

the 4-track channel. 

Clearly, the cost of the generated layout of P2 depends on a choice of the starting 

zone. Our procedure generates the layouts corresponding to all possible starting 

zones, and selects the minimum cost solution among them. There is a special case 

when the optimal solution is generated. If all maximal cliques of the interval graph 

of P2 are independent, then each child node will have exactly one parent. In other 

words, no inter\'al belongs to more than one zone. In this case, a matching of child 

nodes for one zone is independent from a matching of child nodes in any other zone. 

The order of zone consideration and the choice of the starting zone no longer affect 

the solution, and the optimal layout is found. In general, matching of child nodes of 

the current zone will depend on the matchings performed previously. 

The procedure is summarized in Figure 6.4. The time complexity of matching 
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is 0(7'^). If the number of zones is Z, then the procedure runs in 0{Z-T'^) time. 

The value of Z is bounded by O(V'), where V is the number of intervals: therefore, 

the nmning time of the algorithm is O(V'-T^). If the value of T is assumed to be 

constant, then, the time complexity is quadratic. 

RoutingReuse { P 2 . T .  L ,  P I  l a y o u t )  
construct zone graph of P2 
FOR each child node v of zone graph 

FOR each track t 
compute overlap of i; on f 

SOLUTION = 0 
MINCOST = oc 
FOR each zone z 

StartZone = z 
match child nodes of StartZone to T tracks 
NextZone = next zone to the right of StartZone 
WHILE NextZone 5^ 0 

match child nodes of NextZone to T tracks 
NextZone = next zone to the right of NextZone 

NextZone = next zone to the left of StartZone 
WHILE NextZone ^ 0 

match child nodes of NextZone to T tracks 
NextZone = next zone to the left of NextZone 

compute COST of ciurent layout of P2 
I F  C O S T  <  M I N C O S T  

SOLUTION = current layout of P2 
MINCOST = COST 

RETURN SOLUTION 

FIGURE 6.4. Routing Reuse. 
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6.4 Experimental Results 

To illustrate the routing reuse procedure on a relatively large example with easily 

reproducible results, we used an MCNC layout netlist fract with 182 point-to-point 

connections. It is a multiplier built from standard cells. 

Four placements were generated to obtain different routing patterns. In the first 

placement all cells were placed on the bottom row in the order they are listed in 

the benchmark specification. The second placement differed from the first one in 

that ever\' second cell was placed on the top row. In the third placement, the first 

twenty cells were assigned to the bottom row. the second twenty cells were assigned 

to the top row. the next twenty cells are assigned to bottom row. etc. The fourth 

placement generation was similar to the third except that cells were placed in groups 

of a hundred. The problem instances for the first, second, third, and forth placement 

are denoted by fl. C2. f3, and f4, respectively. The channel length L is set to the right 

endpoint of the rightmost interval. In the netlist the coordinates of interval endpoints 

are scaled by the factor of 1000. The profile of the routing patterns are presented 

in Table 6.2. The first column shows the pattern, the second column indicates the 

minimum number of tracks T needed to realize the pattern, the third column shows 

the channel length L needed, and the last column indicates the cost T • L. 

The results are presented in Table 6.3. The first column shows the patterns, the 

second column shows the fmiount of reconfiguration without reusing already existing 
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Pattern Number of Tracks T Channel Length L r L 

fl 120 3825 459000 
r2 116 1929 22376-1 
f3 128 1905 2J38I0 
fj 105 2713 284865 

TABLE 6.2. Routing Pattern Profiles. 

P2/PI NR UR OR NR/OR l-OR/L'R% 

fl/fl 459000 0 0 - 0 
f2/f2 >23764 0 0 - 0 
f3/f3 243840 0 0 - 0 
f4/f4 28-1865 0 0 - 0 

fl/ r2 439000 168048 162800 2.8 3.1 
fl/f3 489600 172696 162.344 3.0 6.0 
fl/f4 459000 75280 57552 8.0 23.5 

f2/n 459000 168048 163296 2.8 2.8 
r2/ra 246912 39064 17800 13.9 .54.4 
f2/f4 314708 117728 1135.36 2.8 3.6 

f3/fl 489600 172696 163416 .3.0 5.4 
f3/r2 246912 3906-1 20184 12.2 48.3 
f3/f4 .3-17264 123912 115192 3.0 7.0 

f4/fl 459000 75280 56352 8.1 25.1 
f4/r2 314708 117728 1098-10 2.9 6.7 
f4/f3 .347264 123912 110728 3.1 10.6 

TABLE 6.3. Reconfiguration Savings. 

routing segments (NR = N'o Reuse), the third column shows the reconfiguration cost 

with the imoptimized reuse of already existing routing segments (UR = Unoptimized 

Reuse), the forth column shows the cost with optimized savings (OR = Optimized 

Reuse). The fifth column shows the ratio of OR to NR. and the sixth column shows 

the percentage savings of OR with respect to UR. Reconfiguration costs are measured 

in terms of the number of CRBs that need to be reconfigured. A pair of patterns 

gives two L's and two T's: the channel length is the larger L, and the channel width 

is the larger T. The NR cost is the product of the channel length and width. 

The layout of PI is computed by the left-edge algorithm (see [80] for details). 
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The unoptimized savings were obtained by computing the overlap between the lay

out of Pi and the layout of P2 that was computed by the left-edge algorithm also. 

That is the NR number corresponds to the layout of P2 obtained by the left-edge 

algorithm: whereas, the OR number corresponds to the layout of P2 obtained by our 

method. Note that when Pi = P2. the optimal solution should have zero cost, and 

our procedure finds it. 

It can be seen that routing reuse is clearly beneficial since it allows for considerable 

decrease in reconfiguration costs. The above results indicate that the reuse of routing 

segments can reduce the cost by up to the factor of 14. By comparing OR and L'R 

numbers, one can see that the overlap optimization can extract additional savings of 

up to 54%. 

6.5 Summary 

In this chapter we described the organization of the reconfigurable hardware space, 

which allows for simple dynamic placement and routing of hardware objects (macros). 

We divided the hardware space into rows, hosting macros, and channels, hosting 

routes, thus introducing a virtual standard cell topolog\--

VVe discussed in detail the problem of data routing in a reconfigurable channel 

arising in such environment. Even though the channel capacity is fixed, routes that 

cannot fit in the channel at once can share the channel over time. The cost of 

configuring a new routing pattern is reduced by reusing portions of an already existing 



configured routing pattern. We addressed the issue of minimization of configuration 

cost through maximization of the reuse of the current configuration of the channel. 

We proposed an efficient procedure for optimizing routing reuse. 
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CHAPTER 7 

FURTHER DIRECTIONS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 

7.1 Future Work 

In this Section we briefly discuss possible extensions of our work. The ideas presented 

in Chapters 2-6 suggest many new research directions. 

7.1.1 Battery Modeling 

The batter\- model proposed in Chapter 2 adequately captures the first-order non

linear effects, such as capacity loss under high discharge rates and charge recoverj'. 

Howev-er. there are two important second-order batter\' effects that need to be mod

eled: (1) capacity loss due to discharge-recharge cycling, and (2) lifetime fluctuations 

due to ambient temperature changes. For example, after 500 charging cycles a Li-Ion 

battery loses 20% of its initial capacity, and the lifetime of a NiMH at 45C° is .50% 

less than at 20C° under the same discharge conditions [17|. 

Recall that our model involves two parameters, a and 3 .  estimated based on 

current-lifetime samples collected from several constant-rate discharge tests. In gen

eral, the lifetime under a given constant discharge current is a random variable.' 

Thus, during the parameter estimation process, the values of a  and 3  are obtained 

' Randomness may come from manufcicturing lot variations, for example. 



from nondeterministic quantities. One needs to explore how characteristics of the 

sample space translate into characteristics of the confidence intervals and distribu

tions for these parameters. Even under the assumption that Q and J are exact, an 

interesting problem to solve is to relate randomness of the discharge profile to ran

domness of the battery lifetime. For example, the battery may be more sensitive to 

small current variations at the end of the profile than to large current variations at 

the beginning of the profile. 

7.1.2 Tiisk Scheduling 

In Chapter 3. we considered scheduling tasks on a single-processor system. Even 

though two different task sequences result in two different discharge profiles, batterj-

lifetime variations may be insignificant. Also, under stringent timing constraints 

concurrent execution of tasks may be required. A natural extension of the sequencing 

problem is task scheduling in a multiprocessor environment. Since more than one task 

may be scheduled to run in parallel, the peak current and the length of the resulting 

discharge profile vary,'^ as illustrated in Figure 7.1. As a result, both the problem 

complexity and the impact of scheduling on charge utilization increase. Another 

degree of freedom is added when voltage/clock scaling is considered (see Chapter 4). 

Often the set of tasks to be scheduled cannot be completely specified a priori, be-

"If task are executed sequenticdly, without idle periods, then the profile length (i.e. the latest 
task finish time) does not change: it is cdways equal to the sum of individual task durations. .A.lso, 
the peak current (i.e. the largest task current) remains the same regardless of the task ordering. 
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FIGURE 7.1. Load Profile Example with Parallel Tasks. 

fore the system starts running user applications. In other words. batter>'-aware task 

scheduling and voltage/clock assignment decisions must be performed on-line. Con

sequently. the data processing overhead due to decision making needs to be small: the 

energj", consumed while the system decides on how to improve discharge conditions for 

the batterv". is drawn from that same battery! Dynamic lifetime management (DLM) 

paradigm is an extension of the well-known concept of dynamic power management 

[12]. 

7.1.3 Task Compilation 

Task-level energy managers assume availability of such knowledge as how many clock 

cycles are required for task execution, and how much current is drawn during task 

execution under a given supply voltage. These parameters are typically obtained 
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for the worst-case, best-case, and average-case execution scenarios, after tasks are 

compiled for the system processor. Compilation for reconfigurable proces.sors offers 

many challenges, as there is the reconfigurable hardware space available in addition 

to a sequential software execution unit. In Chapter 5 we addressed the problem 

of partitioning of a task control flow graph into software-mapped and hardware-

mapped blocks, with the objective of minimizing energy and delay penalties due to 

computations and configurations at the basic block level. Energv'/delay optimizations 

at the procedure level also need to be investigated [50|. 

In order to make hardware-software partitioning decisions, one must evaluate both 

a software implementation and a hardware implementation of a given program seg

ment. The latter poses many mathematical problems associated with the physical 

design (i.e. selection, placement, and routing of hardware objects) realizing that spe

cific program segment in hardware. In Chapter 6 we showed how to organize the 

hardware space to simplify placement and routing. Also, we described a method for 

reducing energj' and delay costs due to configuration of routing patterns. However, 

both multidimensional routing reuse, and dynamic placement issues and their impact 

on routability have been ignored. An interesting question is to be answered during 

placement: which hardware objects to select for configuration and where to place 

them, so that as much of the hardware space as possible can be reused as many times 

as possible? (Reuse eliminates energies and delays associated with reconfiguration.) 



7.2 Conclusion 

Portable devices have permeated almost every aspect of one's personal and profes

sional activities. Efficient energy utilization is a critical issue since the energ>- budget, 

provided by the battery, is severely limited. Once the battery is discharged, the sys

tem must shut down for several hours until the battery is recharged. System and 

application designers need adequate tools for predicting and optimizing the battery 

lifetime. In the first part of this dissertation, we developed a novel batter\' model and 

several efficient energ>--aware task scheduling techniciues. 

Besides addressing battery-related issues arising in design and use of portable 

systems, we have been motivated by the following fact. The microelectronics industr\-

is rapidly changing, with a constant drive to reduce time-to-market, volatility of 

a product, and cost of development and manufacturing. Consequently, developers 

are considering configurable, or alterable, solutions to allow for s\-stem flexibility. 

Unfortunately, the reconfiguration cost in terms of power dissipation and delay is 

a serious drawback. In the second part of this dissertation, our objective was to 

minimize energy and delay penalties due reconfigurations. We developed a novel 

algorithm for binding user program blocks either to a software execution unit and or 

to a reconfigurable hardware execution unit to minimize energ\" consumption. Also, 

we described the organization of the reconfigurable hardware space that allowed for 

simple dynamic placement and routing of hardware objects, and proposed a method 
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for reducing the amount of routing reconfiguration in such environment. As in the 

first part, the objective was the improvement of energ\' efficiency of the system. 

Thus, we have dealt with the two important aspects of modern electronic de

sign automation targeting portable reconfigurable electronic systems. Our research 

contributions are in the two areas: (1) energy-aware design of portable systems and 

applications, and (2) energy-efficient task mapping onto a reconfigurable architecture. 

The main results are briefly summarized next. 

Energy-aware design of portable systems and applications: We presented 

a novel analytical model of a battery that can (1) be used to predict batter\- lifetimes, 

and (2) serve as a formal cost function for optimizing energy usage in battery-powered 

systems. The model involves only two parameters, w^hich are estimated based on sev

eral constant-rate discharge tests. One parameter represents the battery capacity, and 

the other parameter captures behavioral nonlinearities observed during batter>- oper

ation. Our derivations relied on physical analysis of the simplified battery discharge 

process. As a result, the model is very accurate and robust. It also permits a trade-off 

between the computational complexity and the accuracy of lifetime predictions. Our 

model was validated against (1) actual measurements taken on a lithium-ion batter\% 

and (2) numerical simulations of an electrochemical cell. The maximum error of life

time predictions Wcis less than 5%. These results indicate that the proposed model is 

of high practical value. 

It is clear that a battery-powered portable s\*stem fails to operate once the battery 
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becomes fully discharged. We investigated the problem of system task scheduling in 

a single processor environment, without and with voltage scaling capabilities. Our 

objective was to shape the batter\- discharge profile so that the batter\' lifetime is 

maximized. This is a difficult task since the batter>' beha\-ior depends on the char

acteristics of the system load determining batter\' discharge conditions. First, we 

defined the energ\"-aware cost function (derived from our analytical battery model) 

and proved its several important properties, e.g. 

• the as-soon-as-possible schedule of tasks is the best and the as-late-as-possible 

schedule of tasks is the worst, from the battery's perspective. 

• the minimum possible cost of a task sequence is achieved by arranging tasks in 

nonincreasing order of their currents. 

• the optimal location for inserting an idle period, to repair a batter\- failure by 

exercising charge recovery, is that immediately before a failing task. 

• voltage down-scaling of tasks always reduces the profile cost. 

• for batter\- failure recovery, voltage down-scaling is always more efficient than 

idle period insertion with the same delay penalty. 

• voltage down-scaling of tasks in a failure-free sequence never introduces new 

failures. 
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• for several identical tasks, available delay slack is optimally utilized by the latest 

task during voltage down-scaling. 

We utilized these properties to develop a set of novel algorithms for task se

quencing on a processor without and with voltage scaling. These algorithms include 

optimal insertion of idle periods to exercise charge recover^-, iterative task repair and 

slack utilization through voltage down-scaling, profile compression through voltage 

up-scaling, and task voltage selection yielding the optimal lower bound on the cost 

function. This work is the first step toward achieving formal energ\* awareness during 

the process of task voltage selection and task start time assignments. 

Energy-efficient task mapping onto a reconfigurable architecture: We 

proposed a method for mapping nodes of an application control flow graph onto 

a reconfigurable architecture composed of a microprocessor coupled with a repro

grammable hardware space through shared memory. The objective was to mini

mize energy and delay costs due to both computations and reconfigurations taking 

place during program execution. We showed how one can use network-flow tech

niques to tackle the following problems: (1) energ\--delay product minimization. (2) 

delay-constrained energy minimization, and (3) energ\--constrained delay minimiza

tion. These techniques are applied after transforming the original control flow graph 

into an equivalent network. If no constraints are present, as in the case (1). an optimal 

solution is generated in polv-nomial time. In cases (2) and (3). a systematic search 

within a polynomially bounded set of solutions was used to find a good mapping. 



We also described a novel hardware space topology that allows for simple dynamic 

placement and routing of reconfigurable hardware objects (macros). Our idea is to 

treat macros as virtual standard cells, placed in reconfigurable rows and routed via 

reconfigurable channels. Even though the reconfigurable channel capacity is fixed, 

different routes can share the same channel in different time frames, if necessary. We 

focused on the channel routing issues and developed an efficient method for minimiz

ing energy and delay penalties due to channel configurations through maximizing the 

reuse of a previously configured routing pattern. Using a standard-cell circuit bench

mark. we demonstrated that the proposed routing reuse approach can dramatically 

reduce the channel configuration cost. 
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APPENDIX A 

ELECTROCHEMICAL CELLS 

Figure A.l shows an example of an electrochemical cell - a Zn\SO\\Ca system [61|. 

There are two half-cells, each with a metal electrode immersed into its sulfate solution. 

Zinc metal loses electrons more readily than copper metal. Therefore. Zn serves as an 

anode, where the oxidation (loss of electrons) half-reaction takes place. Electrons flow 

through an external circuit and arrive at the Cu cathode, where the reduction (gain 

of electrons) half-reaction takes place. .\s a Zn atom loses the electrons, it becomes 

a positive ion dissolved in the aqueous ZnSO.\ salt, thus decreasing the anode mass. 

On the other hand, a copper ion in the aqueous CuSO^ salt receives the electrons and 

becomes a Cu atom deposited on the electrode surface, thus increasing the cathode 

mass. This pair of reduction-oxidation half-reactions can be written as follows: 

Zn ^ Zn~'^ + 2e~ anodic reaction. 

Cu~^  -i- 2e~ —>• Cu  ca thod ic  reac t ion .  

Movement of the sulfate ions from the cathode to the anode must electrically 

balance the external electron flow. Metal ions, however, must be retained in the 

corresponding half-cells. A porous separator, or a salt bridge, allows for the movement 

of SO^~ while blocking the flow of and Cu^'*'. Electrons are driven by the cell's 

electromotive force (EMF), which is determined by the oxidation/reduction potentials 
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FIGURE A.l. Zinc-Copper Electrochemical Cell. 

of the two electrodes and their ion concentrations. The batter\- capacity, usually 

expressed in terms of Coulombs or .A-mpere-hours. is the total amount of electricity 

involved in the electrochemical reaction. 

The oxidation potential of zinc is 0.76 Volt, and the reduction potential of copper is 

0.34 Volt. Therefore, theoretical electromotive force E\fF° equals 0.76 + 0.34 = 1.10 

Volt. If the ion concentration [Zra-"*"] at the anode and the ion concentration [Cu""*"] 

at the cathode are not the same, then according to the Nemst equation. 

where R is the gas constant (8.3145 Joule/Mole Kelvin), F is the Faraday's constant 

(96.485 Coulomb/Mole), T is the temperature, and n is the number of electrons 

transferred. 

The theoretical capacity is directly associated with the electrochemical properties 

EMF = EMF'  (A.l) 
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of the active materials, zinc and copper. The charge density of Zn and Cu are 0.820 

.\mpere-hour/gram and 0.843 .A.mpere-hour/gram. respectively. Since = 

gTfYg, the theoretical charge density is 0.416 .-Vmpere-hour/gram. Since theoretical 

voltage equals 1.10 Volt, the theoretical energ>* density is 1.10 - 0.416 = 0.458 VVatt-

hour/gram. For example, a zinc-copper cell containing 100 grams of active materials 

can theoretically deliver 45.8 VV'att-hour of energ\-. 
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APPENDIX B 

CMOS CIRCUIT DELAY AND POWER CONSUMPTION 

Power consumption in CMOS circuits can be expressed as the sum of the (average) 

switching power the short-circuit power P^c- and the standby or leakage power P^b 

[20], is due the existence of a conducting path between the power rails during the 

brief period when a gate switches. P^b is due to (1) the leakage current caused by the 

stored charge in the drain junctions leaking away, imd (2) subthreshold conduction 

while in the off-state. For relatively large devices (:» 1 micron). P^w is the dominant 

component. P,^ is due to the charging and discharging of the load capacitance 

cis the output of a logic gate transitions between 0 and 1. For everj- low-to-high 

output transition, incurring a voltage change Af. an energ\- of is drawn 

from the supply voltage V. One half of the consumed energ\' is stored at the load 

capacitor, and the other half is dissipated by the pull-up PMOS network. A high-to-

low output transition dissipates the energy stored at the load capacitor into the pull

down N'MOS network. With rail-to-rail swing, i.e. Ay = V. the energ>* consumption 

i s  e q u a l  t o  F o r  a n  I C  w i t h  n  n o d e s  o p e r a t i n g  a t  t h e  c l o c k  f r e q u e n c y  f c L K -

Psw = + aiCi,2 + ... + a„C£,n)- where 0 < < 1 denotes the activity 

factor of node j {ajfcLK is the transition rate at node j). Let the sum of terms 

OJCLJ over all circuit nodes be denoted by CEFF (this is called the effective switched 
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capacitance). Then. Pju, = CE F F /C L K^ ~ [16]. We assume that is a dominant 

contributor to the total power consumption P of a circuit, i.e. 

P ̂  CE F F / C L K ^  ~ •  ( B . L )  

Consequently, the energ\' consumption E per clock cycle is equal to the product 

of the power consumption and the clock period 1/fcLK-

E  ~ C e f f ^  ' •  (B.2) 

Since the charge consumption C is equal to E/W 

C" ^Ce f f ^ -  (B.3) 

To reduce energy consumption E. one needs to reduce CE F F  '^nd I'. The effective 

switched capacitance CEFF can be improved by reducing dimensions of the devices 

and by using various circuit design techniques at the physical, logic, and register-

transfer levels of abstraction. However, the quadratic dependence of E on the supply 

voltage V indicates that reducing the supply voltage will have the greatest impact 

on reducing energy consumption. Unfortunately, the lower the supply voltages, the 

larger the circuit delay. The delay rf of a (non-submicron) CMOS gate can be predicted 

using the following expression [12]: 

where i  is the average current, /z is a technologj'-dependent constant- W/L is the 

width/length of a transistor, and V't is the threshold voltage. Let the critical path of 
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a circuit contain rn gates. Then, the circuit delay D is equal to the sum of m gate 

delays. ^Ve assume that Vi <§C V. so that 

di + d-y + ... + djn ^ T^( tfr^lr ' [iTTT ^ W^I t )" V  v^Hi/Li ^ iWo/L i  i .L \ \m/L„J  

Let k = •••(iVv^yLm • does not change for a given CMOS 

circuit. Then. 

(B.6) 

Now it is clear that reducing the supply voltage adversely affects the circuit per

formance. Scaling V down by the factor of a will decrease the energy." E by the 

factor of s- but increase the delay D by the factor of s. Since the circuit is slower at 

lower voltages, the clock frequency fcLK must be reduced to ensure correct operation. 

Assuming that fcLK = l/D. the relationship between the clock frequency and the 

operating voltage is as follows: 

V 
f cLK ^  (B.7) 

Note that the power consumption P can be rewritten as Since the 

current consumption / = P/V,  

\-
I  Ce f f - ^ -  (B.8) 

The first-order relationships described in this appendix illustrate fundamental 

tradeoffs at the system level involving parameters such as the clock frequency and 

the supply voltage. 
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APPENDIX C 

BATTERY MODEL DERIVATION 

In this appendix we provide the derivation details of our high-level analytical battery 

model. The material presented here is a supplement to Chapter 2. 

C.l Model Equations and Analytical Solution 

We are given the following system of two partial differential equations, two boundary 

conditions, and one initial condition: 

dC*(x, t) 
- J{x , t )  =  D (C.l) 

dCjx . t )  ^  d 'CjxU)  
dt dx^ • ^ 

-no.t) = (C.3) 

J{wA)  =  0. (C.4) 

C(r,0) = C*. Vx. (C.5) 

After applying the Laplace transformation C{x . t )  —>• C(jr, .s), we obtain 

C* fT' rr 
C{x . s )  = 1-P e~-^v ^ + Q ^. (C.6) 

^ (C.r, 

W'e are only interested in the concentration at the electrode surface (x = 0). The 

Laplace transformation i(t} —>• i(s) and application of the boundary- conditions for 
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X = 0 and X = w yield the following system of equations: 

C*(0.s) — ——P -\-Q, (C.8) 

0 = (C.IO) 

The solution of this svstem is as follows: 

C* i ( s )  cothCu/ v / ^ )  
= J • (C.U) 

We utilize the property that multiplication in the .b-domain corresponds to con

volution in the time-domain; after performing the inverse Laplace transformation of 

(C.ll). we obtain [77]: 

E (C12) 
oo 

t /FAD V Tit 
m=—oc 

, C- O.O 1 /" i {T)  ^ ___ , _ ^ 
1 ^— / / ' > e dr. (C.13 

C' UFA\/7DC'Jo  Jr '  

Next, we use the following remarkable identity from the theor>- of theta functions 

[9]: 

£ ^ > 0- (C14) 
m= —oo ' y rn=—oo 

In (C.14). let y = > 0. Then. 

C{0 . t )  _  _  1  r  r  « * T-D(f-r)m- l  

m=l 
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For T G [0, i|. the infinite exponential series is uniformly convergent,^ and we can 

integrate the series term by term. Then. 

1 - [ I i(r) + 2 E I '('•) ' ^ H • (C16) 

C.2 Note on Theta Functions 

The identity (C.14) hiis important implications in terms of numerical calculations. 

Note that the equation (C.16) is obtained using the left-hand side of the identity. If 

we use the right-hand side of the equation (C.14), then the alternative form of the 

solution is as follows: 

C'CO-O 1 r f' '(-) , f' '(-) , 1 , 1 — = 1= I , dr  + 2 I  e  dr l .  (C.l <) 
C-  uFAC' \ / ^^Jo  J 

Let the discharge current i { t )  =  /  =  cons t :  then. (C.17) becomes [36] 

C(Q. t ) .  
uFAC-s/^(\. - -^) = 2/{v/! + 2 52 [v^ }• (C-18) 

m= I V V 

In (C.18), ^(x) = 1 — ^ Jo^ e~^' dy ,  which is the complementary error function. 

The following function gives an excellent approximation for ^(x) over all nonnegative 

arguments [13]: 

4(i) w ^ =5=-- (C.19) 

'Note that r € [Ot^ => > 0 =• e < 1 for cdl m > 1. Since 

~ -- — e ^ 1 < 1 for 
therefore, the series is uniformly convergent. 

— t — r)m* 
e~ -- — e ^ 1 < 1 for all n,m > 1, Cauchy criterion for convergence holds; 
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Thus, 
•y *» 

wm r- -L ,  wm ,  7 t \ / t  
) ~ (C.20) 

sTD \/Di T: - 1  +  . / i  +  7 r - P ^  Y UI'TTl' 
Now, (C.18) can be rewritten as 

uFAC'y /^ i l  - ^ 2/n/F(i + 2 V [e""^ i t  e  o t  
m=i + + 

(C.21) 

On the other hand, for i { t )  =  /  =  c o n s t ,  the analytical solution using the left-hand 

side of the identity (C.14) is 

= /([I + 2 f: ' ]. (C.22) 
m= I It—' 

Clearly. (C.22) is much simpler and more accurate than (C.21). However, for 

computational purposes we have to truncate the infinite series, and the series of the 

latter converges much faster than that of the former. 

Figure C.l shows the plots of the 10-term sum and the 100000-term sum ap-
•» 

proximating the series $3m=i • Figure C.2 shows the plot of the 10-term 
•y 

sum 53m=i jl^ I 100000-term sum approxi-
V X2'n* 

mating the original (with the complementary* error function) series — 

y/TTxoTU e~^-"*'^(^/xTm)]. Note the cirguments xi and X2 are related as follows: 

xi = •a'^x-2 ^ lOx)- Thus, the range [0.1.10.0] for xi corresponds to the range 

[0.01.1.0] for 12-

One can see that truncating the infinite series after 10 terms vields the better 

approximation of the infinite series for (C.21) than for (C.22). Nevertheless, we use 
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(C.16) as the general form of the analytical solution because it is simple and intuitive, 

unlike the form (C.17).- Also, note that computing an individual term of the series in 

(C.16) is easier than computing an individual term of the series in (C.I7). Moreover, 

the series terms diminish ver\' rapidly as m grows in any case: Figure C.3 compares 

the 100-term sum and the 100000-term sum for the series in (C.22) to show a close 

match. 

E A 
i (5 

10*' 

FIGURE C.l. Approximation for Series in (C.22). 

"Further details on using (C.17) can be found in [72]. 
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FIGURE C.2. Approximation for Series in (C.21). 
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FIGURE C.3. Improved Approximation for Series in (C.22)-
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APPENDIX D 

DUALFOIL SIMULATION SETTINGS 

In this appendix we provide the input settings for the DUALFOIL lithium-ion elec

trochemical cell simulator [28. 34. 31]. These settings were used in Chapter 2 to 

generate simulation results. (The default simulation parameters are also included.) 

Using finite difference methods and concentration solution theor\- [62]. DU.-VLFOIL 

numerically solves a set of differential equations describing the cell current, material 

concentration and diffusion, and electrode potentials. The FORTR.W source code of 

the simulator can be found in [63]. 

D.l Simulated Battery 

The settings used in simulations in Chapter 2 are given below. 

50 
lOOd-06 
75.d-06 
175.0d-06 
15.d-06 
20.d-06 
20 
100 
100 
300.0 
1000. 
0.71 
0.17 

120.0 
2.9 
2.0d-14 
l.Od-13 
12.5d-06 
8.Sd-06 
0.4 
0.0 

liffi, limit on number of iterations 
hi, thickness of negative electrode Cm) 
h2, thickness of separator (m) 
h3,thickness of positive electrode (m) 
hen, thickness of negative current collector (m) 
hep, thickness of positive current collector Cm) 
nl, number of nodes in negative electrode(set̂ O if in foil mode] 
n2, number of nodes in separator 
n3, number of nodes in positive electrode 
T temperature (K) 
xi(l.l), initial salt concentration (mol/m3) 
z.initial stoichiometric parameter for neg. Cignored if nl=0) 
y,initial stoichiometric parameter for positive based on formula 
unit vhere 0<7<1 
trnmax, mair-iiimiii time step size (s) 
vent, cutoff potential 
dfsl, (ignored in Foil mode) diffusion coef. in negative solid (o2/s) 
dfs3, diffusion coef. is positive solid Cm2/s} 
Radl. radius of negative particles Cm) Cignored in Foil mode) 
Rad3. radius of positive particles (m) 
epl, volume fraction of electrolyte in negative electrode 
eppl, volume fraction of polymer in negative electrode 
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O.l • epfl, volume fraction of inert filler in negative electrode 
1.0 • ep2, ep2>epp2=1.0 volume fraction of electrolyte in separator 
0.0 • epp2, volume fraction of polymer in separator 
0.4 ! ep3, volume fraction of electrolyte in positive electrode 
0.0 • porosity epp3, volume fraction of polymer in positive electrode 
O.I ! epf3. volume fraction of inert filler in positive electrode 
100. ! sigl, conductivity of negative matrix (S/m) (ignored in Foil mode) 
3.8d0 • sig3, conductivity of positive matrix (S/m) 
O.OOOOldO ! rkal, rate constant for negative reaction 
3.0d-ll ! rka3, rate constant for positive reaction 
0.010 • anode film resistance (ohm-iE2) 
0.000 • rcathde. cathode film resistance (obm-m2) 
372.OdO ! cotl, coulombic capacity of negative material (mAh/g) 
148.OdO ! cot3, coulombic capacity of positive material (mAh/g) 
1320.0 ! density of electrolyte (kg/m3) 
2200.0 ! rsl, density of negative insertion material (kg/m3) 
4140.0 ! rs3, density of positive insertion material (kg/m3) 
2200. ! rf, density of inert filler (kg/m3) 
1780. ! rpl, (not used here) density of polymer material (kg/m3) 
0.0 ! rc, density of inert separator material (kg/m3) 
8954.0 ! rcn, density of negative current collector (kg/m3) 
2707.0 ! rep, density of positive current collector (kg/m3) 
0.0 • htc, beat-transfer coefficient at ends of cell stack (W/m2K) 
0.0 ! dtldT, temperature coefficient of open-circuit potential (V/K) 
2000.0 ! Cp, heat capacity of system (J/kg-K) 
300. • Tam. ambient air temperature (K) 
1 ! ncell. number of cells in a cell stack 
2 ! Iht. 0 uses htc, 1 calcs htc. 2 isothermal 
0 ! ill, 1 for long print-out 0 for short print-out 
5 • il2, prints every il2 th node in long print-out 
5 • il3, prints every il3 th time step in long print-out 
1 ! Iflag, 0 for electrolyte in separator only, 1 for uniform 
0 ! Ipotf 0 for no power peaks, 1 for pover peaks 
0 ! jsol calculate solid profiles if 1 less than jsol less than nj 
3 ! nneg see below 
7 ! nprop see below 
9 ! npos see below 
1 ! Icurs, number of current changes 

D.2 Default Battery 

The default settings provided with the source code example from [63] are given below. 

lim, limit on number of iterations 
hi, thickness of negative electrode (m) 
h2, thickness of separator (m) 
h3,thickness of positive electrode (m) 
hen. thickness of negative current collector (m) 
hep, thickness of positive current collector (m) 
nl, number of nodes in negative electrodeCset̂  if in foil mode) 
n2. number of nodes in separator 
n3, number of nodes in positive electrode 
T temperature (K) 
xi(l,l), initial salt concentration (mol/m3> 
X.initial stoichiometric parameter for neg. (ignored if nl=0) 
y,initial stoichiometric parameter for positive based on formula 
unit where 0<y<l 
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120.0 ! tmmax. maTiimiin tiae step size (s) 
1.9 ! vcut, cutoff potential 
3.9d-14 f dfsl, (ignored in Foil mode) diffusion coef. in negative solid (m2/s) 
l.Od-13 • dfs3, diffusion coef. in positive solid (m2/a) 
l.Od-06 ! Radl. radius of negative particles Cm) (ignored in Foil mode) 
lO.Od-06 ! Rad3, radius of positive particles (m) 
0.0 ! epl, volume fraction of electrolyte in negative electrode 
0.0 ! eppl, volume fraction of polymer in negative electrode 
0.0 • epfl. volume fraction of inert filler in negative electrode 
I.0 ! ep2, ep2'»epp2sl .0 volume fraction of electrolyte in separator 
0.0 • epp2, volume fraction of polymer in separator 
0.3 ! ep3, volume fraction of electrolyte in positive electrode 
0.0 • porosity epp3, volume fraction of polymer in positive electrode 
0.2 • epf3, volume fraction of inert filler in positive electrode 
100. ! sigl, conductivity of negative matrix (S/m) (ignored in Foil mode) 
II.45d0 • sig3, conductivity of positive matrix (S/m) 
O.OOOOldO ! rkal, rate constant for negative reaction 
3.0d-ll ! rka3, rate constant for positive reaction 
0.010 ! anode film resistance (ohm-m2) 
0.000 ! rcathde, cathode film resistance (ohm-m2) 
3862.5dO ! cotl, coulombic capacity of negative material (mAh/g) 
417.OdO ! cot3, coulombic capacity of positive material (mAh/g) 
1700.0 • density of electrolyte (lcg/m3) 
534.0 • rsl, density of negative insertion material (kg/m3) 
3900.0 ! rs3. density of positive insertion material (kg/m3) 
1800. • rf. density of inert filler (kg/m3) 
1780. ! rpl. (not used here) density of polymer material (kg/m3) 
0.0 ! rc, density of inert separator material (kg/m3) 
8954.0 ! rcn, density of negative current collector (kg/m3) 
2707.0 ! rep, density of positive current collector (kg/m3) 
0.0 ! htc, heat-transfer coefficient at ends of cell stack (W/m2K) 
0.0 ! dtldT, temperature coefficient of open-circuit potential (V/K) 
2000.0 • Cp, heat capacity of system (J/kg-K) 
313. ! Tam, ambient air temperature (K) 
1 • ncell, number of cells in a cell stack 
2 ! Iht, 0 uses htc, 1 calcs htc, 2 isothermal 
0 ! ill, 1 for long print-out 0 for short print-out 
5 • il2. prints every il2 th node in long print-out 
5 ! il3, prints every il3 th time step in long print-out 
1 ! Iflag, 0 for electrolyte in separator only, 1 for uniform 
0 ! Ipow 0 for no power peaks, 1 for power peaks 
0 ! jsol calculate solid profiles if 1 less than jsol less than nj 
1 ! nneg see below 
10 ! nprop see below 
10 ! npos see below 
1 • Icurs, number of current changes 

D.3 Comments 

The discharge profile is described by the line immediately following the batter>- pa

rameter specifications (see below). The rest of the input file is dedicated to the 

explanations of the file format. 
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EXPLANATIONS 

lines 20-22: epl, eppl, and epfl 
Set equal to 0.0 when running in Foil mode (metn = 1} 

line SO: ill 
1 gives long print-out no matter if a run converges or not 
The long print-out stops at tCnoncovergence). 
0 gives short print-out if a run converges but a long 
print-out if the run does not converge. 

line 59: Icurs, number of current changes 

line 60 onward: cuCi), ttCi). mcCi) 
cuCi) The ith value of the current CA/m2) or potential (V) 

of the discharge 
tt(i) The ith value of the time (min) or cutoff potential (V) 

of the discharge 
mcCi) The mode of discharge; 0 for potentiostatic, I for galvanostati 

for a given time, 2 for galvanostatic to a cutoff potential 

nneg: 
1 Li foil 
2 Carbon (petroleum coke) 
3 HCHB 2510 carbon (Bellcore) 
4 TiS2 
5 Tungsten oxide (LixW03 with 0<x<0.67) 
6 Lonza KS6 graphite (Bellcore) 
7 add your own 

nprop: 
1 AsF6 in methyl acetate 
2 Perchlorate in PEO 
3 Sodium Triflate in PEO 
4 LiPF6 in PC (Sony cell simulation) 
5 Perchlorate in PC (West simulation) 
6 Triflate in PEO 
7 LiPFS in EC/DMC and p(VdF-HFP) (Bellcore) 
8 LiPF6 in EC/DMC and p(VdF-HFP) (Bellcore) cell 2 
9 Ideal ion exchange membrane 
10 TFSI in PEMO at 40 C (oxymethylene-linked PEO) (LBL) 
11 LiPF6 in EC:OMC (liquid) 
12 LiTFSI in PEO at 85 C (LBL) 
13 add your own 

npos; 
1 TiS2 
2 Spinel Mn204 (lower plateau) 
3 HaCo02: Sodium cobalt oxide 
4 Spinel Hn204 (upper plateau) 
S Tungsten oxide (LixUQ3 with 0<x<0.67) 
6 Co02 (Cobalt dioxide) 
7 V205 (Vanadium oxide) 
8 Hi02 (nickel dioxide) 
9 Spinel Mn204 (Bellcore) 
10 ! V6013 (vanadium oxide) 
11 ! LiA10.2Mnl.804F0.2 (Bellcore doped spinel) 
12 ! add your own 
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APPENDIX E 

BATTERY VOLTAGE AND RESIDUAL CHARGE PLOTS 

It is informative to visualize a relationship between the battery voltage behavior and 

the residual charge behavior predicted by our model developed in Chapter 2. Here, 

we provide plots of the battery voltage and residual charge over time for some of the 

measurements and simulations performed with the Itsy batter\' (see Section 2.4) and 

the DU.A.LFOIL simulator (see Section 2.5), respectively. 

In Section 2.4. we described the interrupted-load profile Pi and five variable current 

profiles P1-P5. Figure E.l shows the measured voltage and predicted charge curve for 

Pi. One can observe voltage/charge recovery* during the off-line period. Figures E.2. 

E.3. E.4. E.5. and E.6 show the measured voltage curves and the predicted charge 

curves for profiles PI, P2, P3, P4, and P5, respectively. 

Among the 22 simulated profiles C1-C22 from Section 2.5. we chose six particularly 

interesting cases: Cl. CIO, Cll, C17, C21, and C22. The corresponding simulated 

voltage and predicted charge curves are shown in Figures E.7, E.8. E.9. E.IO. E.ll. 

and E.12. respectively. Note that the batter>- voltage and the residual charge exhibit 

the same trends in their behavior. 
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FIGURE E.l. Measured Voltage and Predicted Charge Curves for Profile Pi. 
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FIGURE E.2. Measured Voltage and Predicted Charge Curves for Profile Pi. 

FIGURE E.3. Measured Voltage and Predicted Charge Curves for Profile P2. 
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FIGURE E.4. Measured Voltage and Predicted Charge Curves for Profile P3. 
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FIGURE E.5. Measured Voltage and Predicted Charge Curves for Profile P4. 

FIGURE E.6. Measured Voltage and Predicted Charge Curves for Profile P5. 
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FIGURE E.7. Simulated Voltage and 
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FIGURE E.8. Simulated Voltage and 
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Predicted Charge Curves for Case Cl. 

Predicted Charge Curves for Case CIO. 

I 

FIGURE E.9. Simulated Voltage and Predicted Charge Curves for Case Cll. 
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FIGURE E.IO. Simulated Voltage and Predicted Charge Curves for Case C17. 
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FIGURE E.ll. Simulated Voltage and Predicted Charge Curves for Case C21. 
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FIGURE E.12. Simulated Voltage and Predicted Charge Curves for Case C22. 
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